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DIECAST MODELS
1.
Playworn Post-war Diecast Vehicles,
A mostly unboxed collection of private,
commercial and models from TV and film,
including four Triang Minic ships (boxed),
Corgi Incredible Hulk Mazda pickup, Dinky
Johnston road sweeper, Matchbox Kingsize
BP racing car transporter, and others by Corgi,
Dinky and Matchbox, P-G, Boxes F (Qty) in two
boxes £80-120
2.
Playworn Post-war Diecast Vehicles,
An unboxed collection of 1:64 scale and
similar commercial, private and military
vehicles including examples by Majorette,
Corgi, Matchbox, Lesney, Husky and others,
together with a boxed No 7, Y-7 Yesteryear
1913 Mercer by Lesney, P-F, Box F, (100+)
£50-80
3.
Playworn Modern Diecast Vehicles
An unboxed collection of mostly 1:43 scale
commercial and private, vintage and modern
vehicles, mostly by Corgi and Matchbox but
including others, P-G, (Qty) in two boxes
£50-80
4.
Playworn Post-war Diecast Vehicles
and Boxes, A mostly unboxed group including
examples by Dinky, Budgie, Corgi, Lonestar
and others together with a boxed Corgi Gift
Set No 7 Massey Ferguson 65 Tractor and
Tipper Trailer, (box lacks inner card stand
model good), and three boxes comprising a
Dinky 571 Coles Mobile Crane, 704, 70A Avro
York Air Liner and Triang Minic box, P-G, Boxes
P-F, (Qty) £80-120
5.
Military Vehicles and Lead Soldiers,
Playworn diecast vehicles by Dinky, Matchbox
and Corgi, together with a number of field
guns by Crescent and Britains, one a No 2026
boxed 25pdr Howitzer example and a group
of pre and post-war lead soldiers mostly by
Britains including French and British WWI
troops, Guardsmen and dispatch riders, P-G,
Box F-G, (Qty) £50-80

6.
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and Others,
A n unboxed group including Corgi Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang, Dinky Toys Aston Martin
and others by Matchbox and Lledo, P-G, (8)
£40-60
7.
Boxed Diecast Vehicles, A collection
of vintage and modern commercial, private
and military vehicles mostly 1:43 scale,
including Corgi Classics, Corgi Tronics, Archive
Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and others, G-E, Boxes
P-F, (45+) in two boxes £80-120

8.
Boxed Diecast Vehicles, A collection
of vintage private vehicles, including Corgi
Collectors Classics, Corgi Cars of the 50s,
Models of Yesteryear, Solido and Brumm, G,
Boxes P-F, (25+) £50-80
9.
Cararama 1:72 Scale Vehicles, A
boxed or packaged collection of modern
commercial, private and emergency vehicles,
E, Boxes G-E, (170+) in two boxes £100-120

16.
Aircraft Models and Others, A
collection of military and civil vintage and
modern aircraft packaged but unboxed,
including Atlas Edition examples, (14) together
with four factory sealed Hotwheels Shell
V-Power Ferrari models, two boxed limited
edition London 2012 Corgi figurines and
unboxed Models of Yester Year F-E, Boxes G,
(Qty) in two boxes £50-80
17.
Corgi Aviation Archive, A trio of
boxed 1:72 scale models comprising, two
limited edition examples, AA38601 BAC
TSR-2 XR219 1964 Prototype and AA32311
BAC Lightning 1987, together with AA33201
Mcdonnell F-4N Phantom II, G-E, Boxes F-G,
(3) £50-80

10.
Onyx Formula 1 Models, A
collection of boxed 1:43 scale models,
comprising lots of 24 in trade boxes
comprising 286 Arrows Hart Ricardo Rosset
(24), 279 Minardi Ford Tarso Marques (24),
193A Sauber Karl Wendlinger (24) and 284
Arrow Hart Riccardo Rosset, (24) E, Boxes F-G,
(96) £150-200

18.
Corgi Aviation Archive, A boxed
group including limited edition examples,
comprising 1:72 scale models, AA34104
Hawker Siddeley 1991, 49803 Hawker Hunter
Mk6 and 49801 Hawker Hunter FGA9 together
with 1:144 scale models, 47107 Douglas DC3
Air Atlantique, 48703 HP Victor S.R. Mk2 and
48505 DH Comet 4C, G-E, Boxes F-G, (6)
£50-80

11.
Onyx Formula 1 Models, A
collection of boxed 1:43 scale models,
including lots of 24 in trade boxes comprising
279 Minardi Ford Tarso Marques (24), 193A
Sauber Karl Wendlinger (24) and 284 Arrow
Hart Riccardo Rosset, (24) together with a box
containing various other onyx F1 models E,
Boxes F-G, (115+) £150-200
12.
Corgi and Hot Wheels Ferrari
Models, A boxed collection of 1:43 scale
modern competition and private vehicles
including Corgi Deetail collection and platinum
together with Hot Wheels examples (4), E
Boxes F-G, (18) £50-80
13.
Continental Ferrari Models, A boxed
collection of 1:43 scale vintage and modern
competition and private models including
examples by Brumm, Art Model, Herpa, Jouef,
Quartzo and others G-E, Boxes F-G, (28)
£60-80
14.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of mostly 1:43 scale vintage and
modern, commercial and private vehicles
including boxed examples by Matchbox,
Solido, Lledo, Corgi and others (45) together
with a collection of unboxed vehicles, P-G,
Boxes P-F (Qty) in three boxes £50-80
15.
Atlas Editions Ultimate Tank and
Others, A factory sealed boxed group of
Ultimate Tank models by Atlas (11) together
with another similar, five boxed 1:43 scale car
models by Atlas and Vanguard, three boxed
aircraft models by Jet-X, Dragon and Lledo and
a wooden case limited edition Connoisseurs
Collection Models of Yester Year, G-E, Boxes
G-E, (20) £50-80

19.
Unboxed 1:18/1:24 Scale Vehicles,
A collection of vintage vehicles mostly by
Burago (two loose in boxes), but including
some Polistil (with damage), together with
a post-war battery operated tin and plastic
car (damaged) and factory sealed modern
Meccano sets, comprising an 0530 Special
Edition set and Bi-Plane set, P-E, Boxes P-E,
(Qty) in two boxes £50-80
20.
Post-war and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, A mostly unboxed collection
including playworn commercial models by
Dinky, Corgi and others together with unboxed
modern Corgi haulage vehicles including some
Eddie Stobart examples and a boxed 1:18
scale Maisto Mercedes Benz 500 K Typ, P-G,
Box P (Qty) in two boxes £60-80

21.
Corgi Vanguards and Matchbox
Dinky, A boxed collection of 1:43 scale
models, comprising Corgi Golden Oldies vans
and Archive Corgi (7), Lledo Vanguards (10)
and Matchbox Dinky, including a Mercedes
Benz 1950 type 0-3500 omnibus (7) G-E, Boxes
F-E, (27) £80-100
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22.
Corgi Classics and Heritage, A boxed
collection, including EX55105 Corgi Heritage
Stag Diamond T980 tanker, Connoisseur
Collection buses and coaches (4), Archive
Corgi and others including six accessory scale
load packs, G-E, Boxes F-E, (13) £60-80
23.
Corgi Haulage Vehicles, A boxed
collection of mostly articulated lorries and
tankers including Eddie Stobart, Amtrak,
Knights of Old, Guinness, James Irlam,
Mornflake and others G-E, Boxes F-G (17)
£80-100

30.
Military Vehicles and Tanks, A
boxed /cased collection of WWII era models
1:72 and smaller scale, including Forces of
Valour (3), Oxford Military (14) one missing
sleeve, DeAgostini (14), War Master, Blitz and
Skynet (4) plus one unboxed, F-E, Boxes F-E,
(36) £100-120
31.
Hobby Master and Dragon Military
Models, A collection of 1:72 scale WWII era
vehicles including tanks, all cased with card
sleeves including Hobby Master (19) and
Dragon (7) examples G-E, Boxes G-E (26)
£120-160

24.
Boxed Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of vintage and modern , commercial
and private vehicles, mostly 1:43 scale
including Oxford Diecast, Lledo, Corgi, Burago
and others, G-E, Boxes F-G, (75+) in two boxes
£100-150
25.
Fire Engines Tanks and R.M.S.
Titanic, A boxed/packaged collection
comprising Del Prado fire engines (25+), a
Trux, FOF1, 1:50 scale 1940s Chevrolet Blitz
Wagon Diorama, eight Del Prado type models
of tanks in plastic cases and a 1:1136 scale
Claytown Collection model of R.M.S. Titanic,
G-E (0ne model broken), Boxes P-G, (35+)
£80-100

26.
Boxed 1:24 Scale Vehicles, A
collection of vintage and modern, private and
competition models comprising, examples
by Burago (10), Revell and Maisto, G-E, Boxes
P-G, (12) £60-80
27.
Tuf-Toys Polistil and Others, A
collection of models and slot cars comprising
five boxed examples by Polistil, six packaged
American Trucks by Tuf-Toys and another,
together with a collection of unboxed plastic
slot cars including examples by Polistil, AFX
and others, P-E, Boxes G (30+) £50-80

28.
Dinky Buses and Coaches, A postwar collection of playworn examples including
some repaints by Dinky, P-F (18) £50-80
29.
Matchbox Lesney, Boxed and
playworn examples comprising, Saracen
Carrier No54, Army Wireless Truck No 68,
Army Half Track No 49 and Army Scout Car
No 61 (all boxed) together with a group of
unboxed playworn models and one Dinky BR
tractor unit, P-G, Boxes F-G (Qty) £50-80
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32.
Kyosho 007 Aston Martin V12, A
boxed 1:12 scale Aston Martin V12 Vanquish,
007 James Bond, from Die Another Day,
08603S, E, Box (with outer box) G-E £100-150
33.
Supermarionation Replica
Collection Signature Edition FAB 1, A boxed
limited edition model with certificate and
display case by Product Enterprises Ltd
(Granada Ventures) No 0060/1500 (aerials and
spare mascot packaged and present), E, Box
G-E £200-300
34.
Corgi Dr Who, A boxed collection
of Dr Who figure/model sets comprising
TY96201 (7) TY96202 (4), TY96104 (19),
TY96101 (22) TY 96102 (2), E, Boxes G-E (56)
£100-150
35.
Boxed Diecast Models, A collection
of vintage and modern commercial and
private vehicles , including aircraft, mostly
1:43 scale and smaller including examples by
Corgi, Brumm, Rio, Solido, EFE, Matchbox,
Original Omnibus and Play-Me G-E, Boxes F-G,
(50+) in two boxes £80-120
36.
Models of Yesteryear and Days
Gone, A boxed collection of vintage private
and commercial models, some limited edition,
including Matchbox Models of Yesteryear in
maroon and cream boxes (140+) and Days
Gone by Lledo and other similar models (30+)
G-E, Boxes F-G (170+) in four boxes £150-250
37.
Boxed Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of vintage and modern, commercial
and private vehicles including 1:72, 1:43 and
smaller scale models, examples by Matchbox,
Original Omnibus, Corgi, EFE, Atlas Editions,
Oxford Diecast, Vitesse, Lledo and others, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (40+) £80-120
38.
Matchbox and Corgi, A boxed
collection of vintage vehicles, comprising
Models of Yesteryear, sixteen in yellow/blue
boxes, two with sepia illustration, fourteen
in two tone yellow/pink/ and yellow/purple
boxes , together with eleven in wood grain
boxes and a Corgi 1977 Jubilee 1902 State
Landau, G-E, Boxes F-G (40+) £80-120

39.
Triang Minic Ships, A boxed
collection, comprising Fighting Ships (M751,
M745, M741, M744, M743, M742) and
Famous Liners ( M715, M702, M703, M704)
together with M905 Quayside and M902
Ocean Terminal Set, G-E, Boxes F-G, (12)
£80-120
40.
Unboxed Diecast Vehicles,
A collection of post-war and modern
commercial and private vehicles, some
playworn, including examples by Corgi, Dinky,
Matchbox, Lledo, Corgi, EFE and others
together with a white metal Ambrico coach
model, small plastic vehicles and two Dinky
Boxes a 25x breakdown lorry and a 571 Coles
Mobile Crane, P-G, Boxes F, (60+) £60-80
41.
Playworn/Repainted Dinky Military
Models, A post-war collection of military
models, playworn and repainted including
tanks, armoured vehicles, ambulances, field
guns and others, P-F, (40+) £80-120

42.
Dinky Corgi and Spot-On, A postwar collection of playworn/repainted/restored
commercial models including buses and
coaches (11), Milk Vans (5) and two others,
P-F, (18) £50-80
43.
Spot-On and Corgi, A post-war
collection of playworn/repainted/restored
competition, commercial and private cars,
including grand prix/ land speed models (8),
Corgi Rile Pathfinders (4), Coupes (5) and
three others, P-F, (20) £60-80

44.
Dinky Coupes, A post-war collection
of playworn/repainted/modified vehicles,
including Sunbeam Alpine, Austin Atlantic,
Packard, Austin Healey and others P-F, (18)
£50-80
45.
Dinky Cars and Caravan, A post-war
collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles, including Vanguard (4), AC Aceca (2),
Austin, Rover, Volkswagen and others, P-F, (18)
£60-80
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46.
Dinky Cars, A post-war collection
of playworn/restored/repainted vehicles
including Triumph (3), Riley(2), Jaguar (2),
Hudson, Packard and others P-F, (15) £50-80

47.
Dinky Commercial Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including fire engines (2), Hindle
Smart Helecs (2), Petrol Tankers (2), trucks (6)
and others, P-F, (16) £60-80
48.
Dinky Commercial Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including Austin taxi (4), various
Dinky vans(8) and others P-F, (14) £50-80

49.
Dinky Competition Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including, Aston Martin(3), Mercedes
Benz (2), Bristol 450(2), Austin Healey (2),
Jaguar Type D (2), Cunningham (2) and two
others, P-F, (14) £60-80
50.
Dinky Competition Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including, Speed of the Wind (3), MG
Record Car (2), Mercedes Benz (2), Hodgkiss
(2), Ferrari (3) and five others, P-F, (17)
£80-100

53.
Dinky Commercial Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including Foden Tankers and trucks
(4), Guy Vans (3), Car Transporter, Coles Crane
tractors, and others, P-F, (25) £100-150
54.
Matchbox Dinky and Others, A
collection of small scale post-war playworn/
repainted commercial, private and
competition, pre and post-war vehicles,
including examples by Dinky, Matchbox
Lesney, LoneStar and a larger scale Budgie
British Railways Locomotive, P-F, (65+)
£80-120

55.
Matchbox Lesney Commercial
Models, A collection of post-war playworn/
repainted/modified commercial pre and postwar vehicles, including trolley buses, trams,
Buses, coaches, tankers, and vans, P-F, (55)
£80-120
56.
Matchbox Lesney Commercial
Models, A collection of post-war playworn/
repainted/modified commercial pre and postwar vehicles, including trucks, fire engines,
military vehicles, ambulances, low loaders,
mobile cranes and others P-F, (80+) in two
boxes £100-150
57.
Dinky Aircraft, A collection of pre
and post-war playworn/repainted models of
vintage aircraft, including civil aircraft, military
aircraft, helicopters and an airship, in various
scales, P-F, (50+) £150-200

51.
Dinky Competition Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including Talbot Lago (6), Alfa Romeo
(3), Vanwall (3) and Cooper Bristol (2), P-F, (14)
£60-80

58.
Dinky and Triang Waterline Models,
A collection of pre and post-war playworn/
repainted vintage vessels, some with fatigue,
including naval vessels, liners and smaller civil
ships, comprising Triang Minic models, (M7
53,M720,M730,M779,M721(2),M711,M709)
and a Minic Light Vessel, together with Dinky
and similar examples (25+) P-F,(35+) £80-120
59.
Dinky Aircraft and an Armoured
Vehicle,, A trio of models comprising Dinky
Toys RAF 60P Gloster Gladiator, and 60K Light
Tourer together with an unmarked white
metal tracked armoured vehicle in green
livery, F-G, (3) £50-80

60.
Dinky and Corgi Commercial
Vehicles, A collection of post-war playworn
vintage vehicles, including boxed Dinky 563
Heavy Tractor, 971 Coles Mobile Crane, 561
Blaw Knox Bulldozer, 428 Large Trailer and 562
Dumper Truck, together with other unboxed
examples including a repainted Austin A30,
and modern boxed Corgis, a Scammel truck,
Seddon Atkinson tanker and 97740 Times
Classic Set, P-E, Boxes P-G, (14) £100-150
61.
Britains Lonestar and Dinky Military
Vehicles, A collection of playworn pre and
post-war models, including field guns, tanks,
tank transporters, armoured vehicles, tracked
vehicles, trucks, command vehicles and
others, P-F, (35+) £100-150
62.
Playworn Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of post-war and modern models of
vintage and modern private, commercial and
military vehicles, including examples by Dinky,
Corgi, Polistil, Matchbox and others, P, (Qty)
£50-80
63.
Diecast Vehicles and Others, A
collection of playworn/modified/repainted
pre, post-war and modern models of vintage
and modern private and commercial vehicles,
in various scales, including examples by Corgi,
Lesney, Matchbox, Brumm, Rio, Timpo, A.D.C.,
Hubley, Burago, Crescent and others, together
with a clockwork Gaiety Toy Messerschmitt
three wheeler, Benbros boxed Mighty Midget
No 7 Milk trolley (model damaged milkman
good), Meccano, lead farm figures, Triang
Minic Steam Roller ( no mechanism) a Ron
Fuller wooden Star Cargo Barge and others,
P-G, Box F,(Qty) in two boxes £60-80
64.
Corgi and Matchbox, A boxed
collection comprising Corgi Gift Set 19,
(Nipper aircraft cockpit cover split), 280
Rolls Royce and 154 J.P.S. Lotus Formula 1
(2), together with twelve Matchbox new 17
‘The Londoner’ double decker buses and two
trade packs of carded Chesterfield Transport
Centenary buses, one pack containing six
(complete) the other four, F-E, boxes P-G, (26)
£60-80
65.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of boxed commercial, private and
military, vintage and modern vehicles 1:43
scale and similar including examples by Corgi,
Victoria, Matchbox, Lledo, Maisto and others,
G-E, Boxes F, (35+) in two boxes £50-80

52.
Dinky Competition Models, A postwar collection of playworn/restored/repainted
vehicles including Ferrari (3), H.W.M. (4),
Maserati (6) and Cooper Bristol (1), P-F, (14)
£60-80
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66.
Aircraft Models and Photographs,
A collection of vintage and modern civil and
military aircraft, including boxed 1:72 scale
examples by Witty and Sky Guardians (5)
together with similar packaged pre production
models by Hobby Master and others (6),
boxed 1:250 scale models by Gemini 250 and
Ryan Air (11), two model 1:72 scale helicopter
kits by Heller (both appear complete but
unchecked) and a box of post-war and modern
photographs of aircraft, F-E, Boxes F-G (Qty) in
two boxes £100-150
67.
Lledo Days Gone, A boxed collection
of vintage commercial vehicles all with
advertising, G-E, Boxes G-E, (90+) £50-80

73.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150

83.
Matchbox, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (85+) £100-150

74.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150

84.
Matchbox, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (85+) £100-150

75.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150

85.
Matchbox, A collection of factory
sealed boxed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s,
including private, competition and commercial
models, E, Boxes G- E, (80+) £100-150

76.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150
77.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150

68.
Buses Coaches and Trams, A boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage vehicles,
including some limited edition examples
comprising, Exclusive First Editions (27),
Original Omnibus ( 9 some minus card
sleeves), Britbus (7) and an Atlas Editions
Blackpool Balloon Tram, G-E, Boxes F-G (44) in
three boxes £100-150

78.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150

86.
Matchbox and Hotwheels, Two
trade boxes of factory sealed 1:64 scale
private, competition and commercial vehicles,
comprising 2004 Superfast (72) and 2009
Hotwheels (72), E, Packaging E, (140+) in two
boxes £150-200

79.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, all models
from television and film, E, Packaging E, (170+)
£150-200

87.
Matchbox, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Boxes G- E, (75+) £100-150

69.
Boxed Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of vintage and modern, commercial
and private vehicles, various scales including
examples by Atlas Editions, Johnny Lightning,
Siku, Majorette, Tomica, Matchbox and others
together with two 1;18 scale models of Minis
by Hotwheels, and three model airliners, G-E,
Boxes P-G (50+) £80-120

88.
Matchbox Sets, A collection of
mostly factory sealed 1:64 sets, 2000s,
comprising 10 car gift sets (10), including,
On a Mission, Off Road Adventure and City
Heroes, E, Boxes G-E, (100) £120-150

80.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 1995-1997,
including private, competition and commercial
models, E, Packaging E, (120+) £150-200
81.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 1997-1998,
including private, competition and commercial
models, E, Packaging E, (120+) £150-200
70.
Small Scale Vehicles, A boxed/cased
collection of 1:72 and 1:87 scale vintage and
modern, private and commercial vehicles,
some limited edition including Schuco,
Cararama, Oxford and others G-E, Boxes G-E,
(100+) £100-150
71.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150
72.
Hot Wheels, A collection of factory
sealed 1:64 scale vehicles, 2000s, including
private, competition and commercial models,
E, Packaging E, (125+) £100-150
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82.
Hot Wheels, A collection of 1:64
scale box sets, and limited edition, private,
competition and commercial models, mostly
2000s and factory sealed, but including 1990s
examples a 1993 Hot Wheels 8 Car Vintage
Collection (sealed) and 1996 Year in Review
Set (opened) G-E, Boxes F-E, (30+) in two
boxes £80-120

89.
Matchbox, A collection of mostly
factory sealed 1:64 sets, 2000s, including 5
car sets (15), five contained in a trade box,
together with a Scooby Doo set, Superfast Off
Road Riders set and a Starter set, E, Boxes G-E,
(85+) £100-150
90.
Matchbox, A group of five trade
boxes, 2000s, with factory sealed 1:64
scale models, four incomplete, comprising,
Matchbox 60th Anniversary (11), Best
of British (11), Superfast (11) and Mattel
Wheels (31), together with a complete box of
Matchbox vehicles (all boxes opened) 24, E,
Boxes F-G, (85+) £100-150

91.
Matchbox, A group of five complete
trade boxes,2000s, with factory sealed 1:64
scale models, comprising, Mattel Wheels (36),
Hero City (36), Best of the World (12) and
Superfast (12) x2, G-E, Boxes G-E, (100+)
£120-160
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92.
Matchbox and Corgi, A boxed/
packaged collection of mostly 1980s, 1:64
scale private and commercial models by
Matchbox and Corgi, including some sets, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (140+) in two boxes £100-150

93.
Playworn and Boxed 1:64 and
Similar Scale Vehicles, A collection of private,
commercial, military and competition
models, including boxed Matchbox Models
of Yesteryear (No 4(2), No14, Y-5 (2)), factory
sealed models by Hotwheels, Macdonalds
and others, Boxed Texaco Scorchers by Zylmex
(13), contained in a Texaco Scorchers carry
case with factory sealed single track kit and
Texaco Autospy game booklet, together with
various unboxed models by Matchbox, Corgi,
Hotwheels and others, P-G, Boxes/Case P-G,
(100+) £80-120
94.
Playworn 1:64 and Similar Scale
Vehicles, A collection of private, commercial,
military and Competition models, including
examples by Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette,
Hotwheels and others, P-G, (170+) in two
boxes £100-150

99.
Matchbox and Hotwheels Play
Sets, A group of 1970s and later boxed sets,
including, G-1 Service Station (incomplete),
PS-1 Container Port, (with a quantity of extra
containers), PS-4 Railway Goods Yard, and
MC 610 Motorcity together with Hotwheels,
B1325 Harry Potter Spider Swarm, and two
Spanish issue examples Autocenter and
Desafo Espetacular (race set) none checked
for completeness, £50-80

100.
Matchbox and Hotwheels Carry
Cases, A collection of 1970s and later
examples, comprising vinyl covered cases to
hold 24 cars (5 Matchbox, Hotwheels 10), 36
cars (2), and 48 cars (4 Matchbox, unbranded
4), together with twelve hard plastic cases
to hold twelve cars, one to hold 14, and 29
spare plastic inserts each to hold twelve cars
in various colours, P-G (65+) in three boxes
£100-150

103.
Display Cabinets, A trio of cabinets,
comprising a wooden open 14 shelf display
rack inscribed ‘Your Matchbox Toys From 16’,
(17” wide, 30” high, 6” deep) and a small
modern glazed wall mounted glazed cabinet
with glass shelves, (11” wide, 12” high) (back
panel loose), inscribed ‘Matchbox’, together
with a modern glazed wall mounted display
cabinet with fixed point glass shelves, (22”
wide, 33” high, 3” deep), F-G, (3) £50-80
104.
1960s and later Diecast Related
Ephemera and Phone cards, A mostly 1980s
and later collection, but including 15 volumes
of the Sunday Times Picture History of the
Motor Car, 1961, together with various
literature, and posters relating to modern
diecast, including Hotwheels, Matchbox,
Schuco, Tomica, Siku, Corgi , Majorette and
others, and a collection of 1980s/90s, phone
cards loose and in an album, F-E, (Qty) in
three boxes £50-80
105.
Tekno, Conrad and Similar Boxes
and Models, A collection of boxes for 1:50
scale mostly haulage models, 1970s and later,
including Tekno, Conrad, Lion Car and others,
and additional boxes such as Corgi, Lonestar
and Solido, (40+), together with three Tekno
models of a tanker, truck and trailer and
articulated lorry all in need of restoration,
and two 1:87 scale Wiking models of lorries
branded Transport Spedition, P-G, Boxes P-F,
(45+) £80-100

95.
Playworn 1:64 and Similar Scale
Vehicles, A collection of private, commercial,
military and Competition models, including
examples by Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette,
Hotwheels and others, P-G, (170+) in two
boxes £100-150
96.
Playworn 1:64 and Similar Scale
Vehicles, A collection of private, commercial,
military and Competition models, including
examples by Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette,
Playart, and others, P-G, (170+) in two boxes
£100-150
97.
Playworn 1:64 and Similar Scale
Vehicles, A collection of private, commercial,
military and Competition models, including
examples by Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette,
Playart, Hotwheeels and others, P-G, (170+) in
two boxes £100-150
98.
1:87 Scale and Similar Vehicles, A
collection of private and commercial models,
including boxed Schuco Piccolo, Set 2000,
780/2000, 015214 Mercedes Van, and two
sets of three 712/713, together with a 7316
Playart Fast Wheel Mini Super Speedsters
twelve car set, and a collection of mostly
unboxed plastic and diecast models by
Herpa and similar (15 boxed) including a part
European Union box set 1993, P-E, Boxes F-G,
(70+) £80-120

101.
Hotwheels Shop Display Stands,
Four shop displays, comprising a revolving
counter top red finished metal example
complete with brackets to hold window packs
advertising Hotwheels, a blue plastic and a
metal easel stand for displaying window packs
also Hotwheels, together with a black metal
revolving counter top stand and blue metal
shelf mounted stand both unbranded both for
window packs, G, (4) £60-80

102.
Display Cases for Matchbox and
Similar Models, Various examples including
plastic wall hanging cases, card counter top
trade stands, Perspex collectors display cases,
a wooden example, plastic Hotwheels hanging
strips to hold window packs and others some
with branding including Hotwheels, Matchbox,
Lego and Herpa, P-F, (Qty) in two boxes
£50-80

106.
Tekno 1:50 Scale Haulage Vehicles,
A trio of models in Tekno boxes comprising
a DAF and Scania articulated lorries in
Zegwaard, Truckcare and East/ West liveries,
G-E, Boxes G, (3) £80-120

107.
Dinky Toys and Others, Boxed Dinky
models comprising a 651 Centurion Tank, 430
Dinky Service Breakdown Lorry, and a boxed
Modern Product wild west covered wagon
with horses, driver and whip, together with an
unboxed Lonestar Armoured Car and friction
drive tin, twin rotor military helicopter made
in West Germany, F-G, Boxes F, (5) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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108.
1:64 and smaller scale models,
A packaged or window carded collection
including Corgi Auto-City factory sealed
packets (7), Matchbox Thunderbirds pull back
vehicles, (8), and Thomas the Tank Engine, by
ERTL miniature models (12), together with
Oxford Diecast Walkers Snack Shack models,
(18) seven on original card stands, F-E, Packets
P-F,(45) £50-80

115.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of vintage commercial, private
and military vehicles, some limited
edition, including Corgi Royal Mail models
07401/08002, and others by Corgi (one minus
box lid), (8), Matchbox Models of Yesteryear,
Lledo, EFE and others together with an
unboxed Crescent Coronation Coach, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (15+) £50-80

109.
Boxed Modern Diecast Vehicles,
A collection of vintage and modern private
and commercial vehicles mostly 1:43 scale
and larger, comprising examples by Corgi (9),
EFE (3), Models of Yesteryear, including YS-16
special edition Scammell truck, trailer and
GER Class locomotive (4) and others together
with tractors by ERTL, Ros and a Britains 9605
Leyland Milk Transporter, G-E, Boxes P-G, (25)
£60-80

116.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, A mostly
boxed collection of 1:43 scale and similar
vintage private and commercial vehicles
including Matchbox Models of Yesteryear
(100+), Brumm, Lledo, Solido and others,
together with a small number of unboxed
models, G-E, Boxes F-G, (125+) in two boxes
£150-200

122.
Corgi Colin McCrae F1 and
Landspeed Models, A boxed group including,
special edition 1:43 scale Colin McCrae tribute
collection models (14), F1 special edition Lotus
and Mclaren models (8) and two landspeed
Bloodhound SSC models, E, Boxes E, (24)
£150-200

110.
Diecast Model Trams, A boxed
collection of vintage trams 1:76 scale and
smaller including Original Omnibus (13),
together with two empty boxes, Corgi (5), and
others G, Boxes F-G, (22) £60-80
111.
Original Omnibus and Other Corgi
Buses and Coaches, A boxed collection of
vintage and modern buses and coaches,
including 1:76 scale Original Omnibus (26)
some with card sleeves, together with five
other Corgi models including Classics and City
Bus, G-E, Boxes F-G, (31) in two boxes
£80-100

112.
Dinky Buses and Coaches, A
collection of mostly unboxed post-war and
later double decker buses and coaches,
including repaints and playworn examples,
together with two boxed 1977, 297 Silver
Jubilee buses, F-E, Boxes G (18) £50-80
113.
Buses and Coaches, An unboxed
collection of post-war and modern buses and
coaches, including white metal models by
Pirate, Westward and Anbrico (with some
damage 8), and various diecast examples,
some repainted and playworn by Dinky, Corgi
and EFE, P-G, (30) £60-80
114.
Modern Diecast Vehicles,
A collection of vintage and modern,
commercial, private and competition vehicles,
including boxed examples by Matchbox and
Corgi, in particular a 154 JPS Lotus, and others
(18), together with various unboxed models,
including two Dinky Toy 115 United Biscuit
Taxis amongst others, F-G, Boxes F-G, (25+)
£50-80
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121.
Corgi London Olympics 2012,
A boxed/packaged collection of 2012
commemorative vehicles and figures
comprising, a set of thirty limited edition
figurines, 1:64 scale model taxis (48), larger
scale model vehicles (7) diecast Olympic
mascots (15), diecast keyrings (17), mini
Olympic torches (2) and a resin model of the
Olympic stadium, 1:76 E, Boxes E, (120) in
three boxes £100-150

117.
Atlas Edition Buses, A boxed
collection of Atlas Edition 1:76 scale Great
British Buses, some factory sealed together
with a collection of related literature, G-E,
Boxes G-E, (30) £50-80
118.
Buses and Coaches, A collection
of vintage and modern vehicles 1:76 scale
and similar, including boxed examples by EFE
(5), Original Omnibus (7), Creative Master
(4), Corgi (7) and others including Lledo and
Solido, together with a number of unboxed
modern models, F-E, Boxes F-G, ( 30+ boxed
40+ in total) in two boxes £80-120
119.
Corgi Original Omnibus, A limited
edition group of 1:76 scale Double Decker
Buses, comprising New Routemaster
models (6) and New Bus for London models
including two Corgi Collector Club Models
(46608/46603) (8), together with OM46511
Harry Potter Shuttle bus, OM49904 London
Transport Bus Set, OM46305C Collector Club
RM Shillibeer and OM41707 OK Motorbus
Services, E, Boxes all with outer card sleeves
G-E (18) £140-180
120.
Modern Corgi Models, A boxed
collection of vintage and modern vehicles,
comprising Best of British series (11),
Royal Commemorative Models ( 11) and
CC12104 Golden Jubilee Strongserve Renault
Curtainside Lorry, together with CSCA03005
100yrs of flight box set and WWI Centenary
models (4), E, Boxes E, (29) £80-120

123.
Corgi Collectors Club Models, A
boxed or packaged group of commercial,
private vehicles and aircraft, 1999-2014,
including Minis, CC82225 (2) and CC86508,
Haulage models including CC12829 Scania
T Sandy Arthur George Best Tribute, Vans
including CC09001 (3), Cars including Code 3
CC01105, Chrome plated Ford Consul 2006
Boston Area Toy Collectors Club and 2007
US32229 gold plated Mustang aircraft (2) and
others E, Boxes G-E, (21) £100-150
124.
Corgi Beatles Models, A boxed
group comprising, Yellow Submarine CC05801
and BT78211, (2) and BT78210 Magical
Mystery Tour coach, together with Double
Decker Buses, Sgt Peppers (BT78206),
Revolver (BT78207), Help (BT78208) Abbey
Road (BT78209) and London Taxis Sgt
Peppers (BT78201), Revolver (BT78202), Help
(BT78203) and Abbey Rd (BT78204) E, Boxes
G-E, (11) £80-120

125.
Corgi Classics Vanguards and James
Bond DB 5, A boxed collection, some limited
edition, comprising Corgi Classics, buses and
coaches including 0M46613 New Routemaster
and others (4), Vans including CC02601 and
60th anniversary example, together with
Vanguards and a CC01105 Chrome Ford
Consul (5), 96655 James Bond DB.5 1995 and
a repainted 258 Saints Car amongst others
G-E, Boxes G-E, (15) £60-80
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126.
Corgi Sci Fi Models, A boxed group,
some limited edition, comprising Dr Who
including TY96203 40th anniversary gift set,
TY96205 collectors set (2) and four other
figure sets, and Thunderbirds three including
Lady Penelope’s FAB 1 (CC00603, CC00601,
CC00604), and three other boxed vehicles,
together with Captain Scarlett including
CC96399 Spectrum Pursuit and Rhino Set,
CC96397 Angel Interceptor and White
Falcon and CC96398 Spectrum Saloon Car
and Cheetah Set (2) together with six other
vehicles, E, Boxes G-E, (23) in two boxes
£100-150
127.
Corgi Models From Television Film
and Music, A boxed collection of vintage and
modern vehicles, from vintage and modern
series, including Ashes to Ashes, Soldier
Soldier, Marilyn Monroe, Bullitt, Last of the
Summer Wine, The Monkees, Fawlty Towers,
Only Fools and Horses, Lovejoy, Elvis, Buster,
Red Dwarf and others,E, Boxes G-E, (33) in two
boxes £100-150
128.
Corgi Models From Children’s and
Adult’s TV and Film, A boxed collection of
vintage and modern vehicles, from vintage
and modern series including, The Muppets,
Harry Potter, Mr Bean, Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang (05301), Wallace and Gromit, The Saint,
The A Team, Dads Army, Green Hornet, The
Persuaders, The Blues Brothers, Dukes of
Hazard, Knight Rider and others, E, Boxes G-E,
(31) in two boxes £100-150
129.
The Italian Job, A boxed collection
of models from The Italian Job including Lledo
Vanguards IJ1005 special edition set, together
with Corgi models, including 36502 Coach and
Minis, CC82217 1:36 scale Diorama, CC99138
Italian Job 2003 Mini set, and three others, E,
Boxes G-E, (8) £50-80
130.
Corgi Star Trek, A boxed group
of five models comprising CC96607 USS
Enterprise, CC96609 USS Enterprise and
CC96608 Klingon Bird of Prey together
with CC96603 Enterprise-D, CC96601 USS
Enterprise and CC96602 Klingon Bird of Prey,
E, Boxes F-E, (5) in two boxes £50-80
131.
Hotwheels Autographed Batmobile,
A boxed limited edition 1:18 scale Hotwheels
1966 Batmobile signed in silver by Adam West
and Burt Ward with Danbury Mint certificate
131/1000, G-E,(appears to have some paint
residue on interior of windscreen) Box G-E
£80-120

132.
Corgi Batman, A boxed collection of
1:43 scale models from Batman 2004/2005,
including a 2005 Corgi toy fair gold plated
Batmobile (77301), E, Boxes G-E (26) £60-80

133.
Corgi and Bandai Batman, A
boxed group comprising Corgi 1:18 scale
77601 Batmobile, 1:24 scale Batmobiles,
77501,77506, 77511, 1:16 scale Batcycle
77404 and Robin Cycle 77407, together with
a 1:43 scale set of four vehicles 77312 and
a Bandai similar scale set of four vehicles, E,
Boxes F-G, (8) £80-100
134.
Corgi Batman, A boxed group of
1:43 scale Batmobiles, comprising 77313,
Vintage and contemporary, US77343 Modern
Age collection, US77341 Golden Age, and
US77347 Bronze Age, together with 77310
Silver Age and US77342 Silver Age II, E, Boxes
G-E, (6) £50-80

135.
Corgi Batman, A boxed limited
edition duo comprising 1:18 scale US77608
1940 Batmobile Roadster with Batman figure,
3677/4000, together with 1:24 scale 1960
Batmobile raw metal casting 483/1000, E,
Boxes G, (2) £60-80

136.
Corgi Batman Chassis Art
Collection, A boxed group of six limited
edition, 1:43 scale models each with
accompanying figurine, comprising 77361
Batmobile, 77362 Mothmobile, 77363 Two
Tone Car, 77364 Batmobile, 77365 Batmobile
and 77366 Jokermobile, E, Boxes G-E, (6)
£60-80
137.
Corgi James Bond, A boxed
collection of 1:43 scale models from Bond,
comprising The Definitive Bond Collection (16)
James Bond Plus 2 series (12) and others, E,
Boxes G-E, (36) in two boxes £100-150
138.
Corgi James Bond, A boxed
collection of 1:36/1:43 scale models from
Bond, some limited edition, comprising
Directors Cut Models (12), gold plated 40th
anniversary models CC07505/CC04307/
CC99171, and a 35th anniversary model
04202, together with a Spyguise DB5
US00011, Corgi reissues 04204 (2), 04203
(2), 04206 (2) and six others including 04303
Aston Martin DB5 with Collect 99 decal, E,
Boxes G-E (29) £100-150

139.
Corgi James Bond, A boxed group
comprising 1:36 scale Limited Edition Era
models CC93990 Connery, CC93991 Moore,
CC93992 Brosnan and CC93983 Craig,
together with Corgi Classics 1:43 scale models
each with figures including 65401, 65101,
04201, 65201, 65001, 65301, 65501 and a
CC99105 World Is Not Enough BMW Z8 &
Diorama, E, Boxes G-E, (12) £100-150
140.
Corgi James Bond, A group of five
boxed sets, some limited edition comprising
1:64 scale examples CC99195 Casino Royale
with poker plaque and signed models 35/300,
CC93989 Model History, CC99193 Casino
Royale, CC99106 Film Cannister, and CC99194
Casino Royale with playing cards and poker
chips, together with 1:64 scale TY99135
canister set, E, Boxes G-E, (6) £100-150
141.
Corgi James Bond Icon Figures, A
boxed collection of hand painted metal figures
depicting characters from Bond, Including
F04012 Bond (Connery), F04201 Moneypenny,
F04161 Jaws, F04091 Agent 006 and others,E,
Boxes G-E, (21) £200-300
142.
Corgi and Johnny Lightning James
Bond, A boxed/packaged collection of 1:64
scale models, including a Corgi Twisterz
playset TY93529, and Corgi vehicles (20),
together with Johnny Lightning four (4), two
(3) and single (6) vehicle packs, E, boxes G-E
(34) in two boxes £50-80
143.
James Bond Models, A boxed/
cased collection of vehicles from Bond,
including a 1:18 scale BMW Z3 Roadster from
Golden Eye by UT Models, 1:64 scale models
(13) and smaller scale models (7) made for
Suntori Boss Japan, including a set of eight,
and six boxed plastic light and sound models
by Toy State, G-E, Boxes F-G (27) £50-80

144.
James Bond Models, A cased
collection of 1:43 scale models from The
James Bond Car Collection series together
with a box of related magazines E, Cases G-E,
(130+) in six boxes £300-500

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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145.
Conrad Saloon and Other Cars, A
boxed group of 1:43 scale or similar modern
vehicles comprising Mercedes examples by
Conrad 3080 (blue), Cursor Models 1076
(silver fault to boot lid), 1182 (silver) and NZG
(silver), together with Corgi 279 Rolls Royce
Corniche, Solido Mercedes 280 and Norev JetCar No 838 Citroen SM Presidential, F-E, Boxes
P-G, (7) £50-80
146.
Small Scale Vehicles, A boxed
collection of 1:64 and similar scale commercial
and private, vintage and modern vehicles,
including Matchbox Superfast and similar (14),
Majorette, Budgie 236, green Routemaster,
and others, F-E, Boxes F-E, (21) £50-80
147.
Commercial Vehicles, A boxed
collection of modern vehicles, including a
Dinky 289 Routemaster in bubble packaging,
Corgi 425 London Taxi and other Corgi
models (7), Matchbox K-15 The Londoner and
others by Matchbox (5), Lonestar 1981 Royal
Wedding doubledecker and Lion Toys Leyland
Daf van, G-E, Boxes F-G (15) £60-80
148.
Buses and Coaches, A boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage and modern
vehicles by EFE (including some other
commercial vehicles 5), (27) Original Omnibus
(7) and Corgi City Bus (1), G-E, Boxes P-F (35)
in two boxes £80-100

159.
1:18 Scale French Vehicles, A
boxed group of vintage and modern, private
and commercial models, comprising Norev
examples including 1962 Citroen HY van
(211500), Peugeot 205 GTI (184853), Citroen
SM (181585), together with Solido models,
1990 Peugeot 205 GTI (8153) and 1969
Citroen HY Van (3540), E, Boxes F-G, (5)
£60-80
152.
1:18 and 1:16 scale Cars, A boxed
group of six vintage cars comprising, Polistil
examples including Morgan Plus 8, BMW 328,
Fiat Ballila 508 S, Alfetta 1750 and BMW 328
together with an ERTL Mercedes Benz 190, E,
Boxes F-G, (6) £50-80
153.
Polistil 1:18 and 1:16 scale Cars,
A boxed group of six vintage and modern
private and competition vehicles, comprising
Porsche 959, Lamborghini Coutach 5000, and
Lamborghini Muira, Ferrari F40, together with
competition models, Mercedes Benz RW 196
(2), G-E, Boxes F-G (6) £50-80
154.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, A
boxed group of six US WW II era aircraft, 1:48
scale, comprising P40 N Warhawk F036, SBD
2 Transport Command E746, F4F-4 Wildcat
E371, Spitfire Chappie F043 , P40E Warhawk
B619 and F86 Sabre F021, E, Boxes G-E, (6)
£150-200
155.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
A boxed group of six WW II era aircraft, 1 :48
scale, comprising F6F Hellcat E753, MIG 15
F030, MIG 17 EE762, F4F Wildcat E739, P51A
Mustang F047 and Japanese Zero E069, E,
Boxes (3 with outer boxes) G-E, (6) £150-200

149.
Diecast Vehicles and Kits, A mostly
boxed collection of vintage and modern,
commercial and private vehicles, including
1:18 scale models by Burago and Maisto (3)
and a 1:24 scale example also by Burago,
together with smaller scale models including
examples by Lledo, Matchbox, Vanguard (7),
Matchbox Dinky, Vitesse, Jouef, Corgi, Gilbow
and others, white metal unmade kits by
Pirate and Mikandsue, a Tower Models plastic
unmade bus kit and ten unboxed vehicles
including two Corgi Routemasters, F-E, Boxes
P-G (43) in two boxes £80-120
150.
Fire Service Models, A boxed/
packaged collection of vintage fire engines,
1:43 and similar scale, including examples
by Signature Series (5), Matchbox (5), Trux, a
USSR model and others, one unboxed, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (19) in two boxes £50-80
151.
Diecast Vehicles, A boxed/packaged
collection of vintage and modern private
and commercial vehicles mostly 1:43 scale
including examples by Schuco, Trux, Dickie,
Corgi (James Bond), and others together with
two 1:32 scale Siku tractors 4458 Porsche
diesel super 308, E, Boxes F-G, (19) £50-80
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160.
Diecast and Tin Model Cars, A
boxed collection of vintage and modern
vehicles including, Franklin Mint 1:24 scale
1938 Jaguar, Corgi Casino Royal CC99194,
Maxichamps Peugeot 205 GTI, Vanguards (2),
Atlas Editions Dinky (2), and another, together
with a Schylling collectors series clock work tin
Golden Arrow, E, Boxes F-G, (9) £60-80

156.
Corgi Aviation Archive, A boxed
duo of limited edition 1:72 scale WWII era
aircraft comprising AA27201 Avro Vulcan B2
XH558 return to flight 2007 together with CP
32623 Avro Lancaster NX611 ‘Just Jane’ 70th
anniversary edition, E, Boxes (with one outer
box), G-E, (2) £100-150
157.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
vintage and modern civil and military aircraft
including Newray 1:72 scale examples (21),
Newray aircraft kits (8) a Carousel 1:48 scale
model and others including five unboxed
models two by Hubley, P-E, Boxes F-G, (37) in
two boxes £140-180

161.
Civil Aviation Models, A boxed
quartet of vintage aircraft, comprising Corgi
1:144 scale 48502 DH Comet 4 Dan Air,
together with 1:200 scale models including
Aviation 200 BOAC Cunard 707-436 G-APFL,
ARD2021 Dan Air London G-APZM Comet 4B
(2), E, Boxes G-E, (4) £60-80
162.
Franklin Mint Cars of The 1950s
and Others, A boxed group of twelve 1:43
scale Franklin Mint Cars of the 1950s, (all
good order), a three section wooden Cars
of the 1950s display rack (good), and some
accompanying literature, together with a
number of unboxed similar Franklin Mint
models, Lledo and Matchbox,(P-F) boxed
Solido, Brumm and a boxed Minichamps
Mclaren Mercedes D Coulthard Edition 43 No
26, P-E, Boxes F-G, (40+) in three boxes
£80-120
163.
Corgi Classics, A boxed collection of
vintage private and commercial vehicles, E,
Boxes F-G, (35) in two boxes £50-80
164.
Boxed Diecast Vehicles, A
collection of vintage and modern, private
and commercial models, 1:43 and smaller,
including Matchbox Models of Yester Year,
Y2(3), yellow/pink/purple two tone boxes
(30+), wood grain boxes (36), together with
others including examples by Corgi, Solido,
Rio, Matchbox, Lledo and others including
seven unboxed models, P-E, Boxes F-G, (95+
boxed) in two boxes £120-160

158.
1;18 Scale Cars, A boxed trio of
vintage vehicles, comprising Schuco Porsche
356A Cabriolet (311) wing mirror detached
but present, Sunstar 1953 Chevrolet Bel Air
(1622) and Signature Models 1949 Jaguar
XK120 Racing (18107) E, Boxes F-G, (3)
£60-80
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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165.
Tanks and Other Military Models, A
collection of 1:50 scale and similar, WWII era
models, including boxed examples by Corgi
(World War II Collection, Heroes, Allies), (6),
Atlas Editions Ultimate Tank (2) and Armoured
Vehicles (2), together with seven others in
plastic cases, five unboxed models, a group
of unboxed 1:72 scale aircraft (17), two
models of Bismarck, and a factory sealed Atlas
Editions Al Capone’s V16 Cadillac, P-E, Boxes
P-G, (42) in two boxes £60-80

166.
Franklin Mint, A trio of 1:24 scale
models, comprising 1930 Duesenberg in
display case (on rear door loose), 1930 Bugatti
Royal Coupe and 1907 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost, together with a 1:32 scale Peter Bilt Big
Rig, Truck, (some damage), F-G, Case G, (5)
£50-80
167.
Playworn Post-war Diecast, A
collection of 1;43 scale and smaller private
and commercial, vintage and modern vehicles
including examples by, Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox,
Husky, Lesney and others, together with a
small collection of plastic and diecast unnamed farm accessories, P-F, (Qty) £50-80
168.
Solido 1:18 scale model and
Playworn Diecast, A collection of vintage and
modern, private and commercial vehicles,
including a boxed Solido Ford V8 delivery van,
together with post-war and modern playworn
models, including examples by Dinky,
Matchbox, Corgi and others a boxed Matchbox
K-15 Silver Jubilee Bus and a vintage wooden
garage and farmyard with buildings, P-E, Boxes
G-E, (Qty) £60-80
169.
Playworn Military Vehicles, A
post-war and modern collection of WWII and
later military models, including examples by
Zylmex, Dinky, Corgi, Lonestar, Lesney and
others, P-F, (30+) £60-80
170.
Restored/Repainted Dinky Vehicles,
A group of post-war private and commercial
models, including, saloon cars, coupes, trucks,
a van and coaches, F-G, (20) £80-100

171.
Playworn Post-war and Modern
Diecast Models and Others, A collection of
private and commercial vehicles, including
examples mainly by Dinky, including three
opened Dinky Action Kits and three cased
Solido models, together with tin toys including
a Scalex Ferrari and rotary clockwork toy, and
a collection of post-war lead figures including
Native Americans, Guardsmen and farm
animals and accessories some by Britains, P-G,
Boxes P-F, (Qty) £80-100

172.
Post-war and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, A collection of aircraft, private
and commercial vehicles, including boxed
examples by Corgi a 96987 Thornycroft Bus
and CSFS08004 Fighting Machines Set, and
others, together with unboxed modern
aircraft models and post-war playworn models
by Lesney, Matchbox and Lledo and a boxed
Aeromodels Hawker Hurricane flying scale
kit, with instructions (appears complete but
unchecked), P-E, Boxes F-G, (Qty) £50-80
173.
Post-war Diecast Vehicles and
Bayko, A collection of playworn private and
commercial models, including examples by
Dinky Lesney and others together a boxed
Bayko Building Set No 1 with instructions, P-F,
Box P-F, (Qty) £50-80
174.
Post-war and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, A collection of private and
commercial vehicles 1:72 and smaller scale
models including boxed models by EFE (2) and
unboxed examples (12) together with a boxed
Lesney Matchbox No 7 Milk Wagon, a Dinky
341 Four Land Rover Trailer Box (good), and
various unboxed playworn models by Lesney
Matchbox and others and a number of 1:87
scale plastic models by Minix, Herpa, Ecko,
Lima and others, P-E, Boxes G,(Qty) £50-80
175.
Playworn 1:64 Scale Vehicles, A
collection of private and commercial, vintage
and modern vehicles, including examples
by Matchbox and Corgi, contained in four
Matchbox carry cases, P-F, Cases P-F, (160+)
£100-150

Lot 182

176.
Playworn 1:64 Scale Vehicles, A
collection of private and commercial, vintage
and modern vehicles, including examples by
Matchbox, Corgi and others contained in three
Matchbox carry cases, P-F, Cases P-G, (140+)
£100-150
177.
Playworn 1:64 Scale and Smaller
Vehicles, A collection of private and
commercial, vintage and modern vehicles,
including examples by Matchbox, Corgi,
Majorette, Hot Wheels, Siku and others,
together with a Matchbox plastic garage
(incomplete) and a collection of small Airfix
type soldiers, P-F, (140+) in two boxes
£100-150
178.
Playworn Post-war and Modern
Diecast Models, A collection of private,
military, commercial and examples from
television, vintage and modern vehicles,
1:43 scale and similar including three cased
examples by Solido, together with playworn
models, by Dinky, Corgi and others, P-G, Cases
P-F, (Qty) £60-80
179.
Modern Diecast and Triang Model
Trains, Boxed vehicles including examples by
Saico, Matchbox, a Corgi 100 Years of Vauxhall
VX1004 four car set, and others (9), together
with a Triang 00 gauge, Princess Elizabeth
Locomotive and tender, four coaches, track,
and accessories, P-E, Boxes F-G, (Qty) in two
boxes £50-80
180.
Boxed Modern Diecast Vehicles,
A collection of 1:50 scale and smaller
models, comprising NZG No 187, Mercedes
articulated Lorry Berner Bremen, (some wear
to decal), Corgi 266 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,
(reproduction box damage to one figure),
05506 Italian Job mini set, 04204/04205
James Bond Aston Martin DB5 together with
Packaged Matchbox and Johnny Lightning
models and a Dinky 222 Hesketh 308E Racing
Car, F-E, Boxes F-G, (8) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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181.
Dinky Pre-war and Post-war
Military Vehicles, An unboxed group
comprising No 151A pre-war medium tank
with unpainted chain tracks, No 152 post-war
six wheel reconnaissance car with pre-war
smooth hubs and No 162 pre-war 18 Pounder
field gun set, the Dragon tractor with black
painted chain tracks and holes for figures, F-G,
(5) £80-100
182.
Dinky Military Vehicles, An unboxed
group comprising No 151A pre-war medium
tank with painted chain tracks, No 152
post-war six wheel reconnaissance car with
pre-war smooth hubs and No 162 pre-war 18
Pounder field gun set, the Dragon tractor with
unpainted chain tracks, no holes for figures
and missing rear mud flaps , F-G, (5) £80-100
183.
Playworn Models From Television,
An unboxed group including Dinky, FAB-1 with
figures and Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, together
with Corgi models comprising, the Batmobile,
James Bond Toyota 2000 GT, Green Hornets
Black Beauty, Uncle Oldsmobile Super 88, and
Avengers Bentley and Lotus Elan, P-F, (8)
£60-80
184.
Playworn Post-war and Modern
Vehicles, A collection of commercial, private
and competition, vintage and modern
vehicles, including examples by Dinky, Corgi,
Matchbox, Siku, Britains Tootsie, Lesney and
others, P-F, (Qty) £80-100
185.
Playworn Commercial, Circus
and Military Vehicles, Post-war and modern
examples including commercial models by
Dinky (Pullmore transporter), Matchbox
and Corgi (6) and Corgi Chipperfields Circus
comprising Bedford tractor unit, Landrover,
Animal Cages (2) and International 6x6 truck
(5) together with military models by Dinky,
Solido, Corgi and Britains, (13), P-F, (Qty)
£80-120
186.
Playworn Diecast and Plastic
Vehicles, A post-war collection, comprising
military, private, competition and commercial,
vintage and modern vehicles, in various scales,
including examples by Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox,
Lesney, Britains, Lucky Hong Kong, Polistil,
Roxy Toys, Dulcop and others, together with
a boxed Superfast BMW 30 CSL, P-G, Box G,
(Qty) in two boxes £50-80

MECCANO

188.
Crazy Inventors and other modern
Meccano, Set 8650 amphibious boat, 07953
Container Truck unbuilt, 07807 Farm Tractor,
07804 Cement Mixer, both constructed,
Meccano No 5 Set, G-VG, not checked, boxes
G (5 boxes, three made up models) £60-80
189.
Collection of 1950s red and green
Meccano, including gears, cogs, pulleys,
wheels, plates and girders and other items, in
1950s carry case, F-G (qty) £30-50
190.
Large collection of 1950s-1960s red
and green Meccano, including Mechanisms
outfit ( incomplete, parts probably loose in
main box), Set 7a and Magic Clockwork motor
in original boxes, various original card bases/
trays filled with cogs, gears, pulleys, wheels,
plates and girders and various late 50’s early
60’s instructions, generally G, contents not
checked, boxes F,(qty) £80-120

194.
Meccano Aeroplane Constructor No
2 and other Meccano and Trix Constructor,
constructed No 2 Aeroplane with various
parts, in original box, P-F, light corrosion to
most of body, box P, together with a No 2 Aero
clockwork motor, in original box, Set No 3, in
original box and various other loose pieces,
together with small quantity of Elementrix
including electric motor and part instructions,
all generally P-F, boxes P-F (qty) £80-120
TOYS, DOLLS, BEARS & KITS
195.
Diecast and Metal Larger Scale
Vehicles, An unboxed collection comprising,
Burago 1:24 scale models of vintage cars,(4),
Steel models by Tonka including 11062 4x4
pickup, low loader, mobile crane, crane and
fire truck, together with a similar mobile crane
by Rico and a Chinese manufactured tipper
truck, Masudaya battery controlled plastic
power shovel, Taiyo tin Mercedes saloon car
and similar Japanese VW Polizei car both
battery powered, G, (14) £60-80

191.
Collection of 1950s red and green
Meccano, including gears, cogs, pulleys,
wheels, plates and girders and other items
including Trix Electric motor, in wooden box
and old Quality Street tin F-G (qty) £40-60
192.
Meccano Constructor No 1 Car, in
cream with red seats and wheel arches, both
lamps, F, lacks tonnau cover £80-120
193.
Large quantity of Meccano in two
wooden boxes, including Mechanisms outfit,
Clockwork motors, Canteen box with three
trays and Epicure wooden box, both filled with
cogs, gears, pulleys, wheels, plates and girders
and various 50’s and early 60’s instructions,
generally G, contents not checked, boxes
F,(qty) £80-120

196.
Post-war Diecast Tin and
Construction Sets, Private and competition
models, comprising Timpo police saloon car
, and diecast Brimtoy Pocketoy clockwork
Vauxhall saloon car , friction drive Scalex
MG TF and friction drive Minimodels Jaguar
XK120, (cars P-F) together with Lynx factory
sealed sets a No3 Constructional Outfit and
No 2 Building Outfit (2) G, (7) £50-80

Lot 192

187.
Matchbox 1:75 Vehicles, 7 Ford
Refuse Truck, 15 Dennis Refuse Truck, 21 Milk
Delivery Truck, 29 Austin A55 Cambridge, 34
Volkswagen Camper, 57 Coca Cola Lorry even
bottles, 47 Lord Neilson Ice Cream Shop and
57 Chevrolet Impala, all in original boxes, E,
boxes VG (8) £80-120
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197.
Post-war Diecast and Hornby
Racing Boat, An unboxed group of mostly
military vehicles, including a Dinky 642
Pressure Refueller, Lesney models(8) and
others together with a boxed Hornby tin
clockwork Racer No II racing boat (working),
P-F, Box F, (Qty) £50-80
198.
Display Cabinets, A group of five
modern glazed wall hanging cabinets, all with
fixed point glass shelves, four measuring 21”
wide 32” high 3” deep, together with a larger
example 22” wide 41” high 4” deep, G-E (5)
£100-150
199.
Airfix Pontoon Bridge Assault Set, A
boxed 1765, OO scale set with boxed figures,
appears to be minus one dinghy, otherwise
looks to be complete but unchecked, with
instructions, F-G, Box P-F, £50-80

200.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
WW II and later military and civilian aircraft in
various scales, together with a model of the
space shuttle Endeavour, mostly constructed
from plastic kits to a good standard, with
some damage, P-G, ( 40+) in three boxes
£80-100

205.
Diecast and Other Aircraft Models,
A collection of WW II and later military
and civilian aircraft in various scales, mostly
diecast including examples by Hogan, Gemini,
Corgi and others (with some damage),
together with models of US Space shuttles, a
resin model of the airship Hindenburg, Pewter
Spitfire desk ornament and boxed Sky Marks
model 1:200 scale Airbus 380 (complete), P-G,
Box F, (Qty) £50-80

206.
Collectors Chest of Aircraft Models,
A collection of WW I and later military and
civilian aircraft in various scales, mostly
constructed from plastic kits to a good
standard, with some damage, P-G, ( 130+) all
contained in a teak collectors chest mounted
on castors, fitted with eight drawers each with
hinged glazed tops, with turned pulls (minus
one pull) 39” high, 32” wide, 17” deep, G
£200-300
207.
Collectors Chest of Aircraft Models,
A collection of WW II and later military
and civilian aircraft in various scales, mostly
constructed from plastic kits to a good
standard, with some damage, P-G, ( 90+) all
contained in a teak collectors chest mounted
on castors, fitted with eight drawers each
with hinged glazed tops, with turned pulls,
matching previous lot, 39” high, 32” wide, 17”
deep, G £200-300

209.
Aircraft Kits, A boxed group
comprising factory sealed models, 1:72 scale,
Airfix 10997 Battle of Britain, Revell 04387
FW 200 Condor and Revell 1:48 scale 04420
Longbow Apache, together with two 1:72
scale models with factory sealed contents,
Hasegawa 607:600 Harrier MK 3 and Fujimi
7AH6-1200 Phantom FG.1, G-E, Boxes F-E, (5)
£50-80
210.
Vintage Model Kits, A boxed/
packaged group comprising 1:32 scale models
of vintage cars by Matchbox (5), one factory
sealed, and Revell H-62 Sunbeam Alpine, 1:72
scale Airfix 482 Fairey Rotodyne and Lindberg
306M:100 Stuka, together with factory sealed
Airfix packet kits, 1355 Whirlwind Helicopter,
Black Prince 8” No 2 series, Village Church/
Windmill both 00 scale, Julius Caesar (opened)
and six 1:1200 scale Eagle kits, of WWII
naval vessels, (all kits appear complete but
unchecked), together with a volume of Airfix
Plastic Kits by Arthur Ward, F-E, Boxes P-F, (20)
£80-120
211.
Frog Aircraft Kits, A group of
1:72 scale models of WW11 and later
aircraft comprising, F213 Flying Fortress,
F215 Lancaster, F512 Bristol Blenheim
and Messerschmitt, F522 Fokker Wulf and
Bristol Beaufighter, F514 Sea Fury and F247
Wessex Helicopter, (all appear complete but
unchecked), together with two factory sealed
examples F194 Spitfire and Flying Bomb (2),
G-E, Boxes P-G (8) £50-80
212.
Vintage Airfix Kits, A trio of boxed
models comprising Classic Series 092526, HMS Victory, together with Collectors
Series 06551-1, 1827 Paddle Steamer Engine
and 07551-4 Four-Stroke Engine, both with
illustrated boxes, all models appear complete
but unchecked, G, Boxes F-G, (3) £60-80

201.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
WW I and later military and civilian aircraft in
various scales, mostly constructed from plastic
kits to a good standard, with some damage,
P-G, ( 45+) in three boxes £80-100
202.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
WW II and later military and civilian aircraft in
various scales, mostly constructed from plastic
kits to a good standard, with some damage,
P-G, ( 50+) in three boxes £100-120
203.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
WW I and later military and civilian aircraft in
various scales, mostly constructed from plastic
kits to a good standard, with some damage,
P-G, ( 50+) in three boxes £100-120

208.
Airfix and Tamiya Model Kits, A
boxed collection of kits comprising Airfix 1:32
scale 3583-9, U S Marines (4), and 04584-5
Japanese Infantry, 1:72 scale factory sealed 1st
World War aircraft ( 01062-1. 01008-7, 010100 (2), 01062-1) and 1:144 scale, 9171-8 SR.N4
Hovercraft, together with Tamiya 1:35 scale,
MM153 Mounted Wehrmacht (5), MM184
US Military Police, MM110 German Officer
and 3526 Jerry cans, all appear complete but
unchecked, G, Boxes F-G, (19) £60-80

213.
Figural Kits, A boxed group
comprising, factory sealed 1:12 scale models
of Knights by Aurora, (471,472,473,474), and
3542-8 Anne Boleyn by Airfix, together with
unsealed examples, Airfix 02505-6 Coldstream
Guardsman, Monogram 85-6522 Red Knight
and Aurora 884, Sir Percival, (all appear
complete but unchecked), G-E, Boxes P-E, (8)
£50-80

204.
Aircraft Models, A collection of
WW I and later military and civilian aircraft in
various scales, mostly constructed from plastic
kits to a good standard, with some damage,
P-G, ( 45+) in four boxes £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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214.
Vintage Airfix Kits, A boxed/
packaged group comprising, 00 scale military
sets (A204V, A208V, A204V, A202V), A301V
(Minus tank components), together with
factory sealed packet kits, including military
00 scale (A15V, A14V, A5V, A9V,A202V,
01304-2), 1:72 scale aircraft, 1385 Lysander,
01023-6 Auster/ 01055-3 Bulldog (Both with
split plastic windows), and 1344 factory sealed
1930 Bentley, all kits appear complete but
unchecked, F-E, Boxes/Packets P-G, (15)
£80-120

215.
Triang and Tonka, A steel Triang
Mega Roadster circus animal lorry, (decals
worn minus roof sign, bumper and other
parts) together with a Tonka steel car
transporter (with two unassociated plastic
cars one damaged) and open back jeep, P-G,
(6) £50-80

216.
Triang Construction Vehicles by
Lines Bros, A duo of steel models in red livery,
comprising a boxed Excavator (plastic driving
wheel broken) with instructions, (G) and Jones
KL44 crane, (F), Box P-F, (2) £60-80
217.
Aurora Slot Cars, A group of five,
four in plastic cases comprising Nr 1907 Lola
T-260 CAN-AM, (spoiler detached), Nr 1879
Ferrari 512 M, Nr 1915 Porsche 510 K CANAM, and Nr 1876 BMW turbo together with an
unboxed 1735 G-Plus Indy Special and various
spares, P-F, Cases P-F, (Qty) £50-80

219.
Scalextric Racing Sets, A trio of
boxed sets comprising, C653 Grand Prix
Set,C1000 Super Tourers Set and C816 Wild 3
Sixty Set, all sets appear complete, each with
two cars but unchecked, G, Boxes P-G (3)
£50-80
220.
Atari and Sega, A collection of
games consoles and games comprising
Atari CX-2600 U console with two pairs of
controllers,(joysticks/paddles) boxed games
(Robot Tank, Pitfall, Berzerk, Space Invaders,
Adventure (all by Activision) and Smurf,
Donkey Kong (both by CBS) and a 1981
game catalogue, together with a boxed Sega
Mega Drive II originally issued with Sonic the
Hedgehog game (game missing), otherwise
complete, F-G, Boxes F-G, (Qty) £50-80
221.
Starlord and Dan Dare Comics,
Twenty Five editions of Starlord Comic by IPC
1978, comprising editions 1-14, 16-22, no 15
missing, with four duplicate editions, and a
Summer Special edition, together with a 1977
Dan Dare Poster Magazine F-G, (26) £50-80
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226.
Action Man and Star Wars, A
collection of loose 1970s/80s Action Man
accessories and kit together with a small
number of original Star Wars weapons (Qty)
£100-150
227.
Action Man and Bettabilda, A 1975
Hasbro Action Man Jeep (steering wheel
broken), together with Bettabilda sets building
sets Patt 4530 (2) by Airfix and a modern R2D2 digital clock, F, (4) £50-80
228.
Sindy Accessories by Pedigree, A
mostly boxed collection including, Sindy’s
House, wash basin, garden furniture,
wardrobe, sink unit, toilet, dressing table
and stool, dining table and chairs, bed, and
various other accessories, none checked for
completeness, P-G, Boxes P-F, (Qty) in two
boxes £50-80

222.
Science Fiction Toys and Jigsaw
Puzzles, A 1950s and later collection,
comprising two boxed Waddingtons Dan Dare
jigsaw puzzles No 451/452 (both unchecked),
a boxed Britains Stargards 9147 set, appears
complete but unchecked, and a Revell
04852 Perry Rhodan Space Jet Glador, kit
with packaged contents (appears complete
but unchecked), together with various
factory packaged 1990s and later action
figures, including Star wars (9), Final Fantasy,
Spiderman, Thor, Space Precinct (4) and two
small original star wars vehicles, P-G, Boxes
P-F, (Qty) £60-80
223.
Boxed Lord of the Rings Action
Figures, A group of five sets, factory sealed,
comprising Fellowship of the Ring, 81068
Gandalf, Samwise Gamgee and Orc, 81042,
Merry, Pippin and Moria Orc and 81099
deluxe gift pack, The Fellowship together with
The Two Towers, 81109 Helm’s Deep Battle
set and 81212 Warriors of the Two Towers, E,
Boxes G, (5) £80-100

218.
Scalextric F1, A boxed set C1101,
Formula 1 Mclaren Mercedes/Williams
BMW, appears complete with two cars,
but unchecked, together with three track
packs C8222 (2) and C8205, and a collection
of 1980s and later Scalextric catalogues,
magazines and book by Rod Green (20+) G-E,
Box G in two boxes £50-80

225.
Action Man, A boxed Palitoy 1975
Action Man Transport Command, Seawolf
Submarine, (some parts incomplete), together
with a modern figure, F, Box P £40-60

229.
Sindy Caravan Dolls House
Furniture and Britains Farm, A wooden Sindy
caravan, together with 1960s plastic and
Kleeware and others, Britains and other plastic
farm accessories and a quantity of post-war
wooden kit farm fencing, F-G, (Qty) £50-80
230.
Raikes Bears, A boxed group of
bears including signed examples, Ben with a
rocking horse, Robbie with Rocking Chair, Lisa
Marie with high chair and Alison with cradle,
together with two others Mitzi with Scooter
and Nathan with wagon, some staining to
clothing bears good, F-G, Boxes F-G, (6)
£50-80

224.
Hornby 3 DS, A boxed collection
of Hornby Three Dimensional Space System,
comprising factory sealed, A400 Hyperdrive
Controller (2), A950 Hypergates (8 one
opened), A200 Hypercruiser (2 one opened),
A300 Photo Gunship (2one opened), and nine
various packs of track, F-E, Boxes P-G, (Qty)
£50-80
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231.
Paddington Bears, A group of eight,
comprising a large limited edition example
by Gabrielle Designs for Hamleys, signed on
tag by Michael Bond 165/1000 19” tall with
suitcase yellow hat and wellies, together
with various smaller and miniature examples
including Eden Toys (2), G-E, (8) £50-80
232.
Charlie Bears, A group of four Bears
including, CB604774, Sprout and CB604748C,
Ragsy both designed by Isabelle Lee together
with CB104697, Paul by Christine Pike,
CB110310A, Olly by Heather Lyell and a cat
CB165113, Glamour Puss, G-E, (5) £50-80
233.
Steiff and Other Bears, A collection
of modern bears including four by Steiff,
662416, 2006 Queen Elizabeth 80th birthday
bear, 040146, a small bear Honey, 664625,
2015 example and 111327 Fynn, together with
various others including a Deans Rag Book
limited edition Milton bear 398/750 and two
Sunny bears Floyd 44cm tall with growler and
a small example Billy, G-E, (20+) £100-150
234.
Noddy Toys and Books, 40+ Enid
Blyton Noddy Books, larger Hats off to Noddy
Games and puzzles books, four smaller soft
books, Wombles NO 3 Pop up book, Elgate
Noddy and Big Ears mini photo frames,
in original boxes, Noddy and Sooty hand
puppets, F-VG, boxes F (qty) £50-70

235.
Various Toys and Games by Journet
and others , including Journet Pondsnag,
Queen Mary and large size Golf Course,
uncommon Chad Valley Emile Littler’s Show
Business game, Draughts and board and spare
pieces, early Edwardian? Snakes and Ladders
board, Timpo Nursery Bricks, Abbatt Colour
Dominoes, Dennis’s Puzzled’em, Monopoly
Note Holder, Jokari, Ernest Sewells Conjuring
Tricks and another unmarked set, Merit
Roulette, Peter Pan Road Safety game, Codeg
Tiddley Winks, TSL Nip-It-In, Pepys, Frosties
game, Players Please cards and Disney SNIP
card game, most in original boxes, F-VG, boxes
F-G (qty) £60-80

236.
Wild West Toy Guns Rifles and
other items, Dibro Flash Guard Automatic
Rifle, Edison Rifle (requires attention),
Crescent Rustler Gun in holster and spare
holster, Hong Kong Plastic push-along
Cowboys on horse and Hong Kong Westward
Ho battery operated Stage Coach with driver
and two horse, F-VG (7) £50-70
237.
Uncommon Frog Anti-aircraft
Guided Missile Nike and Airfix Kits and
Army Vehicles, Frog kit with Launcher and
Crew, in original box, together with a Frog
A-4 Skyhawk, Aifix, 1:72 USAAF Personnel
sets (3, all wrapped), Eight Army and WW11
German Infantry, solid plastic Antar Tank and
Transporter and DUKW, all in original boxes,
together with unboxed Covered wagon, two
tanks, German half track and part of bridge set
and kitbuilt Missile and Covered wagon,G-E,
boxes F-G (qty) £50-80

238.
Various Thunderbirds and Space
Toys including Dan Dare Jigsaw, Waddingtons
Circular Dan Dare Jigsaw puzzle, in original
box, IMAI Thunderbird 1 unmade kit, in
original box, J R Rosenthal TB 1 (damaged),
Matchbox TB 2 pod with TB4, Merit Dan Dare
Walkie Talkie microphone and Hermes 11
Bomb shaped Film Viewer (no film), plastic
‘Space Wheel’ in original paper bag and
tinplate body only of British made Planet
Special Space Ship, F-VG, boxes F-G (8)
£50-80
239.
Collection of Football Gold and
Cricket Games by various makers, including
Gemodels Cup-Tie, Chad Valley ‘Martin
Chiver’s’ Big League, Aerial Wembley, Grand
Slam, Golden Games ‘Sir Matt Busby’ Top
Team, Gestend ‘George Best’s’ League
Championship together with Turner Research
Carpet Golf and Chad Valley Cricket at Lords,
all in original boxes, generally VG, most appear
complete, boxes F-VG (8) £50-80

240.
Various Coronation Toys and
Games, including Corgi 1977 State Landau,
in original box, unboxed Johilco State Coach
with King and Queen and unmarked smaller
scale Coach and horses, R J London Television
Puzzle, Merit Film Strip of Coronation, in
original box, Westminster Abbey pencil
sharpener (lacks sharpener), Princess
Elizabeth tin Money Box, Timpo Queen
Elizabeth , in original box, Daily Mail Crown
Puzzle and Herald Military Splendour Jigsaw,
both boxed, Daily Sketch Coronation Scrap
Book and a Windsor Scrap Book, Selcol
Panorex Periscope, framed silk of King George
V and 1935 Jubilee Book, generally G-VG,
boxes F-G (qty) £50-80
241.
Frog and Scalecraft Plastic kits with
electric motors, Tri-ang Frog Quick Fit Car
Kit F044 yellow Vanden Plas Princess 1100,
in original box that converts to a garage,
Scalecraft Snap-together E503 Ford Lotus
in orange , in original box, both VG, boxes
and incomplete unboxed Scalecraft Hover
Boat, together with Dinky Toy 765 Hoarding
in original box, F,lacks backing supports and
poster, box F (3) £60-80
CONSTRUCTION TOYS
242.
Lego 1960s -1970s Buildings and
box, Lego wooden box with sliding lid together
with collection of Lego buildings made from
1960s-1970s bricks and accessories, G-VG
(qty) £50-80

243.
Chad Valley Build a Home Bungalow
Construction Set, in original box, VG appears
complete, not checked, box G £40-60
244.
Large collection of Airfix Betta
Bilda, including large set box and various small
packets and quantity of loose bricks, F-VG,
boxes F-G (qty) £50-80
245.
Bayko Construction Sets, Bayko
Sets 2, 2X and 3X, in original boxes, F-G, not
checked, boxes P-F (3) £30-50

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Pric
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246.
Tri-ang Spot-On Arkitex and Fischer
Technic Construction Sets, Aritex 00 Gauge
Set B, 1/42 Scale Set 2 and SA/00/2 Base,
Fischer Technik 3, Hobby S, Hobby 3, 50/3,
Mini-Mot, Mini-Mot 2 and mini-modelle 25/2,
all in original boxes, G-VG, not checked, boxes
F-G (9) £50-80
TOYS & COLLECTABLES
247.
Various 1940s and later Toys and
Games, including Marx Rock n Roll Bagatelle
style plastic/tin game, Rainbow Game and
some unboxed Speedway Track, unmarked
1940s or earlier Blow Football with additional
items, Chad Valley 1960’s Blow Football,
Robin Hood Shooting game and Walt Disney
Skittles, Pit, Dominoes, Bob’s The Bridge Game
and large box of marbles, Green Monk Sooty
Xylophone, Tower Queens Progression Jigsaw,
various game boards, Tri-ang metal Pond
Yacht, collection of Brio Trains and Track and
various Annuals, F-VG, boxes F-G (qty in two
boxes) £50-80
248.
VIP Models Boat and various
games and Jigsaws, Victory Industries Triple
Screw Express Turbine Yacht, in original box,
G-VG, clean battery compartment, box F-G,
Buzz Off game, Spears Tiddley winks, Tap tap,
BAHR Battleship to make in a bottle, Joe 90
Jigsaw, Victory , RMS Andes, Tower Bridge,
Ambulance, Seaside Traffic and London View
wooden Jigsaws and Hestair Paddington Bear
Jigsaw, all in original boxes, £40-60
249.
Large collection of ex Shop Stock
Empire Made Marbles, 75 packs each with 20
marbles, in original bags with card header, VG
a little grubby (75+) £30-50
250.
1960s Toy Guns plastic Figures and
other Toys, Lone Star Water/Spud Guns
(2) and Crescent Colt, in original boxes and
unboxed James Bond gun, Herald unboxed
Cowboys, Indians and ACW figures, generally
poor, small wooden Construction set in
original box, prob GDR, various wood and
plastic toys including Dolls House Furniture,
blocks and baby reins, P-VG, boxes F-G (qty)
£40-60
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251.
Lone Star Space Phone and other
1960s Toys, Space Phone, in original box,
G, box F, Bandai tinplate battery operated
Mercedes Benz 300SL Coupe (lacks grille), in
original box, Taiwan battery operated Boeing
727, some parts missing, in original box,
unboxed Brimtoy large scale British Railways
Lorry, Hong Kong Double Deck Bus and
unmarked tinplate 1:43 scale GM ‘Fishbowl’
coach, F-VG, most in played with condition,
some with damage, boxes F (5) £60-80

258.
Various 1950s-1960s Toys, Pelham
Puppet Type LS Black Boy, in original box,
Policeman hand puppet, metal (2 Chad Valley
and Playmate) and plastic (1) toy guns, Plastic
HMS Victory canon, Beeju Double and single
Deck buses, Palitoy airplane, various small
plastic and wood toys, ten Timpo crude
repainted? plastic waterline models, plastic
Space figures and other items including a few
modern cars, P-G, all in played with condition,
box F (qty) £68-80

252.
Collection of modern Robertson’s
enamel Golly badges, including Golly with
Reindeer, in original box and 38 other Golly
badges, VG-E, box G (39) £50-80

259.
VIP Car and Herald Figures with
Farmhouse, Victory Industries battery
operated black Austin Cambridge with
Guarantee and Instructions, in original box,
VG, clean compartment, box G, Herald
Highlanders (8) and Scots Guards (17), in an
original Highlanders box (no insert), G-VG, box
F, (2) £60-80

253.
1960s Toys, including various pieces
of Tri-ang Spot-On road (18), Tri-ang battery
operated 1:20 series Triumph Herald Coupe
, some damage, Minic Field Gun, Scalecraft
MTB battery operated boat, Dinky Toys
base for petrol pumps with Lego pump set
and Minic Shell sign and Lamps, Paramount
unmade plastic kit The Royal Barouche, in
original box, Topper Toys Secret Sam Gun Set
in carry case, various Scalextric Spares, P-F, all
in played with condition some damaged and
parts missing (qty) £50-80

260.
Chad Valley Car MOY Vehicles
and Clockwork Launch, CV black clockwork
remote control car, in original box, F, lacks
puffer and hose, box F, Matchbox MOY Y-13,
in original matchbox, Y-14, Y-7, Y-10 and Y-3,
in original red/yellow window boxes, unboxed
Lesney cigarette box with gold plated car and
wooden clockwork launch, length 16’’, tested
ok, lacks deck cover, F-VG, boxes F (8) £40-60
261.
A large Humpty Dumpty collection
money box probably used for charity
collections, built in hard plastic with Humpty
sitting on a wall on a large green tub with
locking device, height 36in, G £50-80

254.
Two Japanese Tinplate Battery
Operated Airplanes, Lufthansa with opening
door and Scandinavian Airlines System SAS
with part clear plastic fuselage, both F, grubby,
Lufthansa with damage to underwing and tip
of wing and battery cover missing, not tested
(2) £60-100
255.
Pelham and Luntoy Puppets, PP
Giant, in original box and unboxed Luntoy Mr
Turnip from the TV programme Whirligig, G,
strings need untangling, box G (2) £40-60

262.
1980s and 1990s Lego Buildings and
Space craft, 6382 Fire Station and 379 Bus
Station, both made up with various vehicles
and accessories including roadway sheets
(3), with original box sleeves, 6970 Moon
Base Space station with monorail and various
accessories including Moon Buggies (3), Single
seat Spaceship (2) and others and Moon
Crater sheet, together with quantity of Lego
including bricks, windows, doors, road signs
and figures, and a small quantity of Duplo,
G-VG, box sleeves G (qty) £100-200

256.
A large Shop Display Mickey Mouse
Pelham puppet, wood construction with felt
ears and jacket and red cotton trousers, spring
attached to operating bar, height of puppet
24in G, general wear £50-70

263.
Lego Technic, 8852 Robot, 8860
Expert Builder Set, in original box, 1972
Go Kart, both kits made up with original
instructions, G-E, contents of set and kit not
checked, £50-80

257.
Rare Fernel Developments London
to Brighton Veteran Car Game with Matchbox
Cars, comprising 1904 Spiker and 1907 Rolls
Royce, two rodbeds, dice shaker and spare
wheels, in original box, VG, box G, together
with Parker Bros Masterpiece Game and
Escape from Colditz, both in original boxes, G,
not checked, boxes F-G (2) £100-150

264.
Lego Trains, 134 Crane with match
truck, 136 Shell Tanker, 133 Steam Engine, all
made up with original boxes, 157 Track (3),
159 Track and 314 Boat, made up no box, VGE, boxes F-G (qty) £50-80
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

265.
Lego Kinder Egg Toys Viewmaster
and other items, Lego shaped box with Lego
address books, badges and key fob, 2849
and 3022 City Helicopters and 30278 Star
Wars X-Wing Fighter, in original bags and
empty Chocolate Chip Lego tin, Lindberg Hi
Rollers snap fit kit Tractor Trailer, in original
box, Kinder Surprise empty boxes and various
Kinder toys, most in original bags, ITC 1992
Thunderbirds Radio and small 1, 2 and 4, Lone
Star Road Roller, Wade dish with Matchbox
bus, Corgi BMW Z8 and A Team Viewmaster
and Man from UNCLE reel, both in original
boxes, F-E, boxes/bags generally G-VG (qty)
£40-60
266.
Various 1950s and later slide
and film toys Book and other items, Chad
Valley Sliderama Projector and additional
slides, Hong Kong 8mm Projector, Johnsons
of Hendon Walt Disney Film Strip Lantern,
John Adams Zoetrope, Peak Film Jolly
Film, Moviescope, Film Viewer, Pleasure
Beach Flickascope, Rowntree’s Jelly mould
with Movie Maker, in original boxes, four
Viewmasters and qty of reels, various books,
Luctor Television Book, Wentz Photo and
Screen Machines, Cinderella Panorama book,
Nister reproduction Revolving Pictures books
(2), Kensitas Henry card album, Stamp Album,
Pelham puppet Andy Pandy and two others
and two Teddy Bears, generally F-G, boxes P-F
(qty) £60-100
267.
Tri-ang Minic Motorway, including
complete green Aston Martin and Corvette
Stingray body, three chassis with motors,
some without wheels and other spares,
large qty of track and road rail crossing, Car
transporter truck and end of loading ramp,
unmade Bus Garage, Goods Depot and
Frontier post (not checked), made up Shell
Garage and pits together with some Scalextric
and other makers buildings and spares, P-G
(qty) £60-100

268.
Various 1950s-1960s ex Shop Stock
wooden toys, Ridingbery ‘Flyalong’ Train Set,
in original box, Empire made Fretwork Set,
strung on original card, unboxed two sets of
Ridingberry pull along ship and two barges,
Stage coach and Truck, five string and wooden
puppets (most damaged), larger wooden
Train and steam lorry and five copies of Birn
Brothers ‘The Book of Trains’ with prints by
Roland Davies, P-G, most items with poor
storage damaged, box P (qty) £40-60

269.
Various 1950s-1960s ex shop stock
plastic and china Toys, Rosebud black baby
Dolls, Empire made Junior Model Binoculars
and Film Viewer with film strips, Codeg 3
piece Dolls House Bathroom set, all in original
boxes, ten packets of imitation blood (10),
Empire made Soarer balsa plane, in original
packaging (40), box of Brocks Caps (display
only caps appear defunct), Gartex Sooty,
in original bag, Palitoy small scale vessels
(15), unboxed Rosebud Doll (very grubby),
unopened box of Golden Diamond 6/- price
tickets, three Made in England plastic pull
along Penguin money boxes (all damaged
from warping), two Foreign china Tea Sets, in
original boxes (one box lacks lid), P-VG, boxes/
packaging P-G (qty) £60-80
BRITAINS & OTHER MAKERS
FIGURES & FARM SERIES
270.
Britains modern Farm Vehicle
Buildings and Accessories, including Worzel
Gummidge, in unopened bubble pack, 9554
Gang Roller, 9546 Tipping Transporter, 9579
Elevator, 1717Water Trough, 9531 Snow
Plough, 9539 Animal /Bale Transporter,
9577 Seed Drill, 9538 Vari spreader,1743
Bales, 9563 Vacuum Tanker, all in original
boxes, unboxed Iveco Flat bed lorry, Dumper
, Manure Spreader, Farmhand, Wright Rain
Hose and Drum, Tractors and other items, F-E,
many items in played with condition, boxes
P-VG (qty) £100-150
271.
Britains and other makers
lead Farmers Carts Tractors animals and
Accessories large quantity, including various
types of Fencing , Hedges and Trees (240+)
m, Various Carts, Haystacks, Feeding Troughs,
Milk Churns, Hutches, Floral Garden, Tractors,
animals and Farmers and other items, P-F,
most in played with condition (300+)
£100-150

272.
Britains Fox Hunt mounted
riders hounds and fox, fourteen mounted
Huntsmen and women, Hounds (25), Fox
and two tree trunks with gates, generally
VG, together with two smaller mounted
Huntsmen, G (44) £100-150
273.
Britains lead farm Animals and
Farmers, Cows (14), Pigs (3), Sheep (14),
Horses (6), Wild Boar, various fowl (18),
Farmers and workers and Village Idiot with
replacement arm (12), Dogs (4) Cowboys (2)
and Chimp, generally G (75+) £60-80

274.
Britains and other makers lead
Farm Accessories, including round (3, two Triang rubber) and rectangle Haystacks, various
Carts (4), well , small houses (2), water Pumps
(3), Milk Churns, Trees, Hutches and qty of
wood and metal fencing and other items, F-VG
some damage and paint loss (qty) £60-80

275.
Britains Home Farm Series Carts
and Farm Equipment, 4F Tumbrel Cart with
horse and hay ladders, Carter lacks arm, 5F
Farm Wagon with two horses and Carter
(repainted), 6F General Purpose Plough with
plough, Farmer and two horses, 9F Horse
Roller, all in original boxes and lid only for 6F,
generally G-VG, boxes F-G (4+ spare lid)
£80-120
276.
Oryon Collection WW11 History
1:35 Soldier sets, 14 boxed sets each
comprising four soldiers, in original boxes, E,
boxes VG (14) £100-140
277.
Corgi Forward March WW11
Figures on scenic bases, including Churchill,
Lord Mountbatten, Rommel, General
Eisenhower, Monty and others, all in original
boxes, E, boxes VG (15) £60-80
278.
Britains and other makers lead
and plastic Animals Dinky and other makers
diecast and plastic vehicles and other items,
various lead Farm animals (12) and modern
animals and other items (8), Dinky sage green
Austin Devon, Matchbox maroon Removals
Vanitha gold radiator, uncommon Maylow
Products Tractor and Trailer, , plastic and lead
accessories including Motorbike, Scooter,
racing car, Britains plastic drums, Cones and
diecast drivers, F-VG (qty) £50-70
279.
Benbros mounted RCMP, all
wrapped in original paper, in two trade boxes
(one without a lid), 20 sets of white horse and
rider, E, boxes P-F, Cowgirl and horse and four
Crescent plastic Wild West figures, F (25)
£60-80
280.
Britains Lead Soldiers, including
4-wheel RAMC Ambulance wagon, driver,
two horses, ( lacks cover and back), stretcher
bearers, stretcher, patient and Nurse, various
Guards including Band (6), at Slope (6), both
sets tied to card and others, WW1 Infantry
including Gunner, generally F (35) £40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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281.
Britains modern Toy Soldier Sets,
8912 Charles Biggs Mk 1 4.5in Howitzer and
Limber, 8820 11th Hussars (3 boxes in outer
box, all mounted), 8801 Essex Regiment, 8820
11th Hussars (three individual boxes), 8819
16th Lancers (three individual boxes), E, boxes
VG (9) and unboxed set of an Admiral seated
and officers, dog and a table, F-G (11) £60-80

288.
Vintage and Modern lead Soldiers,
various makers including Banners Forward
Knights, William Montacote and Raoul, both
in original boxes, Britains, Crescent, Del Prado,
Monogram and others, Romans to WW11,
mounted and infantry, Guards Band, Cowboys,
Indians and others, Field Guns, Carts and
fencing, most 60mm, some smaller scale, P-VG
, boxes VG (130+) £80-120

282.
Britains Eyes Right plastic unboxed
Scots Guards and Guards Bands sets, 57
Guards marching including two Flag bearers,
Scots Guards and Royal Marine Bands (36)
and US Band (16), all attached to clear plastic
bases by Blue-tac, generally VG (109) £40-60
283.
Britains State Landau, with six
horses together with Queen Elizabeth on
horseback, various makers Guards Band other
Guards and Beefeaters F, lacks one rear
wheel, most figures playworn, several with
damage (35+) £40-60

284.
Various lead Figures, large collection
of Britains, Hilco, Crescent and other makers,
WW1 and WW2 Infantry, Guards, Highlanders,
Cowboys and Indians, , Field guns and some
smaller figures and Simon and Riverlet Limber
wagons, generally P-F, all in played with
condition, many with damage (160+) £50-80
285.
Plastic and metal Military figures
by various makers seven Del Prado WW11
Figures in original bubble packs and seven
unboxed, unboxed Pewter Piper by Piper
Craft, 130mm diecast German Soldier, various
WW11 and ACW plastic figures by Britains and
others (16) Field guns by Crescent, Britains,
Dinky and Lone Star (19) , Marx 140mm plastic
WW11 Figures (8) and five unmarked, Dragon
and Action Man copy WW11 soldiers and
accessories and Russian plastic Doll playing an
accordion, P-VG, boxes F-G (qty) £80-120
286.
Britains and Blue Box Plastic Farm
Animals and Buildings and various Diecast
Farm Vehicles, including two Haystacks,
various Farmers Scarecrow and Worzel
Grummage and Aunt Sally, Britains and HK
Farm animals , Fencing, Trees and Windmill
mainly by Blue Box, Britains Land Rover,
International 946 Tractor and two smaller
tractors and some parts buildings and
accessories, P-G (qty) £30-50
287.
Britains 1935 King George VI and
Queen Mary, with throne and seat, G, throne
detail on top corner damaged (4) £60-80
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294.
Unboxed Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge
3-Rail Locomotives, BR matt green 46232
‘Duchess of Montrose’ with gloss A4 tender,
LMS maroon 6231 ‘Duchess of Atholl’,
front bogie unattached and coupling roods
damaged, BR green A4 ‘Silver King’, BR black
80054 2-6-4T and BR black 69567 0-6-2T,
generally F-G, most with some wear (5)
£70-90
295.
Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge 2 and
3-Rail Coaches, including D11 BR Gresley
brake First/third, BR red Restaurant Car,
4078 Sleeping Car, 4060 BR WR super detail
Corridor Coaches and others (9, three boxed),
BR green (2) and maroon (2) short suburban
coaches (4), two repainted Suburban coaches,
some in original boxes, TPO Mail Van set box
only (18 coaches and 11 boxes) £60-80

289.
Timpo 00 Gauge Station Passenger
and Staff set, comprising seven original flat
figures, in original box , P-G, some damage
and missing two figures, box F, together with
six slightly larger station figures, semi flats
40mm Footballers (4) and two Ladies (2),
35mm Policeman and Robber, scared cat and
house and small dog, F (15+) £40-60
290.
Various Diecast Farm and Zoo
animals Vehicles Ships Footballers Knights
by various makers including , Hilco and
Fry? motorcycles, various Farmers, children
seated, Zoo and Farm animals , hedges and
trees, carts and hutches, Charbens Milk Cart,
Timpo Knight, lacks shield and joust, Crescent
or similar ships (4), Dolls House Electric
Fires (2), Moko large scale Horse drawn Milk
Float, Hobbies style homemade Farmhouse
with drive, and other items, P-G, most items
playworn, several with damage, box F (95+)
£100-240
HO/OO GAUGE
291.
Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail late
issue City of London Locomotive and Tender,
BR maroon 46247, F, some repainting to black
areas, both nameboards scuffed, general wear
£80-120

296.
Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge 2 and
3-Rail Rolling Stock, including various tank
wagons shell (3), Power (5), ESSO red (7), ESSO
grey (2, both boxed), Vacuum (2, both boxed),
Mobil (2, both boxed), Royal Daylight (1,
boxed), various open trucks, Vans and bolster
wagons, some in original boxes, most 3-rail,
P-G, boxes P-F (50) £60-80
297.
Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail Track
and Accessories, various curves, straights
and points, buffer stops, many boxed, Level
Crossing (boxed), Station and extension
platform, Signal box (poor), various switches,
Tunnel, P-G, boxes P-F (qty) £50-80
298.
Various 00 Gauge Books Catalogues
and metal Lineside and general Accessories,
including Hornby Dublo Catalogues, Hornby
Dublo Trains by Foster (2) and 1938-1939 by
Truin (1), Tri-ang Hornby Catalogues and Track
Plans (8), Dublo Footbridge (boxed),unboxed
Master Models black Waltons Kiosk, Coal
office and Coal Stathes, Crescent Gantry and
two other Signals, Tri-ang Signals (3) and
Telegraph Pole, three metal crossing gates,
plastic Telephone Booth and Bus Stop, larger
scale wood/metal Pool petrol pump and
Nestles platform Chocolate machine, generally
F (qty) £50-80

292.
Boxed Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge
3-Rail Locomotives, CO-CO Diesel Electric
in a 2-rail box, EDL17 BR gloss black 0-6-2T,
EDL18 BR matt black 2-6-4T, EDLT120 BR green
‘Bristol Castle’ (2), all in original boxes, F-G,
boxes P-F (5) £80-120
293.
Unboxed Hornby Dublo 00 Gauge
3-Rail Locomotives, BR black 8f 48158, BR
gloss green 46232 ‘Duchess of Montrose’, LMS
maroon 6231 ‘Duchess of Atholl’, LNER blue
No 7 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’, LNER green 9596 0-62T and LMS black 6917 0-6-2T, generally F-G,
most with some wear (6) £100-140

299.
Tri-ang and Hornby Blue Pullman
and brown and cream Pullmans and Giraffe
Car, Tri-ang Blue Pullman, Power, Trailer and
five Pullman Parlour cars, five in base of set
box, one in original box, one unboxed, Hornby
R229 Lucille brown and cream Pullman Cars,
in original boxes and T/Hr348 Giraffe Car,
in original box (lacks clip fit accessories and
pole), F-VG, boxes F-G (7) £80-120
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

300.
Tri-ang and Tri-ang Hornby
locomotives Rolling Stock Accessories Track
and Controllers, including Hornby ‘Albert Hall’,
Tri-ang Princess Royal, maroon Jinty, 0-4-0
Dock Shunter (boxed), TC Diesel (no motor
bogie), EMU Driving Car (no motor bogie), 0-40 Tank and repainted Princess (poor), some
boxed, various unboxed coaches (7), rolling
stock (20), Stations Buildings, Signal Box,
Track and lineside accessories, H&M Duette
Controllers (2) and three others, P-VG, some
damaged, mostly in played with conditions,
boxes P-F (large qty) £60-80
301.
Table Railway OO Gauge Scenic
Items by Bing Bub and Distler, including
Bing operating turntable, two tunnels and
another home-made, three stations, two
island platforms, 5 station ramps, 2 signal
boxes (one British and one Continental-style),
2 engine sheds, together with a Bub station
and Level crossing, assortment of signals and
telegraph poles (with 3 by Distler), quantity of
track by Bing with 3 points and 2 X crossings,
and a stripped/incomplete 2-4-0T clockwork
locomotive, varying F-VG (qty) £100-140
302.
Trix Twin Railway OO Gauge 3-rail
AC Trains Boxes and Track, including pre-war
0-4-0T LNER 2901 (F), post-war LMS 0-4-0T
no 20 (G), BR 0-4-0’s with tenders 46258 in
green and 48152 in black, parts of a diesel
railcar and other components, a ‘Twin City’
station (P, some parts missing), boxed SR and
LNER coaches, Pullman car and BR diner, two
Weltrol wagons, Crane on base, together
with EMPTY boxes including for Diesel Flier,
LMS 4-4-0, LNER 4-4-0 and American 0-4-0
amongst others, quantity of Bakelite track
with 8 pre-war electric points, P-F and a prewar set box with three controllers and sundry
items P-F, (qty in 3 boxes) £70-100
303.
Trix Twin Railway and Lilliput OO
Gauge Trains and Empty Boxes, comprising a
late 1950’s ref F22 goods set in original green
set box, lacking 0-6-2T locomotive otherwise
G-VG, 4 boxed Trix WR brown/cream plastic
coaches and a Lilliput D1002 ‘Western
Explorer’ diesel locomotive, all VG, boxes F-G,
together with empty boxes for Trix locos ref
1973, 1180 and 1190 and Lilliput 1011 and
1045, mostly G (11 boxes inc 5 empty) £50-80
304.
A Trix Twin Railway OO Gauge
3-rail AC ‘Diesel Flier’ Railcar Set, ref 20/58,
in cherry red/cream livery, with motor car and
trailer, overall F, some creasing to bodywork,
connecting cable incomplete, but all wheels
and frames appear sound, box G £50-80

305.
A Trix Twin Railway OO Gauge
2/3-rail DC Electric EM1 Locomotive 26056
‘Triton’, ref F105G, in BR green livery, with
‘Universal’ wheels and ‘single-block’ roof box,
VG-E, one traction tyre missing, in original box
with instructions, box F-G, some fading and
old tear to label £70-100
306.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising 7013
‘Bristol Castle’ (in poor original box), with
unboxed 46232 ‘Duchess of Montrose’ and
60016 ‘Silver King’, all in matt BR lined green,
all G, moderate playwear, crease to Duchess
tender and corrosion to Castle boiler fittings,
(6 inc tenders) £60-90

312.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Sets, comprising EDP2 set with LMS crimson
‘Duchess of Atholl’, two coaches, controller
and track, P-G, some corrosion, especially to
loco, box P-F with damp and other damage,
together with EDG19 goods set with BR 2-64T no 80054 and 5 wagons, all G-VG, track
missing, box P-F, various damages, with 1959
‘Hornby Book of Trains’ (2 sets) £60-90
313.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2- and
3-rail Trains, including 3-rail ‘Duchess of
Atholl’ and ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’, 3 LNER teak
coaches, 3 similar but in BR red/cream, 5
Stanier coaches in red/cream and one LMS
crimson, 2 SR suburban coaches, 2 red
suburban, 2 super-detail BR red sleeping cars,
one boxed SR green s/d ref 4082 brake/2nd
(VG), and unboxed crane wagon set, SR
refrigerator van, and other items, varying P-VG
with the majority F-G, (qty) £100-140

307.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising LNER
blue no 7 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’, 8F 2-8-0 no 48158
and 0-6-2T no 69567 both in BR black, and
type 1 Bo-Bo diesel D8000 in BR green, all G,
moderate playwear, traction tyres missing
from diesel (6 inc tenders) £70-100

314.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Track and Accessories, including turntable,
boxed level crossing, station and island
platform, with an incomplete engine shed
(plastic), footbridge components, switches
and many other ‘layout’ items, varying P-G
(qty in 2 boxes) £50-80

308.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail
Castle Class Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising 7032 ‘Denbigh Castle’, with 4075
‘Cardiff Castle’, both in matt BR lined green,
both G, moderate playwear, (4 inc tenders)
£60-90

315.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Steam
and Diesel Locomotives, comprising boxed
R259S ‘Britannia’ and tender, class 9F ‘Evening
Star’ and tender both in BR green, and King
Edward I in GWR green, all VG, boxes F-VG,
together with unboxed ‘Jinties’ (2), red 0-4-0T
no 9, and green diesel 0-4-0DS no D2907, F-G
(7) £60-90

309.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising 60030
‘Golden Fleece’, in matt BR lined green, 2-64T no 80033 in lined black, and anonymous
‘Deltic’ diesel in plain green, all G, moderate
playwear, ‘Deltic’ missing 2 traction tyres, (4
inc tender) £60-90
310.
Wrenn OO Gauge 2-rail
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising 46245
‘City of London’, in matt BR crimson, 34042
‘Dorchester’ in matt lined green, and lined
black 0-6-2T no 69550, all VG, little playwear,
in original boxes except ‘Dorchester’ is in a
‘Barnstaple’ box (3 boxes) £100-140
311.
Wrenn OO Gauge 2-rail W2245 SR
green Tank Locomotive, in lined SR green as
no 1927, VG, very slight spotting to body, in
original box, box G, stain spots to base, one
crease to lid £70-100

316.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives and Stock, comprising boxed
R350 ‘Mallard’ and tender in BR green, class
B12 4-6-0 no 7476 and tender in NE black,
both G-VG, boxes G, together with unboxed
‘Caley Single’ and tender, SR dark green M7
class 0-4-4T no 245, and rolling stock including
black Engineer’s coach, Caley coach, T/C series
Giraffe Car, Exploding car (red) and others,
mostly G (20) £90-120
317.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Multipleunit Trains, including 3-car SR electric unit
with two powered end cars, 2-car BR green
Diesel Multiple unit, 3-car ‘Blue Pullman’ in
original ‘Nanking’ blue, an additional power
car with yellow front, and a three-car grey/
blue reversed-livery 3-car Pullman set, mostly
G-VG, one SR electric with some retouching to
front (12) £90-120
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Lot 318

318.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Electric
E3001 Locomotive, the original twinpantograph version in ‘electric blue’ with
small yellow warning panels, G-VG, couplings
slightly bent, both pantographs intact,
unboxed £90-120
319.
Two Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
EM2 Class Electric Locomotives, one in the
BR green as no 27000 ‘Electra’, the other in
‘electric blue’ with full yellow front panels,
from a CKD kit finished as no 27002 ‘Aurora’,
both G-VG, Electra slightly playworn, Aurora
with one number sticker slightly askew, both
missing top securing screw, all pantographs
intact, unboxed (2) £100-140
320.
A Triang/Hornby OO Gauge EM2
Class Electric Locomotive and Catenary
Equipment, loco ref R351 in BR ‘Rail Blue’ as
no E27000 ‘Electra’, VG, in original box, box
F, together with two R4180 Catenary sets,
together containing approx. 30 single-track
masts, bases for Super 4 track, running wires
(later round type) and other fittings, mostly
G-VG, one mast broken, boxes G (3 boxes)
£100-140
321.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge Train
Sets, including R542 ‘Duchess Mail Train Set’
in LMS crimson, RS 508 ‘Flying Scotsman’ Set
in LNER green/teak, R690 ‘London Transport
Goods’ (with 0-6-0PT no L90), and R541 InterCity HST set, mostly G-VG, some with track
or controllers missing, boxes F, grubby, minor
damages (4 sets) £90-120

322.
Lima OO Gauge Diesel/Electric
Locomotives, comprising boxed class 73
Electro-Diesel no 73 101 ‘Brighton Evening
Argus’ in Pullman umber/cream livery,
together with unboxed ex-GWR railcars
W22 in carmine/cream and W30W in ‘speed
whiskers’ green, all G-VG, box F-G, grubby (3)
£50-80
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Lot 319

323.
Airfix Mainline and Other OO
Gauge Locomotives and Stock, comprising
boxed Airfix ‘Pendennis Castle’ and 14xx 0-42T in BR green and 61xx 2-6-2T in GWR green,
and boxed BR maroon Autocoach, together
with unboxed Mainline NER class J72 0-6-0T
‘Joem’, a Jouef SNCF 4-8-2 locomotive and
tender, and a collection of 12 Mainline tank
wagons, brake van and a GW Autocoach,
mostly G-VG, boxes G, (4 boxed + 17)
£100-140
324.
Triang OO Gauge Train Sets and
Track including a RP.A Clockwork set with
green 0-6-0ST locomotive, key, owner’s badge
and two coaches, early R1 set with black
‘Princess’ loco, coaches, series 2 track and
battery box, and a R3B set with an excellent
green ‘Princess’ loco coaches, series 3 track
and controller, together with a large box of
assorted track including Triang series 3, super
4, Hornby-Dublo 2-rail and other types, set
contents mostly G-VG, boxes P-F, track F-G
(qty) £50-80

328.
Boxed Mainline OO Gauge GWR
Steam Locomotives, comprising Dean Goods
0-6-0 no 2516, Collett 0-6-2T , no 6697, and
0-6-0PT no 5764, all in GWR green, all VG-E,
5764 with etched number plates added, boxes
VG, and an unboxed Collett 0-6-0 no 3205
with some added detailing (5 inc tender)
£90-120
329.
Boxed Mainline and Replica OO
Gauge GWR Steam Locomotives, comprising
Manor class 4-6-0 no 7819 ‘Hinton Manor’,
‘Mogul’ 2-6-0 no 5322, and Replica ‘Modified
Hall’ no 6998 ‘Burton Agnes Hall’, all in GWR
green, all VG-E, 6998 with etched number
plates added, boxes VG (3) £90-120
330.
Boxed Mainline and Replica OO
Gauge Rolling Stock, including two GWR
‘Centenary’ coaches in chocolate/cream, GWR
Crocodile, 7 Mainline 4-wheel wagons, one by
Replica and one Bachmann, all VG-E, boxes VG
(12) £50-80
331.
Boxed Airfix OO Gauge Locomotives
and Rolling Stock, including LMS black 4F 0-60 no 4454, GWR ‘Prairie’ 2-6-2T no 6106 and
14xx 0-4-2T no 1466, (both with etched plates
and other details added), two GWR ‘B-set’
coaches and a GWR Autocoach in chocolate/
cream, all VG-E, boxes VG (6) £70-100

325.
Truescale and Master Models OO
Gauge Railway Accessories, including a
Truescale 4-part station (41” long) with clocktower, two small roof sections missing, with a
Truescale footbridge (one piece loose), and a
Master Models girder bridge, all G, together
with 4 packs of PC Models LNER ‘Pressfix’
transfers, one pack part-used (10 pieces)
£40-60
326.
A Mixed Lot of Triang and
Other OO Gauge Trains and Accessories,
including Triang blue ‘Double-ended diesel’,
CN observation/beaver-tail coach, 0-4-0
clockwork locomotive, 5 BR maroon coaches,
parts of a kit-built 2-6-6-2 Beyer-Garratt
locomotive, assorted Triang/Hornby freight
stock and many other items, mostly F, with a
number of empty boxes (qty) £40-60
327.
Boxed Mainline OO Gauge LMS/
LNER Steam Locomotives, comprising LMS
crimson ‘Royal Scot’ no 6100 (as preserved)
and ‘Jubilee’ no 5690 ‘Leander’, together with
LNER lined black N2 class 4744 and Northeastern class J72 ‘Joem’, all VG-E, boxes VG (4)
£100-140

332.
Boxed Bachmann OO Gauge 4-6-0
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising ref
31-700 LNER green B1 class no 1264, and 31106 Standard Class 4 with double chimney no
75029 ‘The Green Knight’ with original etched
nameplates, both VG-E, boxes VG (2) £70-100

333.
A Boxed Bachmann OO Gauge
Limited Edition Class V2 Locomotive and
Tender, Ltd Edn no 1939/1000 (second LE)
LNER green no 4771 ‘Green Arrow’, in wooden
presentation case VG-E, box VG £70-100
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334.
Boxed Lima OO Gauge Locomotives
and Rolling Stock, including BR black ‘Crab’
2-6-0 no 42700, BR 2-tone green ‘Deltic’
no D9006 ‘Meld’, GWR AEC Railcar no 22 in
chocolate/cream, and a GWR ‘Siphon G’ van,
all VG-E, Crab has tender underframe painted
gloss black, boxes F-G (4) £60-90
335.
Boxed Wrenn OO Gauge Freight
Stock, comprising W4652P Lowmac with car
and caravan, VG-E, W4320P Eskimo Foods,
W4665P Saxa, W4658 Fison’s all G-VG, and
W4626P Blue Circle F, boxes F-G (5) £70-100

336.
Repainted/Detailed Hornby-Dublo
OO Gauge 2-rail Locomotives, comprising
LMS Crimson ‘Duchess of Sutherland’ no
6233, LNER blue ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ no 4498,
GWR green ‘Pendennis Castle’ no 4079, and
BR lined black 2-6-4T no 80104, all with added
details and etched name and/or number
plates, all with high gloss/varnished finish, as
repaints G (7 inc tenders) £100-140
337.
Repainted/Detailed Hornby-Dublo
and Wrenn OO Gauge 2-rail Locomotives and
Freight Stock, comprising H-D GWR green
‘Clun Castle’ no 7029, and Wrenn LMS 8F
2-8-0 no 8233, both with added details and
etched name and/or number plates, with high
gloss/varnished finish, as repaints G, boxes
F-G, together with a boxed 2-rail TPO set, VG,
a repainted breakdown crane set in maroon,
and a collection of retouched H-D wagons,
some with boxes, all modified with TriangHornby tension-lock couplings, mostly F-G
(qty) £100-140
338.
Retouched Hornby-Dublo and
Wrenn OO Gauge 2-rail Super-detail
Coaching Stock, comprising 3 SR green
suburban coaches, bodies VG, bogies gloss
painted with Triang couplers, together with
a boxed BR maroon sleeping car with similar
modifications, 5 boxed WR coaches with
‘Great Western’ transfers applied and partially
over-varnished, and another WR coach with
some retouching, a modified H-D SR horse box
and a Wrenn 4-wheeled SR utility van (VG),
mostly F-G, mods as described (12) £70-100
339.
Kit-built OO Gauge Rolling Stock,
the majority GWR subjects, including
Autocoach from a white-metal kit, a Ratio
4-wheeler coach, GWR Python van, Mogo and
others, with a small number from other lines
including LMS horse box and NE brake van, all
well-made and gloss finished, G-VG (14)
£60-90

340.
A Mixed Lot of Trix and Other
OO Gauge Trains, including four Trix plastic
coaches in green (all with ‘Southern Railway’
transfers applied) in Trix ‘Footplateman’ box,
a boxed Lima 45xx 2-6-2T no 5572, Graham
Farish 94xx 0-6-0PT no 9400, both in GWR
green with retouching and etched plates, two
Jouef Wagons-Lits coaches, a boxed Lilliput
ballast tamping machine (unpowered) and
two Trix grain wagons, mostly G (11) £60-90

347.
Dapol and Hornby (China) OO
Gauge Locomotives and Stock, comprising
Dapol LBSCR ‘Terrier’ no 82 ‘Boxhill’ in
Stroudley livery, LMS black (ex-L&Y) 0-4-0ST
‘Pug’ no 11217, together with Dapol LMS
12-wheel Dining Saloon no 10440 in crimson
and Hornby R6002 triple wagon pack, all VG,
boxes G-VG, some damage to end flaps (4
boxes) £80-120

341.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Locomotives, comprising LNER green B12 no
8509, BR black Ivatt class 2 46400, LMS red
Jinty no 16440 and black Dock Authority diesel
shunter no 3, all in original boxes, all G-VG,
boxes F-VG (4) £60-90
342.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
Locomotives, comprising LNER green D49/1
no 2753 ‘Cheshire’, GWR green 28xx no 2859,
and GNR green J13 Saddle Tank no 1247, all in
original boxes, all G-VG, boxes F-G (3) £60-90

343.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
Locomotives, comprising LNER blue no 4468
‘Mallard’, LMS crimson no 6201 ‘Princess
Elizabeth’, and Midland Railway crimson
‘Compound’ no 1000, all in original boxes, all
G-VG, boxes G (3) £70-100
344.
Modified Triang/Hornby OO
Gauge Locomotives, all with over-varnishing
and/or added details, comprising SR green
‘Winston Churchill’ no 21C151 with etched
plates, SR malachite ‘Schools’ no 928 ‘Stowe’,
refinished GWR ‘King Edward I’ in lined green
with etched plates, and BR green ‘Britannia’
no 70000, all in original boxes, all G-VG as
modified, boxes F (4) £70-100
345.
Modified Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Locomotives, all with over-varnishing and/or
added details, comprising LNER green ‘Flying
Scotsman’ no 4472 with modified 2nd tender,
LMS black Stanier class 5 no 5025, BR green
‘Oliver Cromwell’ no 70013 and class 9F no
92220 ‘Evening Star’, together with GWR
green 0-6-0PT no 3738, all (except 2nd tender)
in original boxes, all G as modified, boxes F (6)
£80-120

348.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge ‘Blue
Pullman’ Set and other Coaching Stock, the
RS52 set containing powered and dummy end
cars, and three centre coaches, end cars with
cab ends over-varnished, others VG, together
with 3 LMS crimson coaches, 4 assorted
BR blue/grey stock, 4 Pullman cars and one
later GWR clerestory, and an R449 coach
lighting unit, all G-VG, boxes G-VG, most with
supplier’s labels attached (13 boxes including
set) £100-140
349.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge ‘RS24’
Goods Set and ‘Window-boxed’ Freight Stock,
the RS.24 set containing a varnished blue 0-40T locomotive and three wagons, an unboxed
0-4-0DS also in ‘ISR’ colours, together with
boxed freight stock including BR blue utility
van, 100-ton Shell tanker, two Murgatroyd’s
tank wagons, brown ferry van, ‘Salmon’ bogie
wagon with track load and 11 others, mostly
G-VG, boxes F-G, many with supplier’s labels
attached (18 boxes including set) £70-100
350.
Triang/Hornby and Other OO
Gauge Rolling Stock, including 25+ boxed
Triang-Hornby wagons and coaches, mostly
G-VG, some repainted or detailed, boxes
F-G, together with 20+ unboxed wagons,
some from Peco or Airfix kits, F-G, and an
assortment of wheels and other components
(qty) £70-100
351.
Triang/Hornby and Other OO
Gauge Signals, including 8 uncommonly boxed
R263 ‘Point-operated’ light signals, 4 more
unboxed and without bases, another 2-aspect
light signal by unknown maker and a Ratio kit
semaphore, VG, boxes VG (14) £60-80

346.
Modified Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Locomotives, all with over-varnishing and/
or added details, comprising Caledonian
‘Single’ no 123 in CR blue, Midland 3F 0-6-0
4027 in crimson, SR green M7 0-4-4T no 328
and repainted 3MT class 2-6-2T no 41241 in
‘KWVR’ crimson, all (except 2-6-2T) unboxed,
all G as modified, box F (6 inc tenders) £60-90

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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357.
A Limited Edition OO Gauge
Bachmann Class 57 Diesel Locomotive with
Digital Sound, ref 32-753XDS, a special edition
produced for Rail Exclusive and Didcot Rly
Centre, LE no 428/1000, in GW-style lined
green livery as no 57604, fitted with DCC
sound, VG-E, box VG-E £150-200

352.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge Goods
Depot Signals Controllers and Assorted Kit
Items, including boxed H-D 5020 Goods Depot
kit with Triang-Hornby overlaid label, VG, with
two ES7 and one 5047 Junction light signals,
G-VG, all with G boxes, a Marshall Power
Controller and slave unit, unboxed footbridge
and double-arm remote-op semaphore signal,
with unmade Airfix Mogul and Saddle-Tank
loco kits, a part-made ‘Schools’, unmade Esso
tank wagon and Turntable kits and a GWR
lorry kit by Peco, all VG, boxes G, kits appear
complete but not checked exhaustively (14)
£60-80

358.
A NRM Special Edition OO Gauge
Bachmann Midland Compound Steam
Locomotive, ref 31-930NRM, a special edition
produced for the National Railway Museum
in MR crimson as no 1000, with various small
fittings in box including DCC chip, VG-E, box
VG, front glazing missing £80-120
359.
Bachmann OO Gauge DCC-fitted BR
Standard Class Locomotives, ref 32-502, class
5MT no 73082 ‘Camelot’ and 32-355, class
4MT tank no 80136, both in early emblem
BR black, both VG-E, boxes VG, hand written
notes ‘DCC fitted’ to each (2) £100-140

353.
Boxed Peco OO Gauge Points and
Other Layout Items, points comprising one
3-way, one double slip, (both Insulfrog), with
one Y point, 2 small radius, 10 medium and
one large rad, all Electrofrog, all in original
boxes, VG, together with a Stebel Junior 12v
compressor and Badger airbrush set, appears
unused, two boxed H&M power units, Hornby
point levers and motors, and other items,
mostly G-VG (qty) £70-100
354.
A Large Collection of OO Gauge
Scenic Accessories, including made-up card
and plastic buildings by Superquick and
others, trees, fences, a good selection of
boxed ‘Merit’ figures and platform accessories
(unchecked), and many other items, mostly
G-VG, a few evidently ‘ex-layout’ (qty in 4
boxes) £70-100
355.
A Group of HO Scale 009 (Narrow
Gauge) Trains and Accessories, including
Lilliput 0-6-2T ‘Zillertalbahn’ locomotive and
2 coaches, an Egger-Bahn blue/cream steam
railcar, two Egger coaches, and a repainted
steam tram locomotive, a Jouef ‘Steatite’
0-4-0T and incomplete Egger 0-4-0T no 5, 11
assorted freight stock, and a quantity of Egger
and other narrow-gauge rails, some boxed,
mostly F-G (qty) £80-120
356.
A Quantity of Model Railway
Catalogues and Guidance Books, including
Triang-Hornby/Hornby catalogues from
12th edition to 31st complete, with T-H ‘Ten
Years on’ and 25th anniversary Books of
Trains, catalogues by Wrenn, Graham Farish
and others, and assorted books on building
layouts and stock, together with an original
‘Hornby Railway Company’ guidebook and
membership certificate dated 14th October
1940, varying F-VG £30-50
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360.
Bachmann OO Gauge DCC-fitted
GWR Tank Locomotives, ref 32-076DC, class
56xx 0-6-2T no 6671 and 32-135Z, class 4575
2-6-2T tank no 5553, both in BR lined green,
together with 32-200A class 8750 0-6-0PT no
6752, all VG-E, boxes VG, hand written notes
‘DCC fitted’ to two (3) £100-140
361.
A Bachmann OO Gauge Class 45
Diesel Locomotive with Digital Sound and
Dapol Brake Tender, ref 32-678DS, in BR green
livery as no D55 ‘Royal Signals’, fitted with
DCC sound, VG, missing etched nameplates,
together with Dapol diesel brake tender ref
HM010 in BR green, VG-E, boxes VG-E (2)
£100-140
362.
A Bachmann OO Gauge Class 105
Two-Car Diesel Multiple Unit, ref 31-326, in
BR green livery with speed whiskers, VG-E, box
VG £60-80
363.
A Bachmann OO Gauge ‘Jubilee’
Class Steam Locomotive with Digital Sound,
ref 31-177DS, in early-emblem BR green
livery as no 45593 ‘Kolhapur’, fitted with DCC
sound, VG-E, missing instructions for sound
operation, box VG-E £100-140

364.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge DCCfitted BR Bulleid Pacific Locomotives, ref
R2221, ‘BoB’ class 34067 ‘Tangmere’ in earlyemblem BR green, with etched Atlantic Coast
Express headboard, VG-E, and R2171, rebuilt
‘MN’ class no 35005, in ‘as-preserved’ early
emblem BR blue with etched ‘Bournemouth
Belle’ headboard, G, left side crankpin
replaced, speedo drive missing and front step
damaged, boxes F-G, hand written notes ‘DCC
fitted’ to each (2) £100-140
365.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge DCCfitted SR (Ex LSWR) Locomotives, ref R2711X,
‘T9’ class 4-4-0 no 729 with factory-fitted DCC,
and R2503, ‘M7’ class 0-4-4T no 357, both
in SR olive green, both VG-E, boxes VG, hand
written note ‘DCC fitted’ to M7 box (2)
£90-120
366.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge DCCfitted GWR Locomotives, ref R2360, ‘King’
class 6028 ‘King Henry II’ in lined GWR green,
with added weight/coal to tender, G-VG, and
R2737 ‘Prairie’ tank no 4134, in early emblem
BR green, VG, lacks front coupling, boxes
G-VG, hand written notes ‘DCC fitted’ to each
(2) £80-120
367.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge DCCfitted SR Locomotive and Lima GWR Railcar,
comprising Hornby R2343 SR Q1 class 0-6-0
no C8 in ‘Sunshine’ black, VG-E, box VG, and
Lima GWR Railcar no 22, G-VG, box F-G, both
boxes marked ‘DCC fitted’, together with a
Bachmann ‘Gandy Dancer’ pump trolley, G,
box G £80-120
368.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge Pullman
Cars, comprising three unboxed illuminated
cars, ‘Rosemary’, Car no 169 and brake coach
car no 62, the later with ‘Bournemouth Belle’
roofboards, all VG-E, together with three
boxed unlit coaches R223 (2) and R233, all
un-named and lacking name transfer sheets,
otherwise VG, boxes G (6) £60-80
369.
Hornby (China) and Bachmann
OO Gauge BR Steam-Era Coaching Stock,
comprising boxed SR green Corridor coaches
R4124B and R4125B, and Bachmann Mk 1
Restaurant car ref 39-103B in maroon, all VG,
boxes G-VG, together with unboxed Hornby
mk 1 coaches in SR green (3), WR brown/
cream (3) and WR crimson/cream (2), all VG
(11) £70-100
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370.
OO Gauge Freight Stock by
Bachmann and Others, including Bachmann
33-830B Queen Mary brake van, two
Bachmann club exclusive tank wagons and
ten other 4-wheel wagons, together with
2 by Airfix, 6 by Hornby (one repainted/
weathered), one by Dapol, all boxed, and
three others unboxed, mostly VG, boxes VG
(25) £90-120
371.
A Fleischmann HO Gauge 6052
Electric Turntable Set, with turntable,
controller and 7 loose exit tracks (3 short ones
are already fitted), overall G, box F £40-60

378.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge BR
‘Standard’ Locomotives, comprising R329
‘William Shakespeare’ 4-6-2 no 70004, and
R373 ‘Evening Star’ 2-10-0 no 92220, with
respective tenders, both VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
£60-80
379.
Bachmann and Dapol OO Gauge
BR-era Steam Locomotives, comprising
Bachmann 31-403 ‘Lord Anson’ 4-6-0 no
30861 in green with late totem, and Dapol
ex-GWR 2-6-0 no 5328 in early-emblem black,
each with respective tenders, both VG-E,
boxes VG (2) £70-100
380.
Hornby (Margate) and Mainline OO
Gauge LMS Locomotives, comprising Hornby
R505 4P class 2-6-4T no 2312, and Mainline
‘Royal Scot’ 4-6-0 no 6127 ‘Old Contemptibles’
with tender, both in LMS crimson, both VG-E,
boxes F-G (2) £60-80

372.
An Uncommon and Unmade OO
Scale Keyser Broad Gauge GWR ‘Rover’ Class
Locomotive Kit, in original blister packs and
box, including instructions, white metal parts,
wheels, axles and chassis, and alternative
nameplates ‘Great Britain’, ‘Great Western’ or
‘Iron Duke’, VG-E, but without motorising kit,
box VG £80-120
373.
A Hornby (China) OO Gauge NRM
Special Edition Ex-GWR ‘King George V’
Locomotive and Tender, ref R3330, depicting
no 6000 ‘KGV’ with early BR emblem, bell,
between-frames detailing and double
chimney, E, appears unused, box E £90-120

381.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge LNER
Locomotives, comprising R398 A1 class ‘Flying
Scotsman’ no 4472 and R188 class B17/4
‘Arsenal’ 4-6-0 no 2848, both in lined green,
together with R327 class A4 ‘Mallard’ no
4468, all VG, boxes F-G (3) £70-100
382.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge GWR
King Class Locomotives, comprising Limited
Edition 2406/3000 R650 ‘King Henry IV’ no
6018 in GW green with Doulton plate, R303
‘King George II’ 6005, in lined BR green with
late totem, both VG-E, boxes VG-E, together
with R78 ‘King Edward I’ no 6024 in earlier BR
green, weathered, F-G box P (3) £70-100

386.
Lima OO Gauge Coaching Stock,
including LMR short full brake and two Mk
1 coaches in maroon, Mk 1’s in WR brown/
cream and SR green, with 3 BR mk 2’s in blue/
grey, a Parcels Express full brake and a WR
Siphon G both in BR blue, all G-VG, four in
original boxes (10) £40-60
387.
Assorted OO Gauge Freight Stock
by Bachmann Hornby and Others, including
Bachmann 3-coal wagon sets 33-028 and
33-030, 1-plank wagon 33-400A, with Hornby
HAA hopper, Bulk Grain and BP Chemicals tank
wagons, a Mainline GWR brown Siphon G and
replica Railways C&G Ayres (Reading) coal
wagon, all VG-E, boxes G-E (12 wagons in 8
boxes) £50-70
388.
Hornby and Other OO Gauge Track
Controllers and Layout Accessories, track
including 21 assorted points, 9 diamond
crossings, curves on 3 different radii, long and
short straight sections, with two HM 2000
power controllers (one appearing unopened),
R418 Dunster Station, Booking Hall, Engine
Shed and other smaller items, overall G-VG
(qty) £70-100
389.
A Mixed Lot of HO American
Locomotive, Train Ephemera and Other
Items, including boxed Bachmann HO gauge
Santa Fe F7 diesel and caboose set, VG-E, two
‘Flying Scotsman’ souvenirs, a New Cavendish
Hornby-Dublo book (E) and three others,
a group of Great Western Society colour
calendars and other items, mostly G-VG (qty)
£30-50

374.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge GWR
Locomotives, comprising R125 ‘County of
Cornwall’ 4-4-0 no 3824, and R292 ‘King
Richard I’ 4-6-0 no 6027, with respective
tenders, both VG-E, boxes VG (2) £80-120
375.
Hornby (Margate and China) OO
Gauge GWR Locomotives, comprising R141
‘Saint Catherine’ 4-6-0 no 2918, R532 28xx
2-8-0 no 2859, with respective tenders, and
China-made R2026A 0-4-2T no 1472, all VG-E,
boxes VG (3) £100-140
376.
Bachmann and Mainline OO Gauge
GWR Locomotives, comprising Bachmann
31-300 ‘Bradley Manor’ 4-6-0 no 7802, and
Mainline ‘Dean Goods’ 0-6-0 no 2516 with
respective tenders, both VG-E, boxes VG (2)
£70-100
377.
Dapol and Replica OO Gauge GWR
Locomotives, comprising Dapol 4-6-0’s no
1011 ‘County of Chester’ and ‘Neath Abbey’
no 5090, with Replica Collett 0-6-0 no 2244
and 0-6-0PT no 7768, all in GWR green, all VG,
boxes G-VG (4) £100-140

383.
Two Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
Train Sets, comprising R682 ‘The Blue Streak’
set with LNER garter blue no 4498 ‘Sir Nigel
Gresley’, three teak coaches and oval of track
(lacks controller), together with R671 ‘Country
Local’ set with Midland Railway style ‘Jinty’
16440, two MR clerestory coaches, track and
controller, both G-VG, boxes F-G (2) £70-100
384.
GWR and BR (WR) OO Gauge
Coaches by Various Makers, comprising 4
Dapol ‘Centenary’ stock and one Autocoach, 3
Mainline and 1 Bachmann Collett 60’ coaches,
all in GWR brown/cream, together with 5
Hornby BR Mk 1 coaches in Western Region
brown/cream, all VG-E, boxes VG (14)
£100-140
385.
Assorted OO Gauge Coaches
by Bachmann and Hornby, including two
Bachmann 57’ corridor coaches in BR maroon,
two Hornby R223 Pullman Cars, a BR mk 1
brake coach in SR green, with LMS brake 3rd,
GWR Restaurant Car, and an SR utility van, all
VG-E, boxes G-E (8) £60-80

390.
Triang and Other Early OO Gauge
Trains, comprising Triang R1 train set with
black Princess, 2 BR coaches and battery
controller, VG, box F-G, R80 Station set, R180
Viaduct, R216 Rocket-Launcher wagon with
rocket (VG) and other Triang items, mostly
boxed, together with a boxed Hornby-Dublo
Marshall II controller, boxed Crescent signal
gantry, and O Gauge Dinky Toys set 001
‘Station Staff’ with 5 figures and platform
barrow, a boxed Mettoy tunnel, all G-VG, and
assorted Airfix kit-built OO gauge accessories
and other items (qty) £60-80
391.
Hornby OO Gauge Train Sets,
comprising T1500 ‘Dinosafari’ set with 0-60DS locomotive, special playmat, track and
dinosaurs, R1157 ‘West Coast Highlander’ set
with 0-4-0ST ‘WCR’ locomotive and wagons,
and R672 ‘Industrial Freight’ set with Wm
Mansfield 0-4-0ST and wagons, both with
track and controllers, contents mostly G-VG,
set boxes P-F (3) £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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392.
HO Gauge Continental Train Sets by
Jouef and Konrad Dressler, comprising Jouef
clockwork set with dark green Bo-Bo ‘Electric’
locomotive, two silver coaches and track,
G-VG, mech runs but does not drive wheels,
set box F-G, together with a Dressler Freight
set with BR 23 2-6-2 locomotive, tender, three
wagons including car transporter, track and
battery controller, F-G, loco with damage to
front, some corrosion to controller, box F-G (2
sets) £50-70
393.
A Bachmann HO Gauge American
‘De Witt Clinton’ Train Pack, including the
early De Witt locomotive and tender with
three ‘stagecoach’-type coaches, VG-E, box VG
£40-60

397.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Heavy Freight Set and Additional Items, the
set containing 8F 2-8-0 locomotive 48158
and tender, G, moderate playwear, with
freight stock, coach and track, together with
25+ assorted freight stock, level crossing,
Triang-Hornby controllers and Gaugemaster
electronic track cleaner, varying F-G, set box P
(qty) £50-70
398.
An Early BEC Kit-built OO Gauge
LNER ‘Director’ (D11/1) Class 4-4-0
Locomotive and Tender, made up to a fair
standard from a white-metal kit and painted
in LNER apple green as no 2670 ‘Marne’ with
etched plates and Triang ‘L1’-type chassis,
with original Bec kits box, F-G, box G £50-70
399.
A Bachmann HO Gauge American
‘Silver Star’ Train Set, with Santa Fe Diesel
locomotive and freight stock, ‘E-Z track’ (figure
8), controller and lineside accessories, E,
factory-sealed in set box £40-60
400.
A Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
R557 Royal Train Set, including class 47 541
‘The Queen Mother’ in BR blue, with Royal
purple coaches 2903/4/5, track and controller,
all VG, box lid F £60-90

394.
A Jouef OO9 Gauge (Narrow Gauge)
V01 Quarry Train Set, with Decauville 0-4-0T
locomotive ‘Steatite’ in lined green, three
tipper wagons, track and re-railer, all VG-E,
box VG £70-100

401.
A Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
R556 and R593 High Speed Train Sets, R556
containing class 253 028 3-car set, in yellow/
charcoal/beige/red ‘InterCity 125’ livery, R593
containing a 4-car set in beige/charcoal/red
‘InterCity Swallow’ colours, all G-VG, both sets
include track and controllers, boxes G and P
respectively (2 sets) £60-90
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404.
Triang & Triang-Hornby OO Gauge
Multiple Unit Trains, comprising an early
2-car R156/R225 2-Bil electric unit, G, lacks BR
emblems, R157/158/334 Four-car green DMU
set with 3 parts in individual boxes and one
centre car unboxed, and a 2-car rail-blue DMU
pair, trailer unboxed, mostly G-VG, boxes P-G
(6 boxed +2 unboxed) £70-100
405.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Multiple Unit Trains and Diesel Locomotive,
comprising a late 2-car R156/R225 2-Bil
electric unit in yellow-green plastic with
ribbing to roof, G, a little grubby a slight
rusting to couplers, in box lid only, with
a R157C 2-car rail-blue DMU set in laterstyle box, and boxed R758 ‘Hymek’ Diesel
Locomotive, mostly VG, boxes F-VG (5 pieces)
£80-120
406.
Hornby OO Gauge Class 90 and
91 Electric Locomotives and Coaching
Stock, comprising boxed R356 no 91 003
‘The Scotsman’ and R293 no 91 009 ‘Saint
Nicholas’, both VG, boxes F-G, with partiallyboxed class 90 001, all in InterCity ‘Swallow’
livery, and eight matching unboxed coaches,
all G-VG (11) £80-120

407.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge R2194
‘Atlantic Coast Express’ Sets, one (LE no
0406/2000) complete with rebuilt Bulleid MN
class no 35022 ‘Holland-America Line’ and
three SR green coaches, E, appears unopened,
the other set LE 0831/2000 with three
coaches ONLY - lacking locomotive and tender,
but coaches VG-E, boxes VG-E (2 sets)
£100-140

395.
A Late Trix Twin Railway OO
Gauge Goods Train Set, with 2-rail F103
0-6-2T locomotive no 6664 in lined BR black,
6 plastic-bodied wagons, 3-rail fibre track
(slightly rusty), instruction leaflet and price list
dated 1960, all G-VG, box G, missing original
identification label, some splits/tears £50-70
396.
Trix Twin Railway OO Gauge 3-rail
AC American Locomotive and Other Items,
ref 9/525, American 0-4-0 freight locomotive
with tender and instructions, G-VG, two
driving wheels fatigued, together with a
BR lined black 0-4-0T no 48, G, moderate
playwear, two BR red/cream scale-length
brake coaches with lights, LMS brake van and
a Whistling Signal box set (missing switch),
mostly G-VG in original boxes, a post-war 7”
LNER coach in non-original box, VG and postwar ac controller (8) £80-120

403.
A Triang-Hornby (Margate) OO
Gauge RS 52 Blue Pullman Train Pack and
Other Items, including 3-car diesel set
with power car W60095, trailer W 60097
and centre car W60745, together with two
individually-boxed R426 centre cars (both
W60747), all in ‘Nanking’ blue, with another
(un-numbered) centre car in rail blue, and
an R357B A1A-A1A (class 31) locomotive in
3-stripe blue/white, all G-VG, boxes F-G (7
pieces) £60-90

402.
A Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
R794 Advanced Passenger Train Pack,
containing class 370 001 5-car set, ‘City of
Derby’ in yellow/charcoal/grey/red livery,
G-VG, box F, grubby and glazing detached
£60-90

408.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives and Breakdown Stock,
comprising Hornby R060 class B17 ‘Leeds
United’ no 61656 in BR green, T-H R754
class M7 0-4-4T no 30027 in lined BR
black, together with R626 green clerestory
Engineering coach and R740 Breakdown crew
coach, all VG, boxes F (4) £70-100
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409.
Triang & Hornby (Margate) OO
Gauge Boxed Coaching Stock, mostly in
‘window’ boxes, including SR green R 749,
R750(2), R622, R622A, R623 (2), R623A, and
R626, with BR blue/grey R224 in over-labelled
T/C series box, R723 and R727(2), maroon/
cream R626, Royal Mail Letters TPO Set R416,
Five R439 Network SE mark 2 coaches, all VG
in original boxes, and two others in nonoriginal boxes and a Mainline Siphon H, G,
boxes mostly VG (23) £100-140

416.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge Tank
Wagons and Literature, comprising a fine
block train of 15 yellow Shell Oil tankers,
with two Royal Daylight paraffin, one Mobil
Oil and one Power, mostly G, Power and
one RD with fading, together with a bundle
of H-D paperwork including layout books,
instructions and other items, P-G (19 wagons
+ bundle) £50-70
422.
Made-up Triang OO Scale ‘ModelLand’ and ‘Real Estate’ Buildings and Boxes,
comprising M-L series RML18 ‘Heathview’,
RML37 and RML44 medium and small shops,
together with RE series 1 village inn, 6
Hardware shop, 7 garage, 9 Oak Tree cottage,
12 Bermuda Bungalow and 13 Kent bungalow,
all neatly made, G-VG, together with their
respective boxes, boxes VG (9 buildings + 9
boxes) £50-80

410.
One Dozen Triang/Hornby OO
Gauge Boxed Freightliner Wagons with
Containers, all in ‘window’ boxes, comprising
R632, R634, R635, R637, R677, R678, R719 (3),
R736, R737 and R7340, with various container
types, all VG, boxes G (12) £100-140

411.
Three Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Unboxed ‘Motorail’ Car Transporters with
Minix Cars, comprising three articulated
‘Cartic’s’ with intermediate bogies, two with
full complement of 16 cars and the other with
11, overall G-VG, some ‘Motorail’ stickers
missing (3 artic units + 43 cars) £60-80
412.
Eight Boxed Wrenn OO Gauge
Pullman Cars, including two uncommon
white-table versions W6001.A (Car no 87) and
W6002 ‘Aries’, both with Brighton Belle crests,
together with brown-table versions W6001.A
(Car 87), W6002.A (Audrey) and W6602.A
(Vera), all with BB crests, two ‘standard-crest’
W6001 (Car 73) and one W6000 Brake 2nd Car
no 77, the latter with darker yellow lining, all
VG, boxes F-VG (8) £120-160
413.
Two Bachmann OO Gauge A4 Class
Locomotives, comprising 31-954A ‘Sir Nigel
Gresley’ no 60007 in late-totem BR green with
etched nameplates in packet, with 31-955
‘Dominion of New Zealand’ no 60013 in early
BR green, both VG-E, boxes F-G (2) £80-120
414.
Two Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
LNER Green Locomotives, comprising R398
‘Flying Scotsman’ no 4472 and R053 class B17
‘Manchester United’ no 2862, both in lined
apple green, both VG, boxes P-F (2) £50-70
415.
Vintage Kit- and Scratch-built
OO Gauge Locomotives and Freight Stock,
comprising LNER O4 class 2-8-0 and tender no
6207 in black, fitted with Hornby-Dublo motor,
a GWR green 2-6-2T no 5135 with 5-pole
motor, 0-6-0PT no 5701 and 0-4-2T no 1422
with Triang X03 and XT60 motors respectively,
all made and painted to earlier (1960’s)
standards, together with nine assorted freight
wagons mostly of wooden construction,
overall F (14 inc tender) £70-100

417.
A Boxed Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge
2-rail ‘Cardiff Castle’ Locomotive and Tender,
ref 2221, the locomotive in BR green as no
4075, G-VG, some corrosion to chimney and
safety valve bonnet, box VG £60-90
418.
A Boxed Proto 2000 American HO
Gauge 2-8-4 ‘Berkshire’ Type Locomotive and
Tender, Catalogue ref 30027, the locomotive
in Chesapeake and Ohio black as no 2779,
G-VG, slight damage to right side of cab,
box VG, together with a 2005 MTH O gauge
catalogue, G-VG (2) £50-80
419.
A Collection of Boxed Merit
OO Gauge Railway Accessories, a good
assortment in original boxes, including gas
lamps, ticket booth, various figures including
schoolboys and schoolgirls, dogs, lying cows,
platform machines and many others, all
appear to have original contents but not
checked exhaustively, VG, boxes mostly G-VG
(45 boxes) £70-100
420.
A Collection of OO Scale Industrial
Buildings New Cavendish Books and Other
Items, buildings include a boxed/unmade
Triang Model-Land Supermarket, G-VG,
unchecked, a scratch-built ‘Red & White’
single-deck coach depot and annexe, an
American Greyhound coach station, a Vollmer
German bus station kit, and other buildings,
together with 3 plastic kit buses, Blackpool
Balloon tram and other layout items, together
with New Cavendish books ‘Triang Railways’
and ‘Rovex Volume 2’, both VG (qty)
£60-80
421.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Trains and Accessories, including EDP2
‘Duchess of Atholl’ set, F-G, box P, together
with individually-boxed EDL17 gloss black
0-6-2T locomotive, suburban coaches, BR
restaurant car, freight stock, TPO set, track
items, station, signals and many other
accessories, the great majority in original
boxes, VG, boxes G-VG (qty in 2 boxes)
£120-180

423.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge Trains
and Other Scenic Accessories, including boxed
R450 LMS 2P locomotive in lined black, VG,
box G, an unboxed Jinty 0-6-0T, F, boxed SR
R622 coach, unboxed freight stock including
bolster wagon with three Minix Ford Thames
vans, station and track items, mostly F-G,
together with a large box of buildings, figures,
and other scenic accessories by various
makers including a boxed American Heinz
pickle works, F (qty) £60-90
424.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNWR
Express Locomotives and Tenders, both on
Triang chassis with scale wheels, comprising
‘Experiment’ class 4-6-0 and ‘George the
Fifth’ 4-4-0, both in plain black, made to a
reasonable standard, F-G, 4-6-0 with damage
to cab, some small parts missing (4 inc
tenders) £60-90

425.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge Ex-GCR 4-4-0
Locomotives and Tenders, both on kit chassis
with scale wheels, comprising ‘Director’ class
‘Sir Edward Fraser’ in gloss LNER green as no
5432, from a brass kit, G, with white-metal
bodied classmate ‘Butler-Henderson’ no
62660 in gloss BR black, F, paintwork poor and
front bogie detached (4 inc tenders) £70-100
426.
Kit-bodied and Scratch-built OO
Gauge SR 4-4-0 Locomotives and ‘Watercart’
Tenders, both with scale driving wheels,
comprising ‘T9’ class in gloss SR black as no
338, from a Wills kit, F, paintwork poor, with a
scratch-built D15 class with water-tube firebox
in gloss SR green as no 463, F, loco paintwork
poor/unfinished, appears slightly over scale
width, (4 inc tenders) £70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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427.
Kit-built OO Gauge GWR Outsideframed 4-4-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
both with scale driving wheels, comprising
‘Duke’ class with curved frames as no 3281
‘Cotswold’, from a whitemetal body kit
with adapted Triang chassis, together with
a straight-framed ‘Bulldog’ class no 3341
‘Blasius’ with oval etched ‘plates, both in GWR
green to a fair standard, both F-G, both need
attention to cranks/quartering, both with
minor paint damages/chipping (4 inc tenders)
£70-100
428.
Adapted and Scratch-built
OO Gauge GWR Outside-framed 2-2-2
Locomotives and Tenders, both with scale
driving wheels, comprising Dean ‘Single’ no
3024 ‘Storm King’, adapted from a Triang
‘Lord of the Isles’, together with a scratch-built
Dean/Armstrong 157 class no 158 in GWR
‘Wolverhampton’ emerald green, both made/
painted to a fair standard, both F-G, (4 inc
tenders) £80-120

429.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge SR Tank
Locomotives, all with scale driving wheels,
comprising ‘M7’ 0-4-4T no 481 in satin SR
black as no 481, from a Wills kit, with another
M7 in SR malachite green as no 356 from
a different kit, and class E2 0-6-0T by Wills
on adapted Triang chassis in lined Maunsell
green, all finished to a reasonable standard, G,
chimney to 356 slightly bent (3) £80-120
430.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
0-6-2T Locomotive and Accessories, including
LMS black locomotive no 6917, with, 4
coaches, 4 wagons, boxed Mail set including
2 mailbags and operating switch, Boxed
breakdown crane set (couplings changed),
footbridge, 2-rail and 3-rail buffer stops, small
bundle of 3-rail straight tracks, H&M Duette
Controller and boxed Gaugemaster 4-track
controller with instructions, mostly F-G (qty)
£80-120

431.
Boxed Triang Railways OO Gauge
R351 Electric Locomotive and Catenary, the
locomotive class EM2 in BR green as no 27000
‘Electra’, VG-E, together with boxed R416 and
R417 together containing 30 single-line masts
(including two power supply masts) and two
bundles of round wire catenary, all VG, boxes
G, with some ‘graffiti’ (3 boxes) £100-140
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432.
Early Triang Railways OO Gauge
Trains, the majority in original boxes, including
two made-up CKD sleeping cars and another
(R339), two straight Rovex LMS short coaches,
early Princess loco and tender, Jinty 0-6-0T,
Bogie Bolster wagon, black Shell oil tankers
(4), R17 bolster wagons (2), with other
wagons, buildings, and 5 empty boxes, mostly
VG, boxes G-VG (23 boxed, 5 unboxed items
and 5 empty boxes) £70-100
433.
Early Triang Railways OO Gauge
Transcontinental Trains, with some boxed and
some repainted, items include boxed R55/
R57 silver/red diesel pair (motor & dummy),
both VG, 3 other diesel locos all repainted,
two mail express coaches with series two
operating track sections, three boxed blue/
yellow coaches (all VG), track cleaning car and
6 other wagons, some retouched or painted,
varying P-G, boxes mostly G-VG (qty) £60-90

434.
Repainted and Modified Triang and
Other OO Gauge Trains, including 3F 0-6-0
and tender, 0-6-0ST 748 and a kit-bodied GWR
94xx locomotive, all painted in mid-green
GWR colours, together with three coaches
repainted to GWR brown/cream, Airfix kitbuilt 2-6-2T, assorted wagons (some good and
unmodified including 5 UD milk tankers, and
other items, varying P-G (qty) £50-70
435.
A Quantity of OO Gauge Scenic
Accessories by Triang and Others, including
Triang girder bridge and elevated track
supports, Airfix kit buildings, card buildings
by Superquick, Bilteezi and others, with a
large packet of posters/road signs and the
like, three modern Hornby unopened packs
of sheep and figures, Crescent signals, Merit
accessories, boxed H&M point switches,
various controllers by H&M, Triang and Kirdon
and many other items, varying P-VG, some
new, much in ‘ex-layout’ condition (qty in 3
boxes) £70-100
436.
Two Kit-built OO Gauge DCC-fitted
GWR Tank Locomotives, comprising 2-8-0T
no 5248, and condensing Pannier 0-6-0PT
no 9701, both with scale wheels, Mashima
motors and Model-Loco gears, both made to a
fair standard but indifferently painted, so F, (2)
£80-120
437.
Two Kit-built OO Gauge DCC-fitted
GWR Tank Locomotives, comprising ex-Taff
Vale Railway 0-6-2T no 603 with etched plates,
nicely-made from a Wills kit with re-motored
Hornby-Dublo chassis, VG, in original kit box,
together with ‘Prairie’ 2-6-2T no 4407, with
scale wheels and Mashima motor, made and
finished to a good standard with ‘shirtbutton’
motif, in non-original box (2)
£120-160

438.
A Large Trunk of Marklin HO Gauge
3-rail/Stud Track Accessories Rolling Stock
and Other Items, including Turntable, Loco
Shed, Viaduct, transformers, level crossing
and other track pieces, with a Hornby-Dublo
station, various Marklin coaching stock
including various DB stock, mostly F-G (qty)
£70-100

439.
A Marklin HO Scale Operating
Crane, unboxed, with control box, F-G, cabin
roof appears to be missing, wiring needs
attention £60-90
440.
Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail and
Wrenn OO Gauge 2-rail Diesel and Electric
Locomotives, comprising boxed Marklin 3066
Belgian Railways (SNCB) Co-Co diesel no
204008, G, box G, with unboxed Italian (FS)
electric Bo-Bo E424103 and two matching FS
brown coaches, and a damaged CE800 0-6-0
electric shunter, varying P-G, together with
a boxed Wrenn W2231 diesel shunter in BR
green, G, damage to both front ladders, box
G-VG (6) £100-140
441.
Unboxed Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail
Steam Locomotives, comprising 2-10-0 and
tender no 44 690, G, class 23 2-6-2 and tender
no 23 014 P-F, (several damages and pickup
shoe missing), and two 0-6-0T’s, nos 3029 and
89 005, both F-G (6 inc tenders) £70-100
442.
Hornby OO Gauge Locomotives
and ‘Thomas’ Items, including boxed LNER
blue A4 class no 4468 ‘Mallard’, F, box P,
unboxed BR green Britannia class no 70012
‘John of Gaunt’, G, with ‘Thomas’ series
Thomas, James, Percy and Duck, all with some
playwear/damages, with Annie and Clarabel
coaches (1 boxed + 9 inc tenders) £70-100
443.
A Collection of Hornby OO Gauge
(code 100) Track and Scale Rolling Stock
Components, the track including 6 points
and many large-radius curved rails, together
with a multifarious collection of carriage,
wagon and other components, comprising
vintage Ratio coach body kits in hardwood,
another by King’s Cross, a Bachmann 0-6-0
chassis apparently regauged for EM, various
OO gauge loco and rolling stock wheels, and
many new (in packets) brass components
by Brassmasters, London Road models, Alan
Gibson and others, mostly VG-E (qty) £50-70
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444.
Hornby OO Gauge Zero 1 Digital
Control Equipment, all in original boxes/
packets, comprising R950 Master Control,
three R951 Slave controllers, 8 ‘chip’ modules
for locomotives or other operating units,
together with an operating manual and loco
module fitting instructions, all VG-E (modules
unopened in original blister packs), boxes
G-VG (qty) £50-70
445.
A Mixed Lot of OO Gauge
Model Railways, including an uncommon
Triang-Hornby Starter Set with blue diesel
locomotive, series 4 track, battery controller
and 3 wagons, all VG in original plastic insert
(lacks outer box), with a grain wagon, TTR
plastic SR coach, repainted Triang 0-4-0T
locomotive, box of Fleischmann rails, Hornby
3-rail track and other items, varying F-VG (qty)
£50-70

446.
A Hornby (China) OO Gauge R1148
‘London 2012’ Limited Edition Electric Train
Set, produced to commemorate the 2012
Olympics, comprising a 4-car class 395 electric
train, track, controller and playmat, all VG-E,
appears unused £50-80
447.
Assorted OO/HO Gauge
Locomotives by Various Makers, including
boxed Wrenn W2230 Br blue class 20 diesel
no 8003, VG, box VG, a Lilliput (ex-Trix) tenderdrive ‘A H Peppercorn’ pacific in BR green,
G, tender appears in need of attention, box
VG, a Hornby ‘Britannia’ pacific no 70000 in
BR green, F, box P, an unboxed and modified
Hornby ‘Duchess of Abercorn’ in LMS crimson,
and a Fleischmann HO gauge DB class 01
pacific no 01 220 with damage to tender
and missing smoke deflectors, both F (5
locomotives and tenders) £100-150

449.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
and Triang 2-rail Trains, including H-D ‘Silver
King’ and Tender in BR green, 0-6-2T no
69567 in BR black, 2 BR Gresley coaches and
3 wagons, together with a Triang 0-4-0T no 27
in lined green (body seriously damaged) and
2 wagons, and a quantity of H-D 3-rail track,
F-G, mostly with playwear (qty) £50-80
450.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Trains and Accessories, including EDL2
‘Duchess of Atholl’ Locomotive and Tender
in LMS crimson, LNER teak coach, BR red/
cream (Stanier) coach, two LMS wagons and
8 others, level crossing and two other track
pieces, signal, loading gauge, water crane,
buffer stop, and a Matchbox no 25 Bedford
CA van in Dunlop blue/yellow, the majority in
boxes, all G-VG, boxes mostly G (21+)
£100-150
451.
Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail DB
Locomotives and Rolling Stock, comprising
class 01 4-6-2 no 01 097, 2-6-0 no 24 058 with
tenders, and V200 class diesel-hydraulic no
V200 060, with boxed car transport wagon
4074, two lighted coaches, crane wagon,
bogie tanker and three other freight stock by
Marklin, a Lima ferry van and Fleischmann
‘stake’ wagon, all G, some small areas of
corrosion to wheels and couplings, moderate
playwear (15 inc tenders) £80-120
452.
A Hornby (China) OO Gauge BR
Standard ‘Clan’ Class Locomotive, ref R2847,
class 6MT no 72008 ‘Clan Macleod’, in latetotem BR green, VG-E, box VG-E £80-120
453.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge LNER
Steam Locomotives comprising ref R2549
class A1 ‘Flying Fox’ no 4475, and R2912, a
Thompson L1 class 2-6-4T no 9001, both in
LNER apple green livery, both VG-E, boxes
VG-E (2) £100-140
454.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge Southern
Steam and Electro-diesel Locomotives,
comprising R2219 Bulleid Pacific 21C123
‘Blackmoor Vale’ in SR malachite green livery,
together with R2517 class 73 no E6003 in
original Southern Region green livery, both
VG-E, boxes G-E (2) £100-140

456.
Hornby-Dublo and OO Gauge 2-rail
Locomotives and Rolling Stock, including
no 7032 ‘Denbigh Castle’ locomotive and
tender, 2-6-4T no 80033 in BR green and
black respectively, both F-G, slight corrosion
and moderate playwear, with 9 H-D coaches
and 12 wagons including incomplete ICI
chlorine tanker, Prestwin and Presflo wagons,
varying P-G, some items repainted or partially
dismantled (qty) £70-100
457.
Triang-Hornby and Lima OO
Gauge Locomotives Rolling Stock and Track,
including ‘Lord of the Isles’ and two GWR
clerestory coaches (all G), LMS Princess,
Jinty, class 37 diesel, repainted Triang 0-4-0T,
spare Triang chassis and an incomplete Lima
‘Western’ diesel, together with 5 Hornby or
Lima coaches, an incomplete Lima continental
(FS) set with Bo-Bo electric, assorted 2-rail
track and other items, varying P-G, some
items part-dismantled or incomplete (qty)
£80-120
458.
Unmade OO and HO Scale Building
Kits by Hornby Faller and Model Power,
comprising Hornby R281 Factory Unit, Faller
130944 ‘Fortuna Mine’ and 130985 ‘Mine
Headgear’, with Model Power kits 314
‘Fertilizer Supply’ and 610 ‘Admin Office
and Factory’, all in factory-sealed boxes, E,
together with assorted Airfix and other plastic
and card buildings either part-built or partdismantled, P-F (5 boxes + loose items in 2
trays) £60-90
459.
Model Trams in OO and HO
Gauge by Bachmann and Others, including
3 Bachmann PCC cars, 1 Brill Trolley and 1
SF Cable Car in original boxes, a spare PCC
body, two Tower Models Blackpool standard
cars (unmotored, one lacking wheels), a
kit-built London E1 type car (powered) and a
motorized Corgi ‘Feltham’ car, varying F-VG,
together with two hand-built narrow-gauge
type tramway vehicles, one resembling a
steam tram loco, the other a powered box car
with tower (12) £70-100

460.
A Wrenn OO Gauge W2237 ‘West
Country’ Locomotive and Tender, the rebuilt
Bulleid loco in SR malachite green as no
21C109 ‘Lyme Regis’, VG-E, in original box
marked ‘Packer No 3’, box G, missing leaflet,
slight scuffing to corners £70-100
448.
A Kit-built OO Gauge LMS BeyerGarratt 2-6-6-2 Locomotive, made up from
white-metal kit (probably K’s) and finished
in LMS black as no 4976, motor fitted to rear
unit only, front end stiff, rear end apparently
suffers from gear slip, otherwise G £100-150

455.
A Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
EDG7 Tank Goods Set, containing green
0-6-2T locomotive no 9596 (with green cab
roof), 3 NE wagons, original set track and
paperwork, with various additional track
pieces including 3 boxes straight rails and 3
insulating tracks, mostly G-VG, slight corrosion
to front and rear of locomotive, boxes P-F (set
box +3 others) £50-70

461.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail
Locomotives Coaching Stock and Book,
comprising boxed 2-6-4T no 80033, F, decals
rubbed, another converted from 3-rail no
80054, G, with five boxed Pullman cars
(including 2 ‘Aries’, 1 in incorrect box), one
bogie bolster wagon, a copy of ‘Hornby Dublo
Trains’ by Michael Foster, all G-VG, and a fairly
playworn Dinky Luxury Coach in maroon/
cream (10) £70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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462.
Hornby Triang and Other OO
Gauge Trains and Buildings, including boxed
Hornby (China) GWR Railcar no 29, VG, three
boxed Triang-Hornby R228/R328 Pullman
Cars, all VG, with unboxed Triang ‘Winston
Churchill’ and tender (P), Hornby 3-car HST,
Airfix GWR 2-6-2T and two B-set coaches in
set box, Hornby station buildings, made-up
and unmade Metcalfe kits and track (qty in 4
boxes) £100-140
463.
Early Triang Railways OO Gauge
Sets and Accessories, comprising No 1
Passenger Train Set with black Princess loco,
RHX set with 2-part silver T/C series diesel and
coaches, boxed T/C dock shunter no 5 in black,
0-6-0T ‘Jinty’, Empty box for R54 T/C loco,
with Station set, Mail Coach set, 8+ wagons,
lineside accessories and additional track
(series 2 and 3), the majority in original boxes,
mostly G, boxes P-F (qty)
£60-100
464.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Track and Scenic Accessories, a substantial
quantity of track including electric points,
together with stations, signal boxes (one
boxed), colour-light and semaphore signals
and many other accessories, varying P-VG,
(qty in 2 boxes) £60-80
465.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Rolling Stock, coaches including 2 BR Gresleys,
4 BR Stanier red/cream and 3 all-maroon, 3
red suburbans, 2 mail coaches (one in boxed
set), 2 others by Trix and others incomplete,
varying P-VG, together with 32+ playworn
wagons, mostly F-G (qty) £80-120
466.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Locomotives, comprising boxed BR green
‘Duchess of Montrose’ with unboxed A4
corridor tender, unboxed 2-6-4T no 80054, BoBo diesel no D8000, all G, and an over-painted
0-6-2T, P (5 inc tender) £90-120
467.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail
Locomotives, comprising BR green ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ with correct tender, LMS crimson
‘Duchess of Atholl’ and tender, and a BR black
0-6-2T, all G (5 inc tenders) £70-100
468.
An Unboxed Hornby-Dublo OO
Gauge 3-rail 8F Locomotive and Tender
48094, in plain BR black, F-G, tender decals
rubbed but cabside numbers good, front bogie
is replacement (either Wrenn or Hornby),
tender coupling screw missing and pickup
studs soldered (2 inc tender) £80-120
469.
A Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail (stud)
Starter Set with Additional Track and
Controllers, comprising boxed set 0978 with
0-6-0T locomotive, 2 wagons, track and
controller, together with a large quantity of
similar track including 1 pair curved points, 6
left- and 6 right-hand turnouts (most electric
operated), curves on 2 radii, boxed level
crossing (VG-E), with buffer stops, switchboxes
and other items, the majority G-VG (qty)
£80-120
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470.
Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail (stud)
Steam Locomotives, comprising boxed ref
3003 2-6-0 and tender no 24 058, VG, box
G-VG, with 0-6-0 ‘back tank’ locomotives 89
005 (moulded numbers) and 89 006 (printed
numbers), an un-numbered 0-6-0 side tank
with spark-arresting chimney, and a spare
small tender, all G (5) £50-70
471.
A Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail (stud)/
overhead Electric Locomotive and Catenary
Set, boxed ref 3161 Dutch Co-Co Electric
locomotive no 1202 in royal blue/buff livery,
VG-E, box VG, two matching boxed 4049
coaches, also VG-E, together with 14 singleline overhead masts and tinplate bases (one
in box ref 7010M), and 14 lengths pressed-out
overhead line, all G-VG (qty) £100-140
472.
Marklin HO Gauge 3-rail and Other
Continental Rolling Stock, comprising two
DB coaches in turquoise/cream and 4-wheel
van in green, all with lights, two 12-wheeled
well wagons with crated ‘Bahia’ loads, and 14
other assorted Marklin wagons, together with
two Kleinbahn coaches, 2 Jouef and one Lima,
4 boxed Roco wagons and one unboxed by
Lilliput, mostly G (29) £80-120
473.
A Boxed Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge
3-rail 8F Locomotive and Tender 48094,
ref 3224, in plain BR black with Ring Field
motor, VG, appears very little run, in original
box with ‘tested’ ticket and tube of oil, lacks
instructions, box G, some wear to corners of
lid £120-160

474.
Modified/Repainted Hornby-Dublo
OO Gauge 3-rail Locomotives, comprising
partially-repainted BR green ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ with tender, a 2-6-4T renumbered
80041 and weathered, 0-6-2T renumbered
69586 with condensing pipes added, and
repainted Co-Bo and ‘Deltic’ diesels, mostly
F, all modified or repainted, three items in
original boxes, boxes P (6 inc tender) £80-120
475.
Original and Modified/Repainted
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail Locomotives,
comprising boxed ref 2234 ‘Deltic locomotive
‘Crepello’, VG, box G, with converted 3-rail
2-6-4T 80054, G, ‘Bristol Castle’ no 7013, F,
mostly repainted, and much-modified 46231
‘Duchess of Atholl’ with scale wheels and
nameplates repainted in BR black, P-F, 2-6-4T
and Castle in original boxes, both P, several
locos appear fitted with ‘Zero 1’ chips (5 inc
loose tender) £80-120
476.
Modified/Repainted Hornby-Dublo
OO Gauge 3-rail ‘West Country’ Locomotives,
both originally ref 3235 ‘Dorchester’ with
Ring Field motors, one still as Dorchester but
with much retouching, the other re-named/
numbered as ‘Wincanton’ no 34108, both
F, boxes P, with graffiti and many old taped
repairs (2) £100-140

477.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2/3-rail
Super-detailed Coaching Stock, comprising 9
assorted BR maroon coaches, 5 SR green, and
3 Pullman cars, P-F, all with varying degrees
of damp damage, together with 9 seriously
damp-damaged boxes, boxes P (17 coaches
and 9 boxes) £100-140
478.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2/3rail Freight Stock and Spares, including an
overpainted Canadian Pacific caboose, parts
of a black R1 0-6-0T locomotive, a boxed
Acho bogie coal wagon, with assorted British
tank wagons, open wagons, brake vans and
others, various spare bogies, wheels and other
components, mostly F-G, some items in boxes,
boxes mostly F (qty) £90-120
479.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge
Lineside Accessories and 3-rail Track Items,
Accessories include plastic loco shed and
extension kit, plastic station, level crossing,
goods shed with crane, all F-G, not checked for
completeness, together with 7 3-rail coaches,
and 3-rail track including points, a modified
turntable and many other track pieces, buffers
and other items, mostly G, some in boxes (qty
in 2 tubs) £80-120
480.
Bachmann OO Gauge Limited
Edition B1 class ‘Mayflower’, in wooden case,
LE no 500/2000, complete with certificate,
etched nameplates and other detail fittings, E,
box VG-E £60-90

481.
Bachmann OO Gauge V2 class
Locomotives and Tenders, in original boxes,
comprising 31-550 ‘Green Arrow’ in late BR
green as no 60800, 31-554, double-chimney
variant no 60903, also in late green, and 31553A, no 60807 in lined early-crest BR black,
all VG-E, boxes F-VG (3) £100-140
482.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge
Preserved Locomotives and Tenders, in
original boxes, comprising R2441 ‘Flying
Scotsman’ (NRM edition) in LNER green as no
4472, together with R2171 ‘Canadian Pacific’
in lined BR blue as no 35005, both VG-E, boxes
F (Scotsman) and VG (2) £100-140
483.
Mainline OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising ‘Sir Robert Turnbull’
no 45540 in experimental apple green, LNER
green class N2 no 9522 (weathered), LNER
green class J72 no 581, and unboxed/modified
Standard class 4 no 75006 in black, varying
F-VG (4, of which 3 in boxes) £70-100
484.
Mainline Bachmann and Lima OO
Gauge Rolling Stock, including 9 Mainline
4-wheel wagons, Bachmann ‘Queen Mary’
brake vans ref 33-825B and 33-828, with two
Lima full-brake vans and a CCT van, the three
in BR maroon, all in original boxes, VG, boxes
G-VG (14) £70-100
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485.
Three OO Gauge Locomotives by
Various Makers, comprising boxed Lilliput A3
class renumbered and partially repainted as
no 60100 ‘Spearmint’ in BR green, F-G, boxed
Jouef class 45 1-Co-Co-1 diesel in plain green,
sans decals, VG, and unboxed Airfix Royal Scot
no 6103 ‘Royal Scots Fusilier’ in LMS black, G,
both couplers missing (3) £60-90
486.
Two OO Gauge Kitbuilt Tank
Locomotives, comprising Ex-G&SWR 4-6-4
(Baltic) tank loco no 11115 in plain LMS black,
nicely made and finished from a Millholme
Models kit, together with a made-up body
only for LNER J69 class 0-6-0T, painted in lined
BR green, both in original kit boxes (2)
£90-120
487.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge
‘Yorkshire Pullman’ and ‘The Northumbrian’
Train Packs, in original boxes, comprising
R2168 (LE no 1259/2000) containing A3 class
E112 ‘St Simon’ in ex-LNER green and three
Pullman Coaches, together with R2363M with
A3 class no 60092 ‘Fairway’ also in early BR
green with three crimson/cream coaches,
both sets VG-E with LE certificates, boxes VG
(2) £140-200

488.
A Hornby (China) OO Gauge R2167
‘The Royal Scot’ Train Pack, in original box,
(LE of 2000) containing A4 class 60034 ‘Lord
Farringdon’ in ex-LNER garter blue with three
LMS ‘Royal Scot’ crimson coaches as run in
the 1948 exchanges, VG-E, but lacking LE
certificate, box G, some tears and graffiti
£70-100
489.
Triang and Hornby OO Gauge
Trains, including green EM2 locomotive
‘Electra’ (body good, some parts missing and
pantographs broken), a modified class 5 4-6-0
and tender, 0-4-0T loco ‘Sentinel’ no 23, boxed
‘Murgatroyd’s’ and red ICI bogie tank wagons,
several spare tenders (L1 and B12 types), and
an assortment of boxed and unboxed rolling
stock by various makers, varying F-VG, some
with damages/playwear or retouching (qty in
wooden box) £70-100
490.
Hornby OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives and Maroon Coaches,
comprising R060 class 47 no D1520, another
R060 as D1738, both VG in G boxes, R357 class
31 no D5572, and class 25 D7596, all locos in
BR green, together with three LMS/LMR mk 1
coaches, all G (7 in wooden box) £50-80

491.
Triang Transcontinental Series OO/
HO Gauge Coaching Stock, comprising twotone green Diner coach and three baggage
cars (one with additional ‘Southern’ lettering
applied), Canadian National cars 300 (2) and
303 (2) in grey/black and observation car 304
in silver/black, together with two T/C series
cement hoppers in grey as TR2127, all F-G,
some rusting to axles and couplings, one CN
coach in original box (11) £70-100
492.
Uncommon Early Tenshodo HO
Gauge Canadian National Coaching Stock,
all in green/black CN livery with yellow lining
and interior lights, comprising baggage car,
sleeper, diner, combination, day coach, and
tail/observation car, all G-VG, all except the
latter in original boxes, boxes G (6)
£70-100
493.
Rivarossi HO Gauge Canadian
National Coaching Stock Sets, all in green/
black CN 1920’s livery with yellow lining,
comprising set 6918 ‘A’ set and 6919 ‘B’ set
each containing 4 cars, all VG-E, boxes G,
some rubbing to top surfaces (2 sets)
£60-90

494.
Proto 2000 HO Gauge Canadian
National FA2 and FB2 Locomotive Set, all
in green/black CN livery with yellow lining,
comprising powered FA2 unit 6707, with
dummy B unit 6708 and dummy driving unit
6766, all VG-E, boxes F, rubbing to corners and
fading (3) £60-90
495.
HO Gauge Canadian National Diesel
Locomotives and Stock by Athearn and
Others, locos in green/black CN livery with
yellow lining, comprising dummy F7A and F7B
units by Athearn, Atlas Alco switcher no 1807,
all VG-E in VG boxes, together with 5 freight
stock (some as kits) in CN and CP colours by
Athearn, Rivarossi and Life-like (8) £50-80
496.
American HO Gauge Steam and
Diesel Locomotives and Stock by Rivarossi
Athearn and Others, comprising Rivarossi ref
1255, a B&ORR 2-10-2 and tender no 6206,
ref 1285, a Southern RR 4-6-2 no 1396 in
‘Crescent Ltd’ green, with Athearn GNRR BoBo diesel 1186 in green/orange, unpowered
Pennsylvania ‘Trainmaster’ diesel in black,
and an Atlas FP7 in N de M charcoal/orange as
no 9034, together with 2 Rivarossi Northern
Pacific coaches, all G-VG in F-G boxes, and a
small group of freight cars, some from kits
and/or incomplete, P-F (qty) £80-120

497.
A Collection of OO/HO Gauge Kitbuilt Locomotives by Kitmaster and Others,
all unpowered, including Kitmaster BeyerGarratt and Deltic, Duchess, 9F, Mogul and
other parts, with an American ‘Big-Boy’ kit by
Monogram, a NZR 4-6-4 kit, and other items,
all kits made-up or partly so, mostly F-G (qty)
£50-80
498.
A Collection of OO Gauge Track and
Scenic Accessories, including plastic and card
buildings by various makers, and assorted
track pieces, mostly F (qty in 3 tubs) £50-80
499.
Kit-built and Modified Triang OO
Gauge LMS Tank Locomotives, comprising
kit-built Fowler 2-6-2T no 14, made to a fair
standard and finished in lined black, together
with a re-wheeled and super-detailed Triang
‘Jinty’ 0-6-0T no 7176 in plain black, both G,
some minor damages (2) £60-90
500.
North American HO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives and Caboose by Athearn,
comprising Canadian National SD40-2 Co-Co
no 5243 and F7 Bo-Bo no 9162, both in ‘Zebra’
livery, with Santa Fe U33C Co-Co and dummy
S-F type S45 Co-Co, both in S-F blue/yellow,
with a Santa Fe caboose, all VG, boxes VG (5)
£70-100
501.
Bachmann and Hornby (China) OO
Gauge Locomotives, comprising Bachmann
32-352 Standard 4MT 2-6-4T no 80032 in early
lined BR black, Ex-LMS double-chimney rebuilt
‘Scot’ no 6133 in early ‘British Railways’ lined
black, with Hornby R2506 class M7 0-4-4T no
30108 in weathered late-totem black, all VG,
boxes F-VG (3) £100-140

502.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge R1033
‘Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets’
Train Set, with ‘Hogwarts Castle’ locomotive,
tender, two coaches, station, track and power
supply, all VG, box F-G £70-100
503.
Jouef Hornby and other OO Gauge
Clockwork and Electric Trains, including T-H
class 31 D5572 and black Dock Shunter, three
small Jouef electric locos, two small clockwork
engines, Minic ‘Flyer’ diesel floor train in blue,
Bachmann Collett 0-6-0 (lacks tender and
with some damage), 5 Triang Jinty chassis all
without motors, and a collection of assorted
Hornby and Jouef wagons and track, mostly
F-G (qty) £40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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504.
Triang Hornby and Other OO Gauge
Locomotives, including Hornby ‘Evening Star’
(wheels need attention), black LMS 4-4-0
no 690, BR black M7 no 30027, a retouched
‘Hymek’ diesel, parts of two early Princess
locos, an Airfix GWR 0-4-2T (decals rubbed),
and a retouched/weathered Bachmann class
08 shunter D4192 in BR green, G, others
varying P-G (11 inc loose tenders) £70-100
505.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising Limited Edition
0129/1000 R2141 ‘Isambard Kingdom Brunel’
in BR green, R2213A BR black 2-6-2T no 6156,
R2212 class J94 0-6-0ST ‘Whiston’ in lined
NCB green livery, and R2245, 0-4-0T no 4 in BR
black (Membership Edn 2001), all VG, boxes
G-VG (4) £90-120
506.
Late Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge
BR Blue Steam Locomotives, comprising no
6000 ‘King George V’ and tender, together
with 46239 ‘City of Chester’, both in lined dark
blue livery, the latter in a wooden carrying
case, otherwise unboxed, both VG, King with
etched plates fitted (2) £70-100
507.
Repainted Hornby (Margate) OO
Gauge Longmoor Blue Steam Locomotives,
comprising no 600 ‘Gordon’ and tender
(converted from a 9F), together with Stanier
8F no 9312 ‘Vulcan’, both reasonably well
repainted in Longmoor Military Railway lined
blue/red livery, unboxed, as repaints G, both
with etched plates fitted (2+2 tenders)
£70-100

508.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge GWR/
WR Steam Locomotives, including boxed 9F
‘Evening Star’ and ‘Albert Hall’, together with
‘Lord of the Isles’ 4-2-2 and tender, and opencabbed 0-6-0 Pannier tank no 2783, all G-VG,
boxes G (5 inc loose tender) £70-100
509.
Early Triang OO Gauge Locomotives
and Tenders, including boxed R259S
‘Britannia’, G-VG, box F, with unboxed
Princesses, 2 BR black, 2 BR green and 3 BR/
LMS crimson (one lacking tender) and a BR
green L1 loco only renumbered 919 and a late
BR green Princess tender, varying F-VG (13 inc
tenders) £70-100
510.
Triang/Hornby and Other OO
Gauge Shunting Locomotives, including
repainted T-H 0-6-0PT in LT red, two BR black
Jinties, repainted 0-4-0T as no 2 ‘Betty’ and
a BR green 0-6-0DS no D3035, together with
Mainline J72 class 0-6-0T ‘Joem’ and a Lima
class 08 diesel, mostly P-F (7) £50-80
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517.
Triang/Hornby OO Gauge DMU
Trains and Locomotives, including two BR
green DMU 2-car sets, two boxed DMU centre
cars, both VG-E, boxes G-VG, green class 37
loco and boxed blue ditto, together with a
4-car HST set in original livery, with two blue/
grey mk 1 coaches and one mk 2, mostly G-VG
(15) £80-120
511.
Hornby OO Gauge LNER A4 Class
Steam Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
no 2509 ‘Silver Link’ in silver/grey livery and
no 4498 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ in garter blue, both
G-VG, both in non-original wooden carrying
boxes (2) £70-100

518.
Hornby and Other OO Gauge
Freight Stock, including LMS cattle wagon,
Procor ferry van, EW&S HAA hopper wagon,
Distillers Company tank wagon, two grain
wagons and many others, some with boxes,
varying P-VG (qty) £60-90

512.
Hornby OO Gauge LNER Steam
Locomotives Tenders and Coaching Stock,
comprising boxed A4 no 4902 ‘Seagull’
in garter blue, with unboxed apple green
A3 class 4476 ‘Royal Lancer’ with possibly
incorrect yellow-lettered tender and three
teak coaches, all G-VG, box P-F (6 inc loose
tender) £70-100

519.
Triang/Hornby and Other OO
Gauge Coaching Stock, including 4 Caledonian
Coaches (3 boxed), 2 boxed SR green mk
1’s, 3 boxed Pullman cars, black engineer’s
coach, boxed mail coach in set box (missing
accessories) and many others, the majority
F-G, a couple repainted or partially stripped,
boxes vary P-G (30+) £80-120

513.
Hornby and Mainline OO Gauge
GWR Steam Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising no 6008 ‘King James II’,
renumbered no 4911 ‘Bowden Hall’ (with
etched plates and incorrect s/box door), and
Mainline Collett 0-6-0 no 3205, all in GWR
green, all G-VG, (6 inc tenders) £70-100

520.
Triang/Hornby OO/HO Gauge
Transcontinental Series, including 3 singleended diesels in silver/red (one dummy
in earlier scheme, two powered with red
cabends), together with three silver coaches
(one over-painted), a CN caboose, trackcleaning box car and snowplough missing wing
doors, mostly P-F (9) £30-50

514.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge LMS
Steam Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
‘black five’ no 5156 in lined black, 8F no 8193
in plain black, boxed R452 ‘Jinty’ in LMS red as
no 7606 and Fowler 4P 2-6-4T no 2301 in lined
crimson in a non-original box, all G-VG, (6 inc
tenders) £70-100

515.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge Pacific
Steam Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
SR Malachite green ‘WC’ class ‘Bideford’ no
21C119, retouched/renumbered ‘Coronation’
streamliner 46245 ‘City of London’ in LMS
black, with etched nameplates, both in neat
wooden boxes, together with BR green Bulleid
‘BoB’ ‘Lord Beaverbrook no 34054, and LMS
Princess no 6210 ‘Lady Patricia’ with incorrect
BR (LMR) crimson tender, otherwise all VG (8
inc tenders) £100-140
516.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge LMS
Steam Locomotive and Coaching Stock,
comprising ‘Duchess of Abercorn’ no 6234
in lined crimson, with three LMS crimson
coaches and a TPO mail van with accessories,
together with a 0-4-0ST no 16031 also in
crimson and 8 assorted goods wagons, all
G-VG, TPO requires attention, all in a wooden
carrying box £70-100

521.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail BR
green Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
two ‘Cardiff Castle’ 4-6-0’s, one F with
rubbed transfers, the other G but with ‘Great
Western’ applied to tender, together with an
apparently converted ‘Duchess of Montrose’
(ex-3-rail) and tender no 46232, F (6 inc
tenders) £60-90
522.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail LMS
Locomotives Accessories and Track, including
retouched crimson ‘Duchess of Atholl’ with a
choice of 2 tenders, an LMS black 0-6-2T with
sans-serif lettering (F), a repainted crimson
0-6-2T and similarly-treated 2-6-4T, together
with an assortment of suburban and other
coaches, freight stock, buildings, signals
and track, mostly P-F several items faded or
overpainted (qty in 2 boxes) £80-120
523.
A Large Quantity of OO Gauge Track
and Scenic Accessories by Various Makers,
mostly in ‘ex-layout’ condition, including track
sections, points, turntable, controllers and
other track-related items, a tub of lead and
plastic figures (mostly larger scale) together
with boxes of station buildings, footbridges,
signal boxes, houses, shops, signals, trees,
die-cast vehicles and many other items,
many from kits, many in need of repair or
reconstruction, varying P-G (qty in 8 boxes)
£80-120
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524.
A Collection of OO and HO Gauge
Trains and Equipment, including OO Gauge
Mainline ‘Royal Scot’ 4-6-0 and tender in BR
green, ‘Queen Mary’ and ‘Toad’ brake vans
by Bachmann, three Wrenn wagons and
others by Hornby including boxed large crane
set, together with HO Gauge Lilliput German
BR91 class 2-6-0T locomotive 91 1449, three
coaches by Roco and one unboxed by Jouef,
a boxed H&M ‘Duette’ Controller, and other
items, mostly VG, boxes G-VG (qty) £120-160
525.
Bachmann Mainline and Airfix OO
Gauge Locomotives, comprising Bachmann
LNER lined black J39 class no 2731 and BR
green ex-GWR 0-6-0PT no 8409 (body needs
attention), together with Mainline Collett
GWR 0-6-0 no 3205 and Airfix 0-4-2T no 1466,
with modified pickups, mostly G-VG (6 inc
tenders) £70-100
526.
Hornby OO Gauge BR Green
Express Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
‘Princess Beatrice’ no 46209 and A4 class
‘Bittern’ no 60019, both with early motif and
A3 class ‘Flying Fox’ no 60106 with late totem,
all VG, in non-original boxes (3) £80-120
527.
Hornby OO Gauge PreNationalisation Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising GWR green ‘Saint Catherine’ no
2918, A4 class ‘Mallard’ no 4468 in LNER
garter blue, and LMS 8F class no 8193, all
G-VG, slight damage to Mallard handrail, all in
non-original boxes (3) £80-120

528.
Repainted Triang and Trix OO
Gauge Woodhead Line Electric Locomotives,
comprising a Triang EM2 neatly refinished in
BR black, un-numbered, in original kit box, VG,
(pantographs good), together with a Trix EM1
poorly repainted in LNER green as no 9000, P,
with substantial corrosion, pantographs intact
but rusty (2) £70-100
529.
Modified Triang/Hornby OO
Gauge Crosti 9F Locomotives, two examples,
converted to represent an original FrancoCrosti 9F no 92025 with side chimney, the
other as later modified without the Crosti
equipment, un-numbered, both in plain BR
black, both G-VG as modified (4 inc tenders)
£70-100
530.
Motorised Airfix/Kitmaster OO
Gauge Locomotives, two ‘Schools’ class, both
painted in SR malachite green, one as no 933
‘King’s Canterbury’ on metal kit-built chassis,
with etched plates and weathering, G, the
other no 923 ‘Uppingham’ in Triang chassis
and less refined, so F, together with GWR
3717 ‘City of Truro’ with K’s or similar tenderdrive unit, also F (6 inc tenders) £50-80

531.
Assorted OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives, comprising two Hornby
‘Hymek’s in two-tone green and blue
respectively, class 37 063 in large logo
‘Railfreight’ livery, a Jouef class 45 in plain
green, and Mainline class 03 shunter no 03
382 in BR blue, all G-VG (5) £50-80

539.
Repainted/detailed HornbyDublo OO Gauge 2-rail R1-based Steam
Locomotives, comprising no A152 in SR
Maunsell green, no 1336 in SR malachite with
Stirling boiler and cab, (both lacking couplers),
together with kit-bodied S&DJR 3F 0-6-0T no
23 (with Johnson-type boiler fittings), all G (3)
£60-90

532.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNER Tank
Locomotives, comprising ex-GER N7 class 0-62T no 8006 and V1 class 2-6-2T no 451, both
in plain black and on adapted Triang chassis,
both F-G (2) £60-90
533.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge LMS Tank
Locomotives, comprising 2-6-4T’s nos 2510
(lined) and 2544, both in black and on
adapted Hornby-Dublo 2-rail chassis, both F-G
(2) £60-90

534.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNER A2 Class
Locomotives, two examples representing the
same loco, viz LNER apple green version no
511 ‘Airborne’ on kit-built chassis, together
with its later self as no 60511 in plain BR black
(still Airborne!), on adapted Triang chassis,
both G (4 inc tenders) £80-120
535.
Kit-built OO Gauge GWR Outsideframed 4-4-0 Locomotives, two examples
representing Bulldog class no 3375 ‘Sir Watkin
Wynn’ (with Triang tender), together with
curved-frame Duke class no 3284 ‘Isle of
Jersey’, both on kit chassis, both F-G (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
536.
Kit-built OO Gauge GWR Outsideframed Locomotives, comprising an unnamed 4-4-0 (appears to be a square-framed
‘Duke’) with K’s or similar tender-drive unit,
together with 0-6-0 Pannier tank no 1635,
both F-G, built to earlier standards (3 inc
tender) £70-100
537.
Kit-built OO Gauge LNER Tank
Locomotives, comprising ex-NBR D51 class
4-4-0T no 10458, VG, and ex-GER J67/1 class
0-6-0T no 7400, both in plain black and on kitbuilt chassis, (2) £80-120
538.
Kit-built OO Gauge LNER Goods
Locomotives, comprising J39 class 0-6-0
no 1442, and ex-NER J21 class 0-6-0 no
5099, both in plain black and on adapted
commercial/kit-built chassis respectively,
both F-g, 5099 missing one tender axle (4 inc
tenders) £60-90

540.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge Pre-grouping
0-6-2T Steam Locomotives, comprising
LB&SCR no 401 ‘Woldingham’ in ochre livery
and an un-numbered ex-Taff Vale Railway
0-6-2T in plain green, both with white-metal
bodies on adapted H-D R1 chassis, both F-G
£60-90
541.
Repainted/Modified HornbyDublo OO Gauge 2-rail Steam Locomotives,
comprising BR green ‘Merchant Navy’ class
no 35004 ‘Cunard White Star’, together with
converted 2-6-4T no 80124 in plain black,
fitted with Rovex-type motor, both F (3 inc
tender) £60-90
542.
Hornby-Dublo and Bond’s (or
similar) OO Gauge 3-rail Steam Locomotives,
comprising H-D ‘Duchess of Montrose’ and
tender in BR green, and 0-6-2T no 69567 in BR
black, both G, Duchess with slight front-end
damage, together with a Bond’s or similar
2P class 4-4-0 no 563 in poorly-applied plain
black, P-F (5 inc tenders) £70-100
543.
Hornby-Dublo and Bond’s (or
similar) OO Gauge 2-rail GWR Steam
Locomotives, comprising repainted/detailed
H-D ‘Castle’ and tender in GWR green as no
5069 ‘Isambard Kingdom Brunel’, together
with a Bond’s or similar King class 4-6-0
no 6029 ‘King Edward VIII’, loco appears
commercially made, tender possibly from
brass kit, both F (4 inc tenders) £70-100
544.
A Modified/Repainted Wrenn
OO Gauge ‘West Country’ Locomotive and
Tender, with air-smoothed Wrenn body,
refinished in lined BR green as no 34105
‘Swanage’, as repaint G-VG, one nameplate
missing but new set included, NB bogie
wheels appear replaced with finescale type, in
non-original box (2 inc tender) £100-140

545.
LMS Ex-MR OO Gauge Johnson
Locomotives from Ratio Kits, comprising
crimson 4-4-0 no 1324 and black 2-4-0 no
20019, both made to a fair standard, F-G (4
inc tenders) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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546.
Kit-built OO Gauge ex-LMS ‘Black
Five’ Locomotives and Tenders, both in
weathered BR black, one from a K’s kit, unnumbered, the other with Hornby tenderdrive unit as no 45279, both G (4 inc tenders)
£70-100
547.
Kit-built OO Gauge LMS (Ex-LNWR)
Tank Locomotives, comprising Webb 2-4-2T
no 6596 in LNWR-style lined LMS black (body
appears to be one casting) and ‘Coal Tank’ 0-62T from K’s kit in unfinished black livery, both
F-G (2) £70-100
548.
Hornby and Lima OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising Hornby ‘Duchess’
no 46251 ‘City of Nottingham’ in lined BR
maroon, black five no 44840 in late BR black
(possibly repainted), with class J52 no 1247 in
GNR green, and a Lima 45xx no 4589 in GWR
green, all G-VG (6 inc tenders) £70-100
549.
Modified and Kit-bodied OO
Gauge SR 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising King Arthur class no 773 ‘Sir
Lavaine’, (from a Hornby Sir Lamiel) in
weathered SR green, with another entirely kitbuilt as no 453 ‘King Arthur’ himself in poorlyapplied plain green, both F (4 inc tenders)
£60-90
550.
Repainted/Detailed Hornby OO
Gauge Steam Locomotives, comprising
‘Britannia’ class no 70008 ‘Black Prince’
repainted in BR green, ‘Black Five’ no 45041
repainted in lined BR black, and LNER B12 4-60 refinished as no 1546 in plain black, all F-G
(6 inc tenders) £60-90
551.
Modified and Kit-bodied OO Gauge
SR 0-4-4 M7 Tank Locomotives, comprising
detailed Hornby M7 no 49 in weathered SR
green, with another entirely kit-built as no 55
in plain SR ‘Sunshine’ black, both F-G (2)
£60-90
552.
Three Kit-built OO Gauge GWR
Tank Locomotives, all from white-metal kits,
comprising 0-6-0PT’s 1853 (open cab) and
9789 (late cab), together with 0-4-2T no 1436,
all in GWR green, all F-G (3) £60-90
553.
Two Kit-built OO Gauge 0-4-0
Saddle Tank Locomotives, comprising a
Midland Railway type (Deeley) 1F shunter
with white metal body and apparently scratchbuilt chassis, together with Neilson ex-GER
type (evidently previously NE no 7230) with
‘Ogee’ tank, both in plain black, both F-G (2)
£60-90
554.
A Small Group of Hornby OO Gauge
Trains, comprising boxed BR blue R357B
class 31 diesel D5572, two blue/grey ‘Golden
Arrow’ Pullman cars (one boxed), 6 wagons,
station buildings, Triang RP16 controller and
a small quantity of track including points,
varying P-G (qty) £40-60
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555.
Hornby and Other OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives, Hornby BR blue class 37 130
and 0-6-0DS no 13012 in green, Lima GWR
Railcar no 22 (boxed) and LMS black shunter
no 7120, and Mainline class 45 1-Co-Co-1 D49
‘The Manchester Regiment’ in BR green, all G,
boxes P-F (5) £60-80
556.
Hornby OO Gauge GWR
Locomotives and Coaches, including boxed
R392 ‘County of Bedford’ 4-4-0 and tender,
R077 0-4-0T no 101 and two R213 coaches,
with unboxed 0-6-0PT no 8751, another 0-40T no 101 and another coach, all G, boxes F-G
(7) £60-80
557.
Hornby OO Gauge Midland and
Caledonian Locomotives and Coaches,
including MR ‘Jinty’ 0-6-0T no 16440 and two
MR clerestory coaches, with ex-Caley 0-4-0ST
in BR black no 56025 (with ‘Smokey Joe’
names removed) and three boxed R219 Caley
crimson/ivory coaches, all G, (7) £60-80
558.
Hornby OO Gauge LNER and LMS
Locomotive and Coaches, comprising LNER
green ‘Flying Scotsman’ Locomotive and
Tender no 4472 with ‘Sound’ tender, boxed
LNER teak coaches R435 and R436, with three
blue/silver LMS Coronation Scot coaches
R422/R423, two in boxes, all G-VG, boxes
G-VG (7 inc tender) £60-80
559.
OO Gauge LNER Locomotives and
Assorted Coaching Stock, two 0-6-0T’s both
in LNER green, comprising Mainline class J72
no 581 and Lima class J50 8920, each with
crew fitted, with 3 Lima WR brown/cream
coaches, three LMS crimson and two Southern
Region green, a Mainline suburban brake third
in BR carmine/cream and two boxed Triang
Pullmans, mostly G-VG (13) £60-80

562.
Airfix and Other OO Scale Kits
and Figures, the majority unmade, including
Drewry diesel, Platform Figures, Platform
Fittings, Footbridge, Luftwaffe and British
Commando figures, service station and others,
with Dapol trackside workers, Merit Maudslay
bus and others, with a quantity of readypainted figures, mostly G, kits not checked for
completeness (qty) £60-80
563.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge
Accessories and Trix Construction Outfit,
Buildings comprising station, signal box and
footbridge, all G, a ‘Marshal’ controller, with
Dinky Toys ref 053 box of six passengers +2,
VG-E, together with Trix constructor ‘Units
B and D’ and ‘Elementrix’ sets (contents not
checked) with 3 instruction booklets, F-G
£40-60
564.
A Quantity of OO Gauge Layout and
Scenic Accessories by Various Makers, mostly
in ‘ex-layout’ condition, including turntable,
with boxes of card or plastic station buildings,
footbridge, houses, shops, lichen, cork and
other scenic materials, many from kits, many
in need of repair or reconstruction, varying
P-G, with a Hornby Circuit controller and small
quantity of track (qty in 5 boxes) £50-80
565.
A Kit-built OO Gauge Ex-LSWR M7
class 0-4-4T Locomotive, from South-eastern
Finecast kit, a short-framed version with
Drummond boiler, well-made and finished in
lined BR black as no 30246, VG, bunker-side
numbers slightly mis-aligned, in original kit
box £60-80
566.
A Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 2-rail
‘Denbigh Castle’ Locomotive and Coaching
Stock, the locomotive no 7032 in BR
green, F-G, moderate playwear and some
corrosion to chimney top and topfeed, with
two Western Region coaches and two SR
suburbans, all F-G, a little grubby (5) £70-100

560.
Unboxed Triang/Hornby OO Gauge
Freight Stock, including hopper wagons
(6), breakdown crane set, brake vans, open
wagons, tankers including Trimite and others,
varying F-VG (45+) £70-100
561.
Unboxed OO Gauge Freight Stock
by Farish Wrenn Mainline and Others,
including hopper wagons (2), Lima grain
wagons (2), Wrenn Fisons Prestwin, grey grain
wagon, Hinchley Chalk and LMS red box van,
open wagons, tankers including Esso and
others, varying P-G, some modified (30+)
£70-100

567.
Hornby OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives and HST Set, boxed locos
including R758 ‘Hymek’ no D7063 and R152
0-6-0DS no D3035, both in BR blue, both VG,
boxes G-VG, with R253 Dock shunter no 3 in
black, and a 3-car HST set in original set box
with small controller, lacks track (3 + set)
£50-70
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578.
Triang-Hornby OO Gauge Track
and Scenic Accessories, including boxed R432
Girder Bridge Presentation Set, Mail coach set,
Large Station Set, R576 Tunnel, ‘Real Estate’
bungalow, unboxed elevated sidewall sections
and many other items, sets not checked for
completeness, overall F-G (qty in 3 boxes + 1
bundle) £60-80

Lot 584

568.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotive and Stock, comprising R2333 0-60DS no 08 642 in lined black ‘BRML Eastleigh
Works’ special livery, with R6222 3-wagon
weathered HAA Coal Hopper set, all VG-E,
boxes VG, together with a Margate-made
R739 breakdown crane set in original box, VG,
lacks props (3 boxes) £60-80
569.
Triang-Hornby and Other OO
Gauge Freight Stock, most in boxes, including
NER coke, various open wagons, brake vans,
tankers and car transporter, with unboxed
Freightliner car + 3 containers, T/C-style blue/
grey mail coach and others, mostly G (30+)
£70-100
570.
A Collection of Kit and Scratch-built
Buildings for OO Gauge or Larger, unmade
kits include Ratio GWR Signal box and two
wagons, all G but unchecked, together with
an assortment of buildings mostly wood with
brick paper covering, including main station
with canopy, Island platform, small station,
signal box, tunnel and others, and several
unopened bags of scenic materials, mostly G
(qty) £70-100
571.
Triang and Hornby OO Gauge
Trains, comprising black Princess (F), green
Princess (G-VG), open-cab GWR Pannier
tank 2744 and LBSC 0-6-0T 100, both G-VG,
together with a boxed 3F ‘Jinty’, three boxed
GWR coaches, and 14 wagons, some from
Airfix kits, all F-G (25 inc tenders) £80-120
572.
Triang and Hornby OO Gauge Track
and Accessories, including boxed Triang
operating ore wagon set, Mail Coach set
(unboxed, incomplete), eight system 6 points
and many other track pieces, with boxed R076
Footbridge kit and uncommon R517 Goods
Yard Crane, both VG, Gaugemaster 4-track and
H&M ‘Duette’ controllers, (qty in box + tube)
£80-120
573.
Triang Railways OO Gauge R753
Electric Locomotive and Catenary Equipment,
the loco in ‘electric’ blue as no E3001, with
twin pantographs and original box, loco
F, crack to one side of body and old foam
residue, box P, together with R416/7/8
catenary set boxes collectively containing
35+ single track masts with super 4-type
track bases (a few bases missing and a couple
broken), and a quantity of round-type running
wire and connecting fittings, mostly G (4
boxes) £80-120

579.
Trix Twin OO Gauge Railway Trains
Track and Accessories, comprising 2-car Diesel
Flyer set, black 0-4-0 and tender 48152, two
9” BR red/cream coaches and three 7”, Train
Whistle control box, four colour light signal
tops only, various Manyways station parts,
switches, controllers and Bakelite track,
mostly F, most rolling stock items incomplete
or require attention (qty) £60-90
574.
Iconic Triang and Hornby OO
Gauge Locomotives, comprising R346
Stephenson’s ‘Rocket’ Train, with loco, tender
and ‘Despatch’ coach, F-G, grubby, box P-F,
together with Hornby ‘Flying Scotsman’ in
LNER green as no 4472, G-VG, box P-F (2)
£70-100

575.
An Uncommon Triang Railways OO
Gauge RS65 ‘The Conqueror’ Train Set and
other Battle Space Items, the set containing
3F 0-6-0 locomotive and tender, missile
launcher (missing missile) and exploding box
car, mostly G, box G, some partitions missing/
damaged, together with boxed R568 Assault
Tank Transporter and R128 Helicopter car,
with unboxed searchlight and plane launching
wagons, one small rocket and 19 commandos
in a bag, mostly G, some small parts missing
(set + 6) £70-100
576.
Triang-Hornby OO Gauge Train Sets,
comprising Triang set RS22 with incorrect B12
locomotive and tender (should have crimson
‘Princess’), two sleeper cars and full brake,
otherwise G, together with T-H RS52 ‘Blue
Pullman’ diesel set with three-car train in
blue/white with yellow cabs and track, VG (2
sets) £60-80
577.
Triang-Hornby OO Gauge
Trains, including boxed ‘Winston Churchill’
locomotive and tender, boxed M7 0-4-4T in BR
black, an incomplete black ‘Princess’, damaged
SR motor coach, together with two R342 car
transporter wagons in uncommon window
boxes, two boxed coaches and other unboxed
rolling stock items, mostly G, boxes P-G (18)
£80-120

580.
Two Scratch-built OO Gauge PreGrouping Locomotives, both on adapted
Triang chassis, comprising LSWR class D15 4-40 no 463 and tender in lined green, together
with SE&CR ‘River’ class 2-6-4T no 790 ‘River
Avon’, both built and painted to earlier
standards, F, both appear slightly over-scale (3
inc tender) £70-100
581.
Mainline and Bachmann OO Gauge
4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
Mainline BR green Jubilee no 45691 ‘Orion’
and weathered black standard 4 no 75004,
both G, latter needs repair to bogie wheel
fixing, together with a substantially-modified
Bachmann B1 now no 1018 and paired with a
Hornby motored tender, both in LNER green,
P-F (6 inc tenders) £60-90
582.
Repainted/Modified Hornby OO
Gauge A4 Class Locomotives, comprising
mid-grey no 4489 ‘Woodcock’ and gloss garter
blue no 4492 ‘Dominion of New Zealand’, both
with etched nameplates and tender-drive, as
repaints F (4 inc tenders) £50-80

583.
Repainted/Modified Hornby
OO Gauge A3 Class Locomotives, both
with ‘German’-type deflectors, comprising
BR green no 60077 ‘The White Knight’,
reasonably well-finished with late totem, G,
the other partially-repainted in green and unnamed, with tender-drive, P-F (4 inc tenders)
£50-80
584.
A Kit-Built Ex-GCR OO Gauge
‘Sir Sam Fay’ Locomotive and Tender, with
kit-built chassis, reasonably well-made and
finished in LNER green as no 5423, with
etched nameplates, overall G, contact plate
under loco appears slightly loose (2 inc
tender) £60-90
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585.
Kit-built/Adapted OO Gauge LNER
Locomotives, all on Triang or Hornby chassis,
comprising 4-4-0 no 62501, 0-6-0 no 8214,
(both with modified Triang B12 tenders),
with 0-6-0T no 4246 and 0-6-2T no 69625, all
indifferently painted in plain black, F (6 inc
tenders) £70-100
586.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNER 4-4-0
Locomotives and Tenders, both on Triang
chassis, comprising D16 class no 7692 in
lined LNER green, G, with class D11 (Ex-GCR
‘Director’) from a BEC kit, in unfinished green,
F (4 inc tenders) £60-80
587.
Adapted/Re-finished OO Gauge Trix
and Hornby LNER Locomotives, comprising
Trix (or Lilliput) ‘Flying Scotsman’ 4-6-2 no
4472 with loco drive, partially repainted and
with added detailing, with Triang B12 4-6-0 no
8509 fitted with Romford wheels, both F-G (4
inc tenders) £50-70
588.
Three OO Gauge Pre-grouping Tank
Locomotives, comprising scratchbuilt GNR
green C12 4-4-2T no 364, with ECM motor,
a kit-built LNWR 0-6-2T in gloss black, with a
possibly Highland Railway (unfinished) 0-4-4T
in green on adapted Hornby chassis, all F (3)
£80-120

593.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNER 0-60 Locomotives, both in plain LNER black and
on adapted Triang/Hornby chassis, comprising
Ex-GCR J11 class 210c, with H-D wheels, and
class J16 (Ex-GER) no 5507 with scale wheels,
both G (4 inc tenders) £70-100
594.
Two Kit-bodied/Adapted OO
Gauge LNER Locomotives, both in lined LNER
black and on adapted Triang/Hornby chassis,
comprising Ex-GER D16 class 4-4-0 no 2542
with much simplified splashers (adapted from
Triang bodies), and white-metal class J39 0-6-0
no 4801, both G (4 inc tenders) £70-100
595.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge GWR 2-60 ‘Mogul’ Locomotives, both apparently from
K’s kits with kit chassis, comprising no 4325
in GWR green, G, with an un-numbered 63xx
sister in gloss dark green, unfinished, F (4 inc
tenders) £70-100
596.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge GWR
‘Dean Goods’ 0-6-0 Locomotives, both
apparently from K’s kits with kit chassis,
comprising no 2455 in lined GWR green with
etched plates, G-VG, with sister no 2573 in
gloss dark green, F (4 inc tenders)
597.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge SR 2-6-0
‘Mogul’ Locomotives, both from whitemetal kits on adapted commercial chassis,
comprising N1 class no 1879 in unlined SR
green, F, on Hornby small-wheeled chassis,
with U class no 1804 in lined olive green, on
re-wheeled Hornby-Dublo chassis, G-VG (4 inc
tenders) £80-120

589.
Four Kit-built or Adapted OO Gauge
LNER Tank Locomotives, comprising kitbuilt
ex-GER J69 class 0-6-0T no 7344, with kit
chassis, a kit-bodied class J50 0-6-0T no 8934
on Hornby-Dublo R1 chassis, a repainted
Hornby class J83 0-6-0T as no 9827, all in plain
black, with a repainted GWR 45xx 2-6-2T in
‘LNER’ green as no 15573, all F-G (4) £70-100
590.
Super-detailed Hornby-Dublo OO
Gauge 2-rail ‘Duchess’ Class Locomotives
and Tenders, comprising weathered and
re-wheeled BR crimson no 46245 ‘City of
London’, F-G, LMS black no 6235 ‘City of
Birmingham’ with replacement chassis,
Portescap motor/gears and etched plates,
G, and plain black ‘City of Leicester’, with
unfinished tender and other details, F, (6 inc
tenders) £100-140
591.
Four Kit-built or Adapted OO Gauge
LMS Ex-MR Locomotives, comprising kitbuilt
class 2P 4-4-0 no 801, adapted Triang 3F 0-6-0
with kit-built tender no 3253, a K’s kit-built
Kirtley outside-framed 0-6-0 no 2638 (cranks
and rods damaged), and a kit-bodied Johnson
1F 0-6-0T on re-wheeled Hornby chassis, all in
plain LMS black, all F (7 inc tenders) £100-140
592.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge Ex-LNER
0-6-0 Locomotives, both in plain BR black and
on adapted Triang/Hornby chassis, comprising
J39 class 64802, with scale wheels, and class
J16 (Ex-GER) no 65551 with original wheels,
both F-G (4 inc tenders) £60-80
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598.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge LMS Tank
Locomotives, both from white-metal kits and
in unlined black, comprising Fowler 2-6-2T no
15523 on kit-built chassis, F-G, with Stanier
4MT class 2-6-4T no 2500 on Hornby-Dublo
chassis, G-VG (2) £70-100
599.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge LNER
2-6-0 ‘Mogul’ Locomotives, both in plain LNER
black and on adapted Triang/Hornby chassis,
comprising K3 class no 1989, on modified
Triang-Hornby chassis, G, with an unfinished/
un-numbered K1 class fitted with Hornby
tender-drive, F (4 inc tenders) £70-100
600.
Two Kit-built OO Gauge Ex-LNER
0-6-0 Locomotives, both in plain BR black and
on kit-built chassis, comprising J39/1 class
64943, and class J6 (Ex-GNR) no 64188, both
G-VG (4 inc tenders) £80-120

601.
Two Kit-bodied OO Gauge SR 4-6-0
Locomotives and Tenders, both from whitemetal kits and with bogie tenders, comprising
S15 class no 841 in heavily-weathered SR olive
green, F-G, on kit-built chassis, with plain
black no 945 on modified Hornby chassis, F,
nameplates missing (4 inc tenders) £80-120
602.
Two Kit-bodied/Modified OO
Gauge SR 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
both with bogie tenders and on Hornby
chassis, one with white-metal kit body as ‘King
Arthur’ no E453, F-G, together with modified
Hornby-bodied no 744 ‘Maid of Astolat’, G-VG,
both in SR olive green, (4 inc tenders)
£100-140
603.
Two Modified Hornby OO Gauge
BR (SR) 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising no 30785 ‘Sir Mador de la Porte’
with bogie tender in BR lined green, G-VG,
together with no 30846 (un-named), in BR
plain black with 6-wheeled tender, F-G (4 inc
tenders) £80-120

604.
Kit-built and Modified Hornby
OO Gauge Southern Locomotives and
Tenders, comprising ‘Schools’ class 4-4-0 no
932, lacking nameplates, from a Wills kit, F,
together with ‘King Arthur’ 4-6-0 no 455 (unnamed), with kitbuilt ‘watercart’ tender, G,
both in SR malachite green (4 inc tenders)
£80-120
605.
Scratch-built and Modified Triang
OO Gauge Southern 4-4-0 Locomotives
and Tenders, comprising D1 class no 1492,
apparently scratchbuilt, F-G, some damage to
paintwork and old residue from foam packing,
together with modified Triang L1 4-6-0 no
1752, F, both in SR Maunsell green (4 inc
tenders) £70-100
606.
Kit-bodied OO Gauge Ex-GWR
Pannier Tank Locomotives, comprising 97xx
condensing type 0-6-0PT no 9701 on H-D R1
chassis and outside-cylindered 15xx class no
1508, both in plain BR black, both G-VG (2)
£70-100
607.
Kit-built OO Gauge LNER Apple
Green Locomotives and Tenders, both from
white-metal kits with kit chassis, comprising
plain-dome 4472 ‘Flying Scotsman’, G, and B1
4-6-0 no 2840 ‘Somerleyton Hall’, both in lined
LNER green, F, (4 inc tenders) £90-120
608.
Kit-built OO Gauge LNER Apple
Green Pacific Locomotives and Tenders, both
from white-metal kits, comprising plain-dome
2750 ‘Papyrus’, and double-chimney/banjodomed ‘Blair Athol’ (incorrectly numbered
4472), both F, (4 inc tenders) £70-100
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609.
Kit-built/Modified OO Gauge
Ex-LNER BR Green Pacific Locomotives and
Tenders, comprising A3 no 60090 ‘Grand
Parade’ from white-metal kit on Hornby
chassis, and modified Hornby A2 class 60134
‘Foxhunter’, now with a Trix/Lilliput tender,
both G, (4 inc tenders) £90-120
610.
Kit-built/Modified OO Gauge
BR Black 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising modified Hornby B1 class no
61244 ‘Strang Steel’, with Hornby tenderdrive, together with BR standard class 5MT no
73112 ‘Morgan Le Fay’ with plastic body on
mod’d Hornby chassis, both in lined BR black,
both F-G (4 inc tenders) £70-100

611.
Kit-built OO Gauge LMS Crimson
Locomotives and Tender, comprising kit-built
(unrebuilt) ‘Royal Scot’ class no 6106 ‘Gordon
Highlander’, with kit chassis and Fowler
tender, together with ex-MR ‘Flatiron’ 0-6-4T
no 2010 on Triang-Hornby chassis with scale
wheels, both F-G, both with glossy finish (3 inc
tender) £70-100
612.
Kit-built OO Gauge LMS Crimson
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising kit-built
ex-MR ‘Compound’ 4-4-0 no 1199, together
with ‘Crab’ 2-6-0 no 2701 on Triang-Hornby
chassis with scale wheels, both F-G, both with
glossy finish (4 inc tenders) £80-120
613.
A Kit-built OO Gauge LNER N7
Tank Locomotive and Two Unpowered
Models, comprising kit-built ex-GER N7
0-6-2T no 8901 in LNER gloss black, F-G, in
original kit box, together with unpowered and
roughly-finished LNER green 4-6-0 no 2822
‘Alnwick Castle’, P, with damage to tender,
and unmotored/incomplete ex-MR 0-6-0 no
3240 in LMS black, from brass kit but with
considerable damage, P (5 inc tenders)
£60-80
614.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge Trains,
comprising boxed R150 LNER B12 class 4-6-0
no 7476 in black (VG, box G), rail blue class 31
D5572 with slightly loose roof, LNER green J83
0-6-0T no 8477, with car transport wagon and
cars, brick wagon and five others, all G (11 inc
bag of cars) £60-90

615.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge R684
‘Silver Jubilee Freight Set’ Controllers and
Scenic Items, the set containing BR blue class
47 421 and eight goods stock, track, card
tunnel and station, F-G, box P-F, together
with a large collection of stations and other
scenic items, including two boxes R302
Catenary Mast Bases for Standard Track, 3
metal telegraph poles, river bridge, Carlisle
signal box, part-built bungalow, Hugar wooden
footbridge, boxed H&M ‘Duette’ controller,
switches and many other items, mostly F-G
(set + qty in 2 other boxes) £80-120

616.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge R1089
‘The Anglian’ Train Set, with lined BR blue
class B12 4-6-0 no 61525, two BR red/cream
clerestory coaches, track, controller and
trakmat, all E, appears unused, in original set
box, box G-VG, slight damage to corners
£70-100
617.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge SR ‘West
Country’ and GWR ‘King’ Class Locomotives
and Tenders, comprising boxed R2219 WC
class no 21C123 ‘Blackmoor Vale’, in SR
malachite green, E, box VG-E, together with
unboxed ‘King Henry II’ no 6028 in lined GWR
green, VG-E and two lengths Peco straight
track for display (5 inc loose tender and rails)
£70-100
618.
Hornby (China) and Bachmann
OO Gauge Streamlined Locomotives and
Tenders, comprising boxed Hornby R2531
‘Duchess’ class no 6226 ‘Duchess of Norfolk’,
in streamlined maroon/gold, together with
boxed Bachmann 31-952 A4 class ‘Mallard’ no
4468 in LNER garter blue, both E, boxes VG-E,
with two lengths Peco straight track for display
(4 inc rails) £90-120
619.
A Kit-built EM Gauge GWR 94xx
Pannier Tank Locomotive, built from a Wills
Finecast kit with brass chassis, body neatly
made and detailed, but rather indifferently
painted in plain GWR green as no 9402, with
etched plates, F-G, in original kit box, NB does NOT fit OO Gauge track £30-50
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620.
Hornby Minitrix and Other N Gauge
Trains, including H-M Starter Set ref N102
with BR green diesel, 2 coaches and track,
with additional loco ref 201 (0-6-0T) and four
wagons ref 501/508/512 and 13578, all VG-E,
a Wrenn (made by Lima) class 86 electric loco
and two coaches in BR blue/grey, a Lima LMS
crimson 0-6-0 with coach and one wagon, and
18 four-wheeled wagons by Peco and others,
all VG-E in original boxes, boxes G-VG (qty)
£120-160
621.
Graham Farish N Gauge
Locomotives Stock and Peco Track and Scenic
Items, G-F locos include BR black ‘Crab’
2-6-0 ref 1855, GWR green ‘Prairie’ ref 1604,
and NCB Blue ‘J94’ ref 1017, with 3 GWR,
2 Southern Region and 1 LMS coaches, 10
assorted small wagons, together with Peco
ST-300 Track starter set, 7 additional points,
Turntable set, Trackmat (rolled in tube) and
several kit-built buildings, mostly VG-E in
original packagings (qty in 1 box + tube)
£120-160
622.
A Small Collection of N Gauge
Locomotives and Rolling Stock by Dapol Lone
Star and Others, including boxed Dapol HST
power car in plain black, a Mehano or similar
Santa Fe Co-Co diesel in blue, a Chinese
diecast (unpowered) model C-62 class 4-6-4
locomotive and tender, 7 items of late ‘pushalong’ Lone Star trains including green ‘Jinty’,
and a small bundle of straight rails by Arnold
(qty) £30-50
623.
A Small Collection of mostly
American N Gauge Rolling Stock, including
an incomplete Canadian National 4-8-4
locomotive and tender, 6 freight stock + 3
more with bogies missing, 3 coaches including
boxed Lima Pullman ‘Cecilia’, and a static
Flying Scotsman model, mostly G (15)
£20-30
624.
Fleischmann ‘Piccolo’ N Gauge
Track, a large quantity including 10 curved
points (5 each hand), 23 ‘standard’ turnouts (9
left and 14 right), large quantity of curved rails
to three radii, straight rails, uncouplers and
buffer stops, all VG (qty) £80-120
625.
A Fleischmann ‘Piccolo’ N Gauge
Continental Starter Set, ref A+B 9390,
containing German 0-6-0 locomotive and
tender no 53 320, assorted freight stock,
cars, track including curved points and
level crossing, and controller (fitted with
Continental plug), together with a period
catalogue, all VG-E, in original set box
£70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 630

626.
A Fine Period TT Gauge Layout,
built using circa 1960 components in three
sections, the main board approx. 8’ x 4’, with
two approx. 4’ x 2’8” extensions (one each
side to form a ‘U’), fitted throughout with
non-Triang track, probably by GEM, Wrenn
or similar, with a multiplicity of points and
sidings, with many period details, stations,
Lesney vehicles mostly glued down, various
buildings, (some adapted from OO scale
kits) and with delightful period backscenes,
complete with Kirdon controllers, ex-WD
type point and isolation switches, ammeter
and other control gear all very much of the
era, overall F-G, in need of some restoration/
repairs, most section-connecting cables cut,
generally dusty (3 sections + loose smaller
accessories) £100-150
627.
Kit-bodied/Modified Triang TT
Gauge Steam Locomotives, a white-metal
kit-bodied ex-GWR 2-6-0 no 6317 and tender
in BR black, with four 0-6-0T’s comprising
repainted ‘Jinty’ in green as no 32102, kitbodied Adams 0-6-0T 30180 (also green),
GWR condensing 0-6-0PT no 9703 and ex-SR
E2 class no 32104 in black, F-G, some with
added details such as lamps and crew, (6 inc
tender) £70-100
628.
Triang and Peco TT Gauge Rolling
Stock, including 4 crimson suburban coaches,
‘white’ T204 Liquid Chlorine wagon, horse
box, brake vans, tank wagons (3 different), Salt
and Cement Presflo’s, eight Peco open wagons
from kits and others, varying F-VG (25+)
£50-80

629.
Triang TT Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising Merchant Navy class
‘Clan Line’ with tender, ‘Britannia’ (lacking one
nameplate) with tender, and ‘Windsor Castle’
and tender, all in BR green, together with a
BR black 2-6-2T no 6157, all G-VG, most with
some added details such as lamps and crew, (4
locos + 3 tenders) £100-140
630.
Triang TT Gauge Diesel
Locomotives, including two unboxed T96
A1A-A1A locomotives, (one renumbered as
D5506, the other with ‘Bristolian’ headboards
applied) with two 0-6-0 Shunters, one
renumbered 13002 with an attached shunter’s
wagon, mostly G-VG, some retouching (5 inc
wagon) £60-90
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Lot 631

631.
Renumbered/Modified Triang
TT Gauge Steam Locomotives, comprising
Merchant Navy class 35027 ‘Port Line’ with
tender, Britannia class 70011 ‘Hotspur’ with
tender, both in BR green, together with a
repainted BR black (Castle) 4-6-0 as no 4930
‘Hagley Hall’, the latter with etched ‘plates,
all G, most with some added details such as
lamps and crew, (3 locos + 3 tenders)
£70-100
632.
Original and Renumbered Triang
TT Gauge Steam Locomotives and ‘Torbay
Express’ Stock, comprising original ‘Windsor
Castle’ no 4082, G-VG, lamps and other small
details added, with another renumbered
5008 ‘Raglan Castle’ and tender, with etched
‘plates, and five part-repainted maroon/cream
coaches, all with ‘Torbay Express’ boards
fitted, as repaints G-VG £70-100
633.
Kit-bodied/Renumbered/Modified
Triang TT Gauge Steam Tank Locomotives,
comprising two white-metal kit-bodied exGWR 2-6-2T’s as no 6114 and 6167, with four
0-6-0T ‘Jinties’, two being in original BR black
renumbered as 47601 and 47602, the others
repainted in LMS crimson as 7607 and ‘WR’
green, F-G, most with some added details
such as lamps and crew, (6) £60-80
634.
Kit-bodied TT Gauge Steam Tender
and Tank Locomotives, all with white-metal
kit-bodies on Triang chassis, comprising
ex-GWR Collett 0-6-0 no 2217 and Fowler
4F 0-6-0 no 43841, with respective tenders
both in BR black, with Standard class 4 2-6-4T
no 84021, ex-GW 94xx 0-6-0PT no 9410 and
ex-LNER J50 0-6-0T no 68977, all in BR green,
all F-G, most with some added details such as
lamps and crew, (7 inc tenders) £70-100

635.
Kit-bodied TT Gauge Steam Tender
Locomotives, all with kit or adapted bodies on
Triang chassis, comprising ex-LNER A4 4-6-2
no 60030 ‘Golden Fleece’ in BR blue, (adapted
from a Triang ‘Britannia’), ex-LMS rebuilt ‘Scot’
4-6-0’s nos 44610 (black) and 46169 (crimson),
both from Kitmaster kits, and a white-metal
kit-bodied Standard class 5 4-6-0 no 73014 in
BR crimson, with respective tenders, all F-G,
most with some added details such as lamps
and crew, (8 inc tenders) £70-100

636.
Triang TT Gauge BR Crimson
Coaching Stock, including two sleeping cars no
2510, Restaurant car W307, two utility vans
S224S, three W53111 brake/3rd, two W15732
composites, one composite 24011 and one
brake/3rd 34001, all G-VG, roofs a little grubby
(12) £60-90
637.
Triang TT Gauge BR Southern and
Western Region Coaching Stock, including
green Restaurant car S1771, two utility
vans S227S, two S34245 brake/3rd and two
S15021 composites, together with WR brown/
cream W301 Restaurant car, two composites
W15773 and two brake/3rd W21134, last
four with ‘Bristolian’ running boards, all G-VG,
roofs a little grubby (12) £60-90

638.
Triang TT Gauge Pullman and BR
Southern Region Coaching Stock, including
umber/cream Pullman Cars ‘Snipe’ and
‘Falcon’, together with a green utility van
S227S, all VG, roofs a little grubby (3) £60-80
639.
Triang TT Gauge Assorted
Freight Stock, including bogie bolsters (3),
track cleaner, horse box, grain wagons (2),
container wagon, milk tankers (2), brake vans
(2 different), Fruit, Refrigerator and Cattle
wagons, bogie ICI tankers (2), and others,
mostly G-VG, some with loads glued inside,
upper surfaces a little grubby, all unboxed (37)
£70-100
640.
Modified Triang and Kit-built TT
Gauge Rolling Stock, including breakdown
crane and crew coach, repainted suburban
coaches and one Kitmaster in green, assorted
wagons by Triang with repainted roofs or
other details, others from Peco kits and the
like, with a spare ‘Britannia’ body (varnished),
two static tank engines and other items,
varying F-VG (qty) £70-100
641.
Graham Farish N Gauge Steam
Locomotives Stock and Other Items,
comprising GWR ‘Raveningham Hall’
locomotive and tender with 4 GWR brown/
cream coaches, an SR 0-6-0T locomotive
no 2579 in lined green with 4 SR coaches,
together with 5 four-wheeled freight wagons,
assorted small buildings, trees and other
scenic accoutrements, mostly G, unboxed
(qty) £60-80
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642.
Boxed Triang TT Gauge Scenic
and Other Accessories, including T145
electric turntable (with instructions but lacks
operating switch), T32 Island Platform set,
T104 Girder Bridge, T33 Level Crossing, two
T28 Engine Sheds, T27 Signal Box, two sets of
inclined piers and other smaller boxed items,
together with 4 unboxed engine sheds, 4 type
A to type B track adaptor rails, elevated track
supports and assorted empty boxes, mostly
G-VG, boxes G-VG (qty) £70-100

643.
Triang TT Gauge Diesel Multiple
Unit and Locomotives, including boxed T190/
T136/T137 3-car DMU in green, and a T96
A1A-A1A locomotive, all G-VG, boxes F-G,
together with two unboxed T96 locomotives,
two 0-6-0 Shunters and a spare body for same,
mostly G, one shunter with modified wheels
(9) £70-100

647.
Triang TT Gauge Assorted Freight
Stock, including boxed bogie bolster, track
cleaner with felt pad and instructions, horse
box, ore wagon, container wagon, milk tanker
and meat van, mostly G, boxes F-G, together
with 40+ assorted unboxed wagons including
bogie ICI tanker, some from kits or repainted,
varying P-G (qty) £60-90
648.
Triang TT Gauge Track and
Controllers, all type B track, including 6
electric points, 16 hand-operated, 6 diamonds
and large quantity of straight and curved rails
on two different radii, and a moderate bundle
of ‘scale’ TT gauge track by GEM or similar,
mostly G (qty - box + bundle) £50-80
649.
A Triang TT Gauge TCX Train Set
and 4th Edition Catalogue, with BR green
‘Merchant Navy’ class locomotive and tender
35028 ‘Clan Line’, tender and four SR green
coaches, with later (sleeper-type) track, all
F-G, some damage to loco cab, together with
a 4th edition TT gauge catalogue (P) and
other TT literature, with Trix 1967-8 OO gauge
catalogue and instructions, F-G, set box P
£40-60

644.
Triang TT Gauge Steam Locomotives
and Tenders, comprising boxed T93 Merchant
Navy class with T94 tender, boxed T97
‘Britannia’ (lacking one nameplate and with
some white paint retouching) with unboxed
tender, and an unboxed 4-6-0 ‘Windsor Castle’
and retouched tender, all G-VG, defects as
noted, boxes F-G (3 boxed+ 3 unboxed)
£80-120
650.
A Triang TT Gauge TBX Train Set
and 1st Edition Catalogue, with black ‘Jinty’
locomotive 47607, four wagons, controller,
first-type track and ‘TT’ owner’s badge, all
VG, appears never run but lacks oil bottle,
together with a 1st edition TT Gauge
catalogue, (T300 of 1957), VG , box G, some
splits to lid £50-70
O GAUGE & LARGER
STEAM & RAILWAY COLLECTABLES
645.
Triang TT Gauge Steam Locomotives
and Parts, all unboxed, comprising Merchant
Navy class with tender, a repainted 4-6-0
‘Castle’ class and tender, two kit-bodied GWR
condensing pannier tanks, a repainted GWR
green ‘Jinty’, a kit-built ‘King’ class body in
original kit box, four Triang loco bodies only
and assorted other parts, varying P-G, (qty)
£70-100
646.
Triang and Kitmaster TT Gauge
Coaching Stock, including boxed T133 and
T134 SR green coaches and two T82 maroon
main line coaches, all G-VG, boxes F-G, with
6 WR brown/cream corridor coaches, 2 LMR
maroon coaches and utility van, 2 repainted
suburban coaches, together with 10 assorted
made-up Kitmaster coaches and parts, varying
P-G, some items repainted or retouched (qty)
£50-80

651.
Bassett-Lowke O Gauge 3-rail
Electric 4-4-0 Locomotive Tender Coach
and Wagon, the locomotive in badly faded
LMS crimson as no 2265 ‘Princess Elizabeth’,
with possibly retro-fitted B-L DC mechanism,
P-F, serious fading particularly to left side
of loco body and tender, together with a
Winteringham/BL LMS brake/3rd coach no
2783, F-G, with crazing to varnish, and a
LMS brown van, G, the loco in an incomplete
original box, boxes P, (3) £80-120
652.
Bub JEP and Ives O Gauge
Clockwork Trains, including Bub Germanstyle lined green 0-4-0 with tender repainted
to match, with two coaches and baggage
van (fitted with Bub’s single-ended ‘Autocouplers’), together with two JEP (French)
vans and an Ives (American) Cast-Iron
bodied locomotive only, varying P-G, both
mechanisms u/s (8 inc tender) £60-80

653.
Bing O Gauge Freight Stock,
including red ‘Explosives’ van 356204, F,
crazing to one side, NE fish van 6261, F, some
areas of corrosion, together with Shields &
Brown tanker, Continental Post van, small
crane wagon, LNWR brake van and sidetipping wagon, and a Carette LNWR open
wagon, all P, with playwear, corrosion and
some minor parts missing (8) £60-80
654.
Hornby O Gauge ‘No 1’ and
‘Wayside’ Stations, one No 1 with grey base
and holes for candleholders, the other with
buff base, both with opening doors, and
one ‘Wayside’ station on buff base, together
with two buff ‘Windsor’ end ramps and two
spare fences, and two over-painted extension
platforms, all P-F (qty) £50-70

655.
Hornby O Gauge ‘No 1’ and ‘No 2’
Stations, the no 1 with early light grey base
complete with candle-holders and cut-out
windows, the no 2 with green base and
opening doors, later style of motor cars, and
its pair of ‘Windsor’ end ramps, all F, some
corrosion and one chimney pot missing from
no 1 (6 pieces) £50-70
656.
Hornby O Gauge ‘No 2’ and Postwar ‘No 3’ Stations, the no 2’s both with
opening doors, one having the uncommon
circa 1931 style of vehicles, G, the other
slightly later, F, some printing loss, both with a
pair of ‘Windsor’ ramps, together with a postwar no 3 station with plain ramps and printed
square-topped entrance, G, (9 pieces)
£60-90
657.
Hornby O Gauge ‘No 4’ and ‘No
4E’ Stations, both with green tiled roofs, cast
chimney-pots, ‘walk-through’ (round-arch)
entrances, intact ticket barriers and ‘speckled’
platforms, the no 4E with one lamp bracket
broken, together with one pair of ‘Ripon’ and
one pair of ‘Wembley’ ramps, all G, (6 pieces)
£70-100
658.
Hornby O Gauge ‘No 4E’ Stations,
both with green tiled roofs, cast chimney-pots,
‘walk-through’ (one round-arch, one square)
entrances, intact ticket barriers and ‘speckled’
platforms, some lamp brackets appear to be
replacements and some loosely attached,
together with one pair of ‘Ripon’ and one pair
of ‘Wembley’ ramps, all P-F, generally grubby/
corroded, some loss of printing (6 pieces)
£50-80
659.
Hornby O Gauge Post-war ‘No 3’
Stations, one with green tiled roof and cream
platform/ramps, G-VG, the other a late version
with red-tiled roof and pinkish-buff platform/
ramps, F-G, grubby with some discolouring to
platform (6 pieces) £60-90
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665.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork Postwar Locomotives and Stock, including LMS
crimson no 501 locomotive no 5600 and
tender, loco G, tender F, mech tested ok, a no
40 Tank locomotive in BR black, F, mech ok,
together with 3 LMS coaches, four late M1
Pullman cars, refrigerator van, red milk traffic,
LMS container wagon and gas cylinder wagon,
varying P-G, playworn, some wheels or other
parts missing (14) £60-90
660.
An ‘Evolution’ of Hornby O Gauge
Signal Cabins, 6 different ‘boxes, including
no 1’s in buff/brown (with name ‘Longfield’
applied to front and over-varnished, another
in green/yellow, no 2 in green/yellow, no 2E in
brown/yellow (light fitting missing), and postwar green tiled and red-tiled roof examples,
varying F-VG, some fading and minor damages
(6) £70-100

666.
Assorted Playworn Hornby O Gauge
Clockwork Locomotives and Stock, including
an incomplete and largely dismantled ‘2710’
locomotive in LNWR black, missing several
parts, with two incomplete tenders, a no 20
loco and tender, early MR nut-and-bolt wagon,
NE bogie bolster wagon and approx. 15
others, P-F, both mechs tested ok, playworn/
rusty (23+) £70-100
667.
A Hornby O Gauge Clockwork No 1
Locomotive and Tender, in uncommon LNER
black as no 6097, with lead wheels and small
numerals to cab, F, mech tested ok, generally
grubby and with playwear £50-80

661.
Two Hornby O Gauge No 1 Engine
Sheds, both on green bases with slotted
sleepers (for third-rail addition), one F, one G,
both essentially complete but grubby and with
minor damages (2) £80-120

668.
A Fine Early Bing O Gauge Midland
Railway Bogie Brake Van, measuring 6½”
over buffers, in MR crimson with yellow lining
and details, VG, slight spotting to roof
£60-90

671.
Bassett-Lowke O Gauge 3-rail
Electric Double Track and Other Items,
comprising one circle+ of double-track curves,
large quantity double-track straights, two
double track cross-overs, double track with
parallel turnout, various other points and
single-track pieces, all with raised third rail,
together with a moderate quantity of similar
2-rail track, back of 3rd-rail chairs and other
items, mostly F-G, some odd pieces rusty (qty)
£70-100
672.
Peco O Gauge Finescale 2-rail Track,
a quantity including two large radius turnouts
and flexitrack lengths, F, mostly used condition
(qty) £30-50
673.
Two Hornby O Gauge No 1 Special
Clockwork Locomotives and Tenders, one
in SR green as no 1179, P-F, playworn, and
LMS 2700, P, almost total paint loss and
replacement wheels poorly fitted, both mechs
tested ok (4 inc tenders) £70-100

674.
An Incomplete Hornby O Gauge
‘MO’ type Streamlined ‘Silver Link’ Train,
with locomotive 2509, tender and articulated
coach pair, all P-F, grubby, playworn, loco
mech lacks spring and other parts (4)
£40-60

662.
Three Hornby O Gauge ‘Southernstyle’ Signal Cabins, all no 2’s in green/yellow,
varying F-VG, grubby, slight fading and minor
scratches (3) £50-80

663.
An Early Post-war Hornby O Gauge
Clockwork LNER Passenger Set, containing
LNER green no 501 locomotive no 1842 and
tender, both VG, mech tested ok, together
with three pre-war type No 1 ‘teak’ coaches
and one extra similar van, all G, with track
and key, P-F, in uncommon green set box, P,
missing labels and lid edges £50-80
664.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork Pre-war
Locomotive Stock and Bassett-Lowke Body,
including LMS crimson no 1 locomotive no
5600 and tender, both P-F, mech tested ok
but playworn, control knobs missing, together
with ‘OAG’ No 1 SR coach with replacement
roof, OAG GW hinged-door van (VG), two
no 1 Pullman cars ‘Cynthia’ and ‘Corsair’
with repainted roofs, a later no 1 SR green
passenger brake and three wagons, together
with a modified B-L ‘Duke of York’ body,
varying P-G, playworn (11) £50-80
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669.
A Mixed Lot of O Gauge and
Other Trains, including 15” long Bing
‘Victoria’ station, a Lehmann no 772 double
garage/engine shed, Chad Valley LMS 3402
locomotive, tender and wagon, Brimtoy
‘Cock O’the North’ loco and coach with Betal
tender in LNER red, small Brimtoy station,
plastic ‘Thomas’, together with a sparking
floor locomotive (A4 type in green as no 303),
and an incomplete Japanese 22mm gauge
‘International Express’ Goods Train set (2-rail
electric, but lacks track), varying P-G (qty)
£60-90
670.
A Collection of O Gauge Platform
Machines and other Items, including a boxed
set of 6 Hornby buff station hoardings, VGE, box VG, together with 5 lead chocolate
machines, 2 ticket machines, 4 ‘Try your
Weight’ machines, a Dinky telephone box,
assorted street lamps and other items, varying
P-G, generally playworn, one with some
overpainting (qty) £60-90

675.
Assorted O Gauge Stations and
Accessories, including a wooden BassettLowke bookstall, two Bing train indicators
(lacking plates) and a Bing wayside station
with roof supplied loose, a Mettoy ‘Joytown’
island station and a Fischer ‘Victoria Box’
signal box, varying P-G (6+ loose parts)
£40-60
676.
Bing O Gauge ‘Shortie’ LMS
Bogie Coaches, comprising two 1st/3rd
composites and two baggage vans, all with
Bing ‘Autocouplers’, all P-F, grubby, some slight
corrosion, one with significant fading to one
side (4) £50-80
677.
Bing O Gauge ‘Shortie’ LMS and
LNER Bogie Coaches, comprising two LMS
1st/3rd composites and two baggage vans,
three with Bing ‘Autocouplers’, and a LNER
‘teak’ composite coach, all P-F, grubby, some
slight corrosion, some fading and craquelure
to varnish (5) £70-100
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678.
Three Modified O Gauge Coaches
by Bing/Bassett-Lowke, comprising B-L LNWR
dining saloon 13210 fitted with Leeds 4-wheel
bogies, Carette for B-L LNWR full brake with
replacement couplings and modified roof, and
a repainted Bing brake/3rd ‘Pullman’-type
coach in lined crimson, with Hornby bogies
fitted (lacking wheels), overall P-F (3) £60-80
679.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork Track
Accessories and Spare Parts, including a
double-track level crossing (G), No 4 curved
tunnel, various boxed rails including straights
in an ‘austerity’ (1946) box, boxed single level
crossing, two platform cranes, two singlearm signals, together with unboxed junction
signals (one home, one distant), a pair of
viaduct ramps, assorted spare parts including
rolling stock wheels, bogies, loco lamps and
other items, and a collection of old buffers,
mostly G (qty) £60-80
680.
Hornby O Gauge Electric Track
Accessories and Control Equipment, including
boxed E1E Level Crossing, (G, lacks bulbs,
box F-G with staining to lid), boxed points,
T20 controller and Circuit Breaker, with
unboxed viaduct and ramps, one 6v and
two 20v transformers, three separate speed
controllers, three diamond crossings, more
points, straight and curved rails, terminal
connecting plates and other items, mostly F-G
(qty in 2 boxes) £80-120

682.
Hornby O Gauge Empty Boxes and
M Series Items boxes including Passenger
platform, Junction signals (2), Snow Plough,
MO and no 30 locomotive boxes, no 2 Spl
tender (LMS) and various others, all empty,
together with an M series station set box with
three small stations, two simple signal boxes
and 2 telegraph poles, M1 and MO tenders
and other items, boxes varying P-G, other
items mostly F (qty) £40-60
683.
Four Hornby O Gauge Bogie
Coaches, comprising two No 2 Pullman cars,
an LMS saloon coach no 402, all F, some with
retouching to transfers, one roof repainted,
and a SR green corridor brake/3rd coach, P,
serious corrosion/paint loss to one side (4)
£60-90
684.
Hornby O Gauge Boxed
Locomotives and Rolling Stock, including
LMS maroon type 101 0-4-0T, BR black No 40
0-4-0T with key and lamps packets, two prewar NE bogie brick wagons (one in GW box),
four 4-wheel wagons including barrel wagon
with yellow Castrol barrels, and 5 no 1-type
coaching stock including 3 unboxed, all G-VG
(10 boxed + 3 unboxed) £100-140
685.
A Hornby 3½” Gauge Live Steam
Gas-Fired ‘Rocket’ Locomotive and Tender, ref
G100, with geared twin-cylinder locomotive
and tender, with gas tank, funnel and spanner,
in original set box but lacking track, overall
G-VG, loco lightly used, track missing
£70-100
686.
A Hornby 3½” Gauge ‘Rocket’
Coach, ref G104, in yellow/black livery, with
‘Traveller’ names applied (remains of sheet
missing), in original box, overall G, dusty, box
F, some splitting to outer sleeve £70-100

681.
Hornby O Gauge Boxed Stations
and Footbridge, comprising Railway Station
no 2 ‘Windsor’ with buff platform and ramps,
building with opening doors, F-G, box P-F, a
post-war Island Platform ‘Margate’, dated 1252, G-VG, box P-f, and a Footbridge no 1A with
blue trim and two clip-on signals, G, box F (3)
£60-90

687.
A Repainted Bassett-Lowke O
Gauge Live Steam ‘Mogul’ Locomotive
only, overpainted in black and crimson, an
incomplete example lacking burner, cab
roof, dome cover and tender, but appears
mechanically complete (P-F) £60-80

Lot 686

688.
A Hand-operated Cut-away Model
4-stroke Petrol Engine, made of plastic and
wood and measuring approx. 25” high, with
operating valves, HT coil and spark plug, F-G,
some paint loss, together with an engineered
cross-shaft approx. 1½” diameter x 19” long,
with a cast-iron operating lever approx. 9”
long overall and marked HW.D., for unknown
purpose, G (3) £40-60
689.
A Large Display Cabinet (for
5” Gauge Locomotive) by Severn-Lamb,
measuring overall 52” x 15” x 19” high,
originally home to a GWR ‘City’ class 4-4-0,
with glazed wooden-framed cover, ballast
and sleepers to base (rails removed), original
makers and descriptive plaques intact, G
£50-80
690.
A Gallery of Smaller-Gauge Display
Cabinets for 2½” and Gauge 1 Locomotives,
comprising 2½” gauge case 42” long, with
fabricated Perspex cover, G, with Gauge 1
cases 46” long and 30” long both with fitted
scale G1 track with moulded acrylic covers, VG
and G respectively, shorter has cracked glazing
to one side, and another case with gold bezel
to base and glass cover measuring 32” overall,
VG, together with a G1 carrying case with slots
in base for wheels, inside length approx. 28”,
G, base slightly distorted (5) £50-80
691.
A Multitude of Various Gauge
Display Tracks, including three 2½” gauge
sections 36”, 31” and 66” long, six 3½” gauge
sections 49”, 45”, 41”, 17” and two 66”
long, together with seven 5” gauge pieces
measuring 32”, 26”, 32” (2), 21”, 72” and 46”
long, various types and rail sections, condition
varying P-VG (16) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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692.
A Group of Engineered Driving
Trolleys for Various Gauges, mostly
incomplete or requiring attention, including
a 5” gauge 4-wheel trolley with low seat
and brakes to all wheels, 13” wheelbase
and wooden buffers, G, lacks footrests, an
incomplete 5” gauge 4-wheeled trolley 35”
long overall with long 27” wheelbase, brakes
to all wheels, an incomplete 3½” gauge
6-wheeled tender underframe in the Midland/
LMS style, (rolling chassis only, lacks springs,
axle retainers, brakes etc), a 3½” bogie trolley
with brake to one bogie (seized) and flat wood
base with buffers, and a 2½” trolley with roller
bearings and brakes to one bogie, marked
‘Purley Oaks Works 11/38’, mostly F (5)
£80-120

696.
A Finescale O Gauge Caledonian
Railway ‘Pug’ 0-4-0ST from Slater’s 7L009 Kit,
nicely made-up and reasonably well-painted
in plain green with cast nameplates ‘Victory’
and open-sided cab, with instruction sheet
and bag of spare/alternative parts in original
kit box, overall G, box G £70-100
697.
A Framed and Signed Don Breckon
Print ‘Much Wenlock’, overall frame size
approx. 33” x 28”, the print limited edition no
433/750 showing a GWR Prairie tank no 4401
and its 2-coach train paused at Much Wenlock
station, Shropshire, and published by Solomon
and Whitehead in 1989, VG-E £30-50

693.
Hornby O Gauge 6V Electric and
Clockwork LMS Locomotives, comprising a
largely-repainted circa 1930 No 2 Special Tank
4-4-2T no 2180 with 6V external brush-caps
mechanism, P-F, bogies, cab roof, coupling
rods and rear coupling are all replacements,
together with No 1 clockwork tank locomotive
no 2115 with early lead wheels, F, drive slips
in forward gear, browning to paint finish and
general playwear (2) £70-100

694.
Two Kit-built Finescale O Gauge
LNER Coaches, comprising 3rd class corridor/
compartment coach no 61635 with grey
roof, and 3rd class open coach no 60503
with off-white roof, both from unidentified
plastic superstructure kits and finely finished
in ‘scumbled’ teak, both VG-E, 61635 missing
one buffer (2) £120-160
695.
American and Continental
Locomotives and Track in Various Gauges,
comprising a part-made up 2¼” gauge kit
‘The General’ 4-4-0 and tender with display
track by MPC, with a G1 ‘New Bright’ batteryoperated 2-6-2 ‘Rio Grande’ without tender,
and an adapted O gauge 2-rail continental
0-6-0 on Faller chassis with Lima tender-drive
unit, F-G, all together with one length Peco
Finescale O gauge flexitrack and one length of
G-45 narrow gauge, both VG-E (qty) £40-60
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702.
A Collection of Part-work Related
and Other Modern Railway Collectables,
including Bachmann 175th anniversary pewter
‘Locomotion’ in case, an approx. 3” gauge
decorative brass Stephenson’s ‘Rocket’, Chinamade large-scale tinplate German class 18
4-6-2 in green, pewter ‘Mallard’ and smallerscale American ‘Hiawatha’ 4-4-2 locos on
plinths, a dozen Atlas Editions approx. TT scale
plastic model locomotives and other items,
mostly G (qty) £40-60
703.
A Collection of Railway Books
Catalogues Photographs and Jigsaws,
books including LMS Engine Sheds vol 5
(Caledonian), DB locomotives (German
language), and others, two plywood jigsaws
by Chad Valley and Ian Allan (both complete
and early BR era), four framed Malcolm Root
prints and two others, 25+ various mounted
photographic prints mostly 7” x 9” by Max
Tildsley (some slightly stained) including
BR, SNCF and UTA subjects, and 9 ‘Dalkeith’
Postcard sets, varying F-VG (qty) £70-100

698.
A Wilesco Live Steam Tablet-fired
Stationary Engine and Parts, a Wilesco D10
engine with dummy governor, chimney,
burner tray, funnel and fuel tablets, F, with
corrosion to various parts, box P, damp
damaged, together with another engine unit
for vertical mounting and separate boiler,
incomplete P-F (3) £50-80
699.
A Mamod SE3 Live Steam Spiritfired Twin-Cylinder Stationary Steam Engine
and Model Hammer, the engine with superburner, whistle and regulator, in original box,
overall G, a little grubby, the hammer also
in original box, both with Mamod’s Camden
Street address, boxes P-G £60-90
700.
Mamod/Meccano Live Steam
Engines, comprising a boxed SR1a Steam
Roller, F, corrosion to one roll and valve plate/
pipework bent, a Mamod marine engine with
vertical cylinder and propeller shaft, F, pipe
connection suspect and safety valve/filler
needs re-alignment, and a Meccano stationary
engine (by Malins) on yellow base with spirit
burner, F-G, level plug missing, with a spare
boiler for same (4) £80-120
701.
A Collection of Transport Tickets
Model Catalogues and Other Items,
comprising a substantial collection of bus,
train and other tickets including LT Gibsons,
Bradford, Lytham St Annes and other
Municipals, BR season tickets and others,
the majority pre-decimal, with some foreign
include Belgian Railways and Greek amongst
others, all together with various model
catalogues, Lilliput, Wrenn and others, two
pre-war Meccano mags, correspondence and
other paper items, and an unmade vacuumformed plastic ‘Southampton’ flying boat kit,
varying F-VG (qty) £60-90

704.
A Mamod SR1a Live Steam Tabletfired Steam Roller and Model Plant, the
roller in original box with funnel, fuel tray
and steering extension, two spare drive belts,
overall G-VG, lightly used, box G, together
with an unboxed Mamod grinder and a boxed
Wilesco M63 concrete mixer, both G, the
Wilesco with sand inside and slight internal
corrosion from previous use (3) £70-100
705.
Keil Kraft Unmade Road Steam
Engine Kits and Books by Hamilton Ellis,
the kits comprising Showman’s, Ploughing,
Roller and Atkinson wagon, all VG-E, sealed
in original packs, with approx. 20 books by
Hamilton Ellis including ‘The Beauty of Old
Trains’, ‘Four Main Lines’, ‘South Western
Railway’, ‘North British Railway’, ‘LB&SCR’,
‘Twenty Locomotive Men’, uncommon novel
‘Rails across the Ranges’ (pub 1941) and
others, together with a Yesteryear model
Stephenson’s Rocket, a book on The Malta
Railway and 8 b/w GWR poster prints by
Glasney Press, varying F-VG (qty) £70-100
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706.
Six Framed Hamilton Ellis Carriage
Prints, all from CHE’s ‘Travel in ….’ series, five
featuring period trains and one with LNWR
steamship ‘Cambria’, all in dark brown frames
approx. 26” x 11” and mounted on green
cloth-backed boards, F-G, some with damp
staining to prints (6) £40-60

707.
A Group of ‘Big Four’ Wagon Plates,
including ‘D-shaped’ plates ‘SR 13 tons 38225’,
‘LMS 20 tons 751035’, ‘LNER 21 tons 1941
251954’ and GWRy 13 tons 142940’, together
with a GWR Private Owner wagon registration
plate dated ‘1940, to carry 21 tons, no 6604’,
all repainted in black with neatly-executed
white lettering, G-VG (5) £70-100
708.
Three Vintage Railway and other
Oil Lamps, comprising a large round lamp
approx. 9” diameter and 17” high, possibly
from Crossing gates, with flat glass to one side
only, stamped ‘GWR’ to burner, with a small
‘flare lamp’ approx. 8” long overall, oil tank
3½” diameter, stamped ‘GWR 03’, and a third,
unmarked hand lamp with bevelled glasses to
front and one side, small red rear aspect, and
with a side-mounting bracket, possibly for use
on an early road vehicle, F-G (3 £60-90
709.
Forty-Seven Assorted Transport
DVD’s, including 12-disc set of Fred Dibnah’s
‘Made in Britain’ series and other Fred titles,
with ‘Night Mail’, ‘Metro-Land’, Sunderland
Transport and many others, all VG (47 cases
inc two 3-disc sets) £60-90
710.
A Collection of (mostly) GWRrelated Books and Signal Box Diagrams,
Books include GW Engine Sheds (Lyons),
GW Road Vehicles (Kelley), GW Architecture
(Vaughan), GW 1947 Atlas (Cooke), 3-volume
‘History of the GWR’ (MacDermott/Clinker)
and others, together with six booklets of GWR
Signal Box Diagrams (pub G A Pryor), vols 1, 3,
12, 16, 22 and 23, mostly G-VG (24) £70-100

711.
A Small Group of Official GWR
Publications and ‘King’ Plaque, including an
original 1938-9 Time-table book, G-VG, GWRpublished hardback books on Castles, Abbeys
and Cathedrals, each with maps in rear slipcase and colour plates, but lacking dustjackets,
together with a bound volume of GWR
magazine (1932), an Ian Allan reprint of the
1902 GWR time-table, and a cast aluminium
plaque of King George V (no 330/3000), made
circa 1973, mostly G-VG (7) £50-80
715.
A Finescale O Gauge Fulgurex
Stephenson’s ‘Rocket’ and Tender, in
unpainted brass finish, for 2-rail operation
with tender-drive and operating valve gear to
locomotive, G-VG, some tarnishing and dust
from display (2) £200-280

712.
A Wilesco Live Steam Tabletfired ‘Old Smokey’ Steam Roller, in black/
gold finish, unboxed, appears probably only
steamed once, G-VG, a little dusty and slightly
tarnished from display, together with a
small packet with Wilesco spanner and fibre
washers (2) £80-120
713.
Four Assembled and Framed
Vintage Wooden Train and Shipping Jigsaw
Puzzles, one showing LNER ‘Silver Link’ leaving
King’s Cross, another more recent example
showing three Southern locomotives, together
with one of RMS ‘Queen Mary’ and one of
RMS ‘Mauretania’, all complete and in brown
or black frames, latter with broken glass, no
boxes (4) £20-30

714.
A Elettren O Gauge Wagons-Lits
Service Car, unboxed, in blue/grey CIWL livery
as Cruising Service Car no 4013, fitted with
screw couplers, VG £120-160

716.
A Hornby 3½” Gauge Live-steam
Gas-fired G100 Stephenson’s ‘Rocket’ Set,
with tender, track and accessories, VG,
appears lightly used, lacks instructions
£80-120
717.
Five Unmade ACE Trains O Gauge
Individually-boxed C/3 Coach Kits, all in
LMS crimson, comprising one 1st class, one
1st/3rd composite, one all-3rd, one brake/3rd,
and one Restaurant car, all VG, not checked
exhaustively but all appear undisturbed in
original packagings, boxes VG, slight fading to
labels (5) £100-140
718.
A Hornby O Gauge Clockwork
LMS M3 Tank Locomotive and Track, the
locomotive no 2270 an ‘intermediate’ type
without cylinders but with coupled wheels,
F-G, some retouching to black areas, mech
tested well, together with a quantity of
Hornby track including 3 points and some
1920’s pieces, all P, rusty (qty) £30-50

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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719.
A Mamod Live Steam Spirit Fired
MM2 Stationary Engine and Workshop, the
engine with ‘over-type’ cylinder, burner and
funnel, attached to a wooden board with
period lineshaft, power hammer and grinding
wheel, together with an original packet of
spring drive belts, overall G-VG £60-90
723.
A Neatly-repainted Hornby O Gauge
Clockwork Locomotive and Tender, with no
60199, originally a black example carefully
over-painted in green, as repaint G, mech
tested ok, together with one set buffers and
an incomplete water crane (4) £30-50

720.
A Mixed Group of O Gauge and
Other Items, including a Bing Wayside station
with pre-1920 trademark, F, fence and one
candle holder missing, general corrosion,
a boxed Brimtoy post-war set with black
clockwork loco, tender and brake van, VG,
an incomplete Hungarian shunting train and
track (lacks locomotive), and a boxed Marx
clockwork 1950’s/60’s ‘Motorway’ set, VG,
box G (4) £70-100

721.
Hornby O Gauge MO Series Trains
and a Mamod SE2 Engine, Trains including
a boxed Passenger set with red locomotive,
tender and two Pullman coaches, all G, box G,
with 5 individually-boxed MO wagons and one
standard cable-drum wagon, also G, sundry
track pieces, and together with a circa 1958
Mamod SE2 Stationary Steam Engine with
3-wick spirit burner, regulator, whistle and
funnels, in a purpose-made wooden box, G
(qty) £60-80

722.
GWR and Other Railway
Memorabilia, including GWR Coal Requisition
folder for steam crane 72, 1935-1975, an
operating agreement between L&SWR and
Western Newspapers dated 1906 and two
other documents, six GWR prepaid parcel
stamp labels, a group of SR luggage labels, an
NER and four LNER Gorton pay checks and
four assorted railway uniform buttons, mostly
G-VG (qty) £40-60
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724.
A Group of Hornby O Gauge
Clockwork Locomotives and Tenders,
including green M1 with two 3435 tenders,
red/red M1 loco only, no 30 loco only, No 0
LMS loco no 500 only, all with working mechs,
with early M series 2930 loco only with broken
ratchet and no 1 tank loco SR green no 29,
drive slips in forward gear, all P-F, playworn,
some faded, three winding keys and an early
narrow no 2710 tender in maroon, G (12 inc
keys) £70-100

725.
A Collection of Hornby O Gauge
Clockwork Trains Track and Accessories,
including boxed no 101 tank locomotive in
LNER green, G-VG, with boxed Barrel wagon,
Blue Circle cement, early National Benzole
tanker in later box, rotary tipper and brake
van, all F-G, boxes P-F, faded, together with a
quantity of playworn rolling stock including no
50 McAlpine tip-wagon, Pullman coaches and
other wagons, some with over-painting, with
a Brimtoy SR crane wagon, F, various Hornby
accessories including ‘Windsor’ signal box in
P box, water tower, level crossing and other
items, and a moderate quantity of clockwork
track, mostly F (qty in 4 boxes) £100-140

726.
Two Rivarossi O Gauge 2-rail
Electric Continental Locomotives and British
Kit-built Wagons, comprising 2 0-6-0T
locomotives overpainted in green, both F-G,
together with seven British kit-built finescale
plastic wagons including GWR ‘toad’, 2 MR
vans, 3 PO coal wagons and 1 SR open wagon,
all G-VG (9) £80-120

727.
Hornby Bassett-Lowke Lionel and
kitbuilt 0 gauge play worn locomotives and
rolling stock Bassett-Lowke Maroon 4-4-0
clockwork 1930 ‘Duke of York’ Locomotive
and Tender, P, lacks coupling rods, poorly
overpainted, Hornbt LNER Cattle truck and
brown Guards van, 0-4-2 scratchbuilt Engine
with Hornby 0-4-0 c/w chassis, P, crude
paintwork, lacks rear wheels, Bub or similar
electric 0-4-0 chasis and three Lionel Lines red
coches, generally P (9) £40-60

End of Auction
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we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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